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Abstract

The global analysis fields of the Met Office stratospheric assimilated data set have

been investigated. Systematic biases for select years were identified through val-

idation with independent satellite observations. Particular attention was given

to analyses from January 2005 to October 2009 produced from a 50 level (L50)

configuration of the UM with model lid at ∼0.1 hPa, and the impact on analyses

fields from November 2009 to September 2010 when the middle atmospheric

configuration of the UM was extended to ∼0.01 hPa using 70 levels (L70).

Validation results from both the L50 and L70 analyses show that largest tem-

perature biases occur at polar latitudes approaching the model lid in the meso-

sphere, exhibiting a clear seasonal cycle. Here cold biases in the winter season

of the L50 analyses and warm biases in the summer season of the L70 analyses

would strongly suggest that the mean meridional circulation in the mesosphere

is underestimated, and that small scale gravity wave forcing supplied by the op-

erational Ultra Simple Spectral Parameterisation (USSP) scheme is insufficient.

Based on the above validation results numerous experiments were conducted

to investigate the temperature response in the mesosphere to increased gravity

wave forcing. Such experiments concentrated on tuning the energy scale factor

(β) in the USSP scheme and the application of a momentum conserving ”opaque”

lid. Furthermore, the impact of developing the USSP scheme to include direct

heating from gravity wave induced turbulent dissipation was also investigated.

Maximum temperature responses in the summer polar upper mesosphere of∼22
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K were found when increasing the standard value of β=0.1 to β=0.14 combined

with the application of an opaque lid. Magnitudes of direct heating rates due to

gravity wave turbulent dissipation diagnosed via the USSP scheme were found

to be consistent with previous estimates. However applying such heating would

most likely have a negative impact on the L70 analyses, which already display

warm biases in the upper mesosphere, strongly suggesting that additional phys-

ical processes such as eddy diffusion must also be accounted for when applying

direct heating from gravity wave breaking.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Since the first attempted forecasts of numerical weather prediction (NWP) by

Lewis Fry Richardson during World War I, considerable progress has been made

due to the advances of human knowledge and the advent of state-of-the-art com-

puting power. NWP forecasts are performed by running (integrating in time)

complex computer models of the atmosphere, commonly known as general cir-

culation models (GCMs), that can simulate the evolution of the atmosphere given

it’s initial state at a given point in time. Initially GCMs were restricted to the

troposphere and did not extend far into the stratosphere and mesosphere, col-

lectively known as the middle atmosphere. During the late 60’s and 70’s the

pioneering work of Kasahara et al. [1973], Manabe and Hunt [1968], Manabe and

Mahlman [1976] began to look at the middle atmosphere, however these models

had relatively poor (low) vertical resolution and only extended into the middle

stratosphere. In the early 1980’s further interest in middle atmospheric models

was stimulated by the need to understand the physical mechanisms behind ob-

served phenomena such as the depletion of ozone in the stratosphere [WMO,

1986, Solomon et al., 1986]. Hence higher resolution, vertical and horizontal,

models with extended vertical domains were developed. Since the 1980’s mid-

dle atmospheric GCMs have received considerable attention from the scientific
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community. While certain middle atmospheric GCMs have resolved all of the

mesosphere and above into the thermosphere, for example those studied in Jack-

son and Gray [1994], McLandress et al. [2006], most have a lid no higher than

80 km (upper mesosphere), for example those detailed by Hamilton et al. [1999],

Kiehl et al. [1996]. Reviews of modern middle atmospheric GCMs can be seen

in Pawson et al. [2000], Randel et al. [2004].

Middle atmospheric GCMs are currently used over a wide range of research

areas and time scales, from operational NWP forecasts (∼1→15 days), seasonal

forecasts (>30 days) and decadal (∼10→50 years) and climate (>100 years) pre-

dictions. The increased vertical domain in such models allows for a more real-

istic representation of the feedback mechanisms between the troposphere and

the middle atmosphere. This includes the impact of stratospheric variability

on tropospheric forecasts [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 1999, Christiansen, 2001],

the downward influence of the middle atmosphere on the troposphere through

the downward propagation of solar influence [Matthes et al., 2006], impact of

the mesospheric flow on the tropospheric circulation [Boville, 1984], influence

of mesospheric dynamical forcing on lower stratospheric temperatures [Gar-

cia and Boville, 1994] and the upward influence of tropospheric forcing on the

middle atmosphere through the redistribution of momentum and energy by

vertically propagating atmospheric waves [Fritts and Alexander, 2003, Holton

and Alexander, 2000, Huang and Smith, 1991]. The development of middle at-

mospheric GCMs allowed the physical mechanisms responsible for the above

phenomena to be investigated, thus providing a means of validating newly pro-

posed mechanisms and hypotheses.

At the heart of any middle atmospheric GCM there is a set of governing equa-

tions which describe the motion of the atmosphere, typically based on, or a

variation of, a simplified version of the Navier-Stokes equations for an ideal gas

known as the ”Primitive Equations”. To solve these governing equations they

14



are numerically integrated (forward in time), typically on some form of finite

grid which has a limited mesh size due to limits of computational power. Fea-

tures of the atmospheric flow which are larger than the finite grid length are

captured (resolved) in the model, while those smaller (sub-grid processes) must

be separately parameterized. While sub-grid processes occur on smaller scales

than the resolved flow, they can and do interact with the resolved scale to affect

the large scale flow. For middle atmospheric GCMs the two parameterizations

which have possibly the greatest impact on the large scale flow are the radia-

tion scheme and the momentum forcing induced by the breaking of small scale

gravity waves. As such, several radiation schemes [Edwards and Slingo, 1996,

Fouquart and Bonnel, 1980, Ingram, 1990, Shine, 1987] and gravity wave schemes

have been developed. Gravity waves generated from flow over topography are

known as orographic and have zero phase speeds relative to the ground, while

those generated from various other mechanisms (see Section 2.3.1) are known as

non-orographic and generally have non-zero phase speeds relative to the ground.

Schemes such as Palmer et al. [1986], McFarlane [1987] were developed to rep-

resent the influence of orographic gravity wave breaking, which dominates in

the troposphere and lower stratosphere. Schemes such as Lindzen [1981], Hines

[1997], Warner and McIntyre [2001] were developed to represent the influence of

non-orographic gravity wave breaking, which dominates in the middle to upper

stratosphere and mesosphere. Many middle atmospheric models which resolve

above the lower stratosphere, such as the European centre for medium-range

weather forecasts (ECMWF) integrated forecast system (IFS) [Gobiet et al., 2005],

and the UK Meteorological Office (UKMO) global middle atmospheric configu-

ration of the Unified Model (UM) [Jackson et al., 2001], contain both orographic

and non-orographic gravity wave schemes which are run (uncoupled) together.

A review of current gravity wave schemes and their general formulation is given

in Fritts and Alexander [2003]. All gravity wave schemes contain significant un-

certainty as they contain numerous simplifications, such as assuming that wave

packets only propagate vertically and not horizontally which is physically un-

15



realistic. Furthermore, there is still significant uncertainty as to the amplitudes,

phase speeds and exact breaking mechanisms of gravity waves, hence additional

uncertainty in gravity wave schemes occurs since they contain free parameters

which to some extent are arbitrarily set.

Increasingly, meteorological organisations have been using middle atmospheric

GCM’s that resolve the entire stratosphere and portions of the mesosphere for

NWP, since the full representation of the stratosphere has been shown to improve

tropospheric forecasts due to more accurate initial conditions (produced via in-

creased assimilation of data, see below) and extended range forecasts [Baldwin

and Dunkerton, 1999]. The shorter forecast length of NWP timescales allows

models to be run at higher resolution, resulting in more of the atmospheric flow

to be resolved, thus a more accurate representation of atmospheric dynamics

and surface features. Furthermore, processes which are not thought to have a

significant impact over NWP timescales such as deep ocean circulation, atmo-

spheric chemistry and the carbon cycle can be neglected. Since NWP is an initial

value problem, an accurate representation of the initial state of the atmosphere is

vital to produce an accurate forecast. The accuracy of the initial conditions there-

fore affects the quality of the evolved forecast. Typically the initial conditions

for a forecasting model are supplied by geophysical observations from various

sources including but not exclusively buoys, ships, radiosonde networks, air-

craft and various satellite instruments. The degrees of freedom in a modern

NWP model is of the order 107. The total number of conventional observations

is considerably less, of the order 104 − 105, and they have a non-uniform distri-

bution in space and time. Therefore observations on their own are insufficient

to define the initial conditions of the atmosphere and must be combined with an

initial first guess, also known as the background field [Bergthorsson and Doos,

1955]. In modern NWP models the background field is supplied by the previ-

ous short-range, usually 6 hours, forecast data in what is known as an ’analysis

cycle’. The process of combining observational and short-range forecast data to
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obtain an initial condition for NWP is known as atmospheric data assimilation.

The data assimilation system therefore produces an optimal estimate of the state

of the atmosphere, an ”analyses”, based on prior estimates of the error statistics

in both the observational and forecast data. The major focus of this thesis is to

assess and improve the accuracy of middle atmospheric analyses produced by

the UKMO global middle atmospheric configuration of the UM. Such analyses

are produced daily by the UKMO and achieved in the stratospheric assimilated

data set.

1.2 Motivation

Previous studies at the Met Office have shown that improving the representation

of the middle atmosphere has a positive impact on forecasts in the troposphere.

This improvement occurs through increased accuracy of assimilated satellite

radiance observations in the lower atmosphere, which are sensitive to biases

in the middle atmosphere. The UKMO operational NWP model has recently

been further extended in the vertical to include the upper mesosphere, up to ∼85

km. This, therefore allows the addition of more satellite radiance channels. For

this extension to have maximum impact on tropospheric forecasts it is therefore

vital to determine, understand and improve the biases seen through the upper

stratosphere and mesosphere. Additionally, there has been considerable research

into the interaction between the stratosphere and troposphere, where improved

representation of the stratosphere may lead to improved tropospheric forecasts

for timescales over ∼10 days. It is therefore expected that further resolving

the mesosphere could possibly further reduce biases in the stratosphere and

subsequently the troposphere. Here the positive impact on biases downward

through the atmosphere maybe achieved by the numerous feedback mechanisms

discussed above. This impact of accurately representing the mesosphere on

stratospheric and tropospheric forecasts is expected to be small, particularly over

the timescale of 1 day, since in the troposphere the analyses are highly constrained

by assimilation of large quantities of observational data. However, there is the
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possibility that knowledge gained from the issues addressed in this thesis could

be applied to future chemistry and climate studies using UM configurations

similar to those discussed in Hardiman et al. [2010]. There is also the possibility

that improving the mesospheric representation will also improve the accuracy

of space weather models being developed by the University of Bath and the

Met Office, which could potentially use the mesospheric analyses as their lower

boundary conditions [Bushell, 2010]. Finally, the stratospheric assimilated data

set is widely used by the scientific community in numerous studies concerned

with understanding physical processes such as sudden stratsopheric warmings

and chemical transport modelling. Thus a detailed evaluation of biases within

the data set is of importance for future users.

1.3 Thesis Structure

As noted above this thesis is concerned with the global daily analyses of the

UKMO stratospheric assimilated data set. While the last evaluation of the middle

atmospheric configuration of the UM was performed by Butchart and Austin

[1998], Jackson et al. [2001] over a decade ago, there has been little previous study

on the systematic biases contained in the daily analyses fields of the stratospheric

assimilated data set. Over the past two decades there have been numerous

changes to the operational system producing the daily analyses. These include

changes to the dynamical core, data assimilation scheme, model resolution (both

vertical and horizontal) and the physical parameterizations used. Also there was

a vertical extension of the unified model (UM), used to populate the data set,

from ∼0.1 hPa to ∼0.01 hPa in November 2009. With no definitive study of the

stratospheric and mesospheric analyses over the past decade the questions we

wish to address in this thesis are as follows.

1. Are there are any systematic biases in the temperature and wind fields of

the stratospheric assimilated data set?

2. Through their magnitude, sign, location and seasonal evolution can we at-
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tribute these systematic biases to specific aspects of the operational system?

3. What is the impact of extending the model lid on the temperature and wind

biases? What do the similarities/differences between the two models tell

us?

4. Through the tuning of operational parameterizations is it possible to alle-

viate previously defined systematic temperature biases?

5. What is the impact of applying previously neglected physical processes on

the current temperature biases?

6. From what we have found above, what is the further logical approach to

reduce currently operational temperature and wind biases?

The thesis structure is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the observed distribu-

tion and seasonal cycle of middle atmospheric temperatures and winds, along

with the physical mechanism behind their evolution. It is this distribution and

evolution which must be accurately represented by the stratospheric assimilated

data set. Chapter 3 details the data sets used in this thesis, namely the daily anal-

yses fields from the stratospheric assimilated data set and observational data

from the Earth Observing System (EOS) Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS), the

Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) MLS and the Sounding of the At-

mosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER) experiments, whose

independent temperature profiles are used in the validation of the daily anal-

yses. Chapter 4 details the temperature biases of the stratospheric assimilated

data validated using the above independent satellite profiles, over selected pe-

riods based on the importance of changes made to the operational system and

satellite temporal coverage. Here systematic biases are identified and attributed

to specific aspects of the operational system. Over identical time periods, Chap-

ter 5 compares the wind distributions of the stratospheric assimilated data set

against those from the stratospheric processes and their role in climate (SPARC)

climatology. Results from Chapters 4 and 5 suggest that there is scope to im-

prove the operational gravity wave scheme, namely the ultra simple spectral
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parameterization (USSP) of Warner and McIntyre [2001]. Thus full details of

the USSP scheme and it’s extension to include the additional physical process of

direct dissipative heating due to gravity wave breaking is discussed in Chapter

6. Chapter 7 discusses off-line experiments using the USSP scheme, which based

on the results of previous Chapters, were designed to estimate the sensitivity of

gravity wave forcing and direct heating to perturbations of the free parameters in

the USSP scheme. The results of Chapter 7 are then employed into free running

experimental integrations of the UM designed to reduce the known biases of the

operational analyses, full details and results of which can be seen in Chapter 8.

Finally conclusions and suggested further work is given in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter introduces the temperature and wind fields of the middle atmo-

sphere, discussing both their vertical and horizontal distribution and seasonal

evolution. The relationship which exists between the temperature and wind

fields is discussed along with the primary mechanisms which determine their

distributions and seasonal evolution. Of these mechanisms the impact of dy-

namical forcing from numerous wave motions is detailed. Such impacts must

be represented correctly in numerical models of the middle atmosphere to ac-

curately reproduce temperature and wind fields. Since this project is primarily

concerned with the upper stratosphere and mesosphere, where as detailed in

later chapters the majority of biases in the Met Office analyses occur, particular

attention is given to the dynamical forcing from small scale gravity waves which

typically dominates in these regions.

2.1 Atmospheric Vertical Structure

Conventionally the atmosphere is divided into layers which can be distinguished

on the grounds of how temperature varies with altitude. Each layer has a char-

acteristic change of temperature with height known as the environmental lapse

rate, given by the negative of the vertical temperature gradient −dT/dz. The

first layer is known as the troposphere and typically extends vertically from
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Figure 2.1: Vertical distribution of radiative heating and cooling from longwave region

(left) and shortwave region (right). Units of K day−1. Reproduced from [London, 1980].

the ground to an upper limit of ∼15 km at tropical latitudes, and ∼8 for extra-

tropical latitudes, known as the tropopause. Above the tropopause the second

layer of the atmosphere, known as the stratosphere, extends to ∼50 km. At ∼50

km there is a transition, known as the stratopause, from the stratosphere to the

mesosphere which typically extends upwards to ∼90 km. The middle atmo-

sphere is conventionally described as the combination of the stratosphere and

mesosphere. The mean vertical temperature structure of the middle atmosphere

is primarily determined through absorption of shortwave ultraviolet radiation

(heating), and thermal emission of longwave infrared radiation (cooling). The

vertical distribution of this heating and cooling due to the most important radia-

tively active gases is shown in Figure 2.1, reproduced from London [1980].

In the shortwave region heating is primarily due to ozone, while in the longwave

cooling is primarily due to carbon dioxide [Gille and Russell, 1984, Kiehl and

Solomon, 1986]. Throughout most of the middle atmosphere radiative cooling

is in the global mean balanced by radiative heating [Holton, 2004]. The temper-
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ature distribution determined entirely by this net radiative transfer is referred

to as the ”radiative equilibrium” temperature Tr [Shine, 1987]. Since carbon

dioxide is relatively well mixed, the vertical temperature structure of the middle

atmosphere is predominantly determined by the strength of solar heating due to

ozone.

The increase of ozone heating from ∼15 km to it’s maximum value at ∼50 km,

coupled with the influence of dynamical motions discussed below, results in

the stratosphere having a characteristic negative environmental lapse rate. The

stratospause is characterised by a change of the negative stratospheric environ-

mental lapse rate to a positive value, where solar heating due to ozone and

hence temperatures have maximum values. Above the stratopause the decrease

of ozone concentration with altitude results in a decrease of the associated solar

heating, hence the mesosphere is characterised by having a positive lapse rate.

2.2 The Observed Middle Atmosphere

Observational studies have shown that monthly zonal mean temperature and

wind distributions in the middle atmosphere have large latitudinal variations

which undergo a strong season cycle [Fleming et al., 1988]. The temperature and

wind distributions are dynamically linked through approximate thermal wind

balance [Hedin et al., 1996], where the vertical shear of the zonal wind (u) is

related to the meridional temperature (T) gradient via,

∂u
∂p
=

R
P f

(
∂T
∂y

)
p
. (2.1)

Where R is the universal gas constant, f is the Coriolis parameter and P is

the pressure. The subscript p of the term in brackets on the right hand side

of equation (2.1) requires that the meridional temperature gradient is diagnosed

under constant pressure. Figure 2.2 details the monthly zonal mean distributions
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January April July October

Figure 2.2: SPARC climatological zonal mean temperature (top) and zonal wind (bottom)

for January, April, July and October. Contours intervals are respectively 10 K and 10

ms−1 for temperature and wind distributions.

of temperature and zonal wind for the months of January, April, July and October

obtained from the stratospheric processes and their role in climate (SPARC)

climatology detailed in Randel et al. [2004].

2.2.1 Seasonal Cycle of Zonal Mean Temperatures

Below is a description of the seasonal cycle in the atmospheric temperatures of

the upper stratosphere and mesosphere based on the SPARC climatology, with

reference to previous observational studies.

Upper Stratosphere (∼40-55 km, ∼10-1.0 hPa)

In the upper stratosphere maximum temperatures are located in the summer

polar regions, with SH summer temperatures of ∼280-285 K typically ∼5-10
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K warmer than values of ∼270-275 K seen in the NH. For both months these

temperature maxima decrease towards the equator with largest meridional tem-

perature gradients seen between polar and mid-latitude regions. Unlike the

middle stratosphere this decrease in temperature in the meridional plane does

not extend to the winter pole. Minimum temperatures are now seen in the

mid-latitude regions of the winter hemisphere where the meridional tempera-

ture gradient changes sign, resulting in increasing temperatures towards winter

polar regions. In fact the winter polar stratopause of solstice months occurs at

noticeably higher altitudes than in the remaining atmosphere. This elevated or

”separated” stratopause feature was noted by Barnett [1974], Hitchman et al.

[1989] and is most prominent in the SH winter, where temperatures of ∼260-270

K are typically ∼15-20 K warmer [Kanzawa, 1989] and located ∼7-8 km higher

than corresponding NH winter polar values.

In April the NH has relatively weak meridional temperature gradients with

maximum temperatures of ∼260-270 K seen at both polar and tropical latitudes.

In the SH temperatures decrease by ∼15-20 K from the equator to polar regions,

with largest meridional gradients seen at mid-latitudes. In October temperature

maximums of ∼270-280 K are seen in the SH polar regions and typically decrease

by ∼10-15 K towards the equator. Here the largest meridional gradients are seen

in the polar regions. In the NH temperatures continue to decrease by ∼10-15 K

from the equator to polar regions. Note that the separated stratopause feature

described above for solstice months is typically absent for the months of April

and October, except for the NH of October where maximum temperatures in the

polar regions occur ∼6→7 km higher than at all other latitudes.

Mesosphere (between ∼55-85 km, ∼1.0-0.01 hPa)

In the lower mesosphere during January and July tropical temperatures are near

isothermal in the horizontal with relatively weak meridional gradients. For

both hemispheres of winter and summer solstice months temperatures decrease
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from the tropics towards mid-latitudes by ∼5-10 K, where the meridional tem-

perature gradient rapidly changes sign resulting in an increase of temperature

towards polar regions. This feature is most prominent in the winter hemisphere

of each month, with the SH winter having noticeably larger meridional tempera-

ture gradients in this region compared to the NH. From ∼0.3-0.1 hPa these larger

meridional gradients result in SH winter polar temperatures of∼250-260 K being

∼20 K warmer than NH winter polar values of ∼230-240 K [Fleming et al., 1990].

In the upper mesosphere during both January and July there is a near monotonic

increase of temperature from the summer to winter poles, where pole to pole

differences of ∼60-70 K are seen for both months. Temperatures of the summer

upper mesosphere are∼7 K warmer for the SH when compared to those from the

NH [Huaman and Balsley, 1999, Woodman et al., 1999]. Meridional temperature

gradients are largest at mid-latitudes in the summer hemisphere of both months.

In the lower mesosphere during both April and October temperature minima

occur at tropical latitudes and increase towards both the northern and southern

polar regions. For April the largest meridional temperature gradients are seen

in the SH, while in October they are seen in the NH. For both of these months

similar temperature distributions are also seen in the upper mesosphere, with

relatively larger meridional temperature gradients.

2.2.2 Seasonal Cycle of Zonal Mean Zonal Wind

Below is a description of the seasonal cycle in the atmospheric winds of the upper

stratosphere and mesosphere based on the SPARC climatology, with reference

to previous observational studies.

Upper Stratosphere (between ∼40-55 km, ∼10-1.0 hPa)

For January and July zonal mean winds typically increase with altitude. For

these months they are predominantly eastward (westward) for the winter (sum-

mer) hemispheres of both months, with noticeable inter-hemispheric similarities
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and differences. For the summer hemispheres of both January and July, strongest

winds occur between ∼15-40o latitude and decrease towards the equator and po-

lar regions. At these latitudes and ∼40 km altitude the SH westward winds of

∼50-60 ms−1 are typically ∼20 ms−1 stronger than the corresponding ∼30-40 ms−1

values seen in the NH. For the winter hemispheres of both January and July,

strongest values are seen between ∼40-60o latitude, and again decrease towards

the equator and polar regions. Here inter-hemispheric differences in zonal wind

strength are more pronounced than for the summer season, where SH summer

winds of ∼70-80 ms−1 at ∼40 km are typically ∼50 ms−1 stronger than the corre-

sponding ∼20-30 ms−1 values seen in the NH.

For solstice months the zonal winds in the upper stratosphere have a notice-

able ”tilt” with increasing altitude. In the winter hemisphere the winds tilt

towards the equator with increasing altitude while in the summer hemisphere

they tilt towards the polar regions.

In April the zonal mean winds are eastward for SH extra-tropical latitudes,

with maximum values of ∼40-50 ms−1 at ∼40 km occurring between ∼50-60o.

Throughout the middle stratosphere the tropical zonal winds are westward with

maximum values of ∼10-20 ms−1. In the NH extra-tropics there are weak east-

ward winds at mid-latitudes, reversing direction to weak westward values for

polar regions. In October tropical zonal winds throughout the middle strato-

sphere are westward with maximum values of ∼10-20 ms−1. In the SH eastward

winds are confined pole-ward of ∼40o, where maximum values of ∼40-50 ms−1

occur at ∼25 km between ∼60-70o latitude and decrease with altitude above this

region. In the NH weaker eastward winds occur pole-ward of ∼30o latitude,

which increase with altitude to ∼20-30 ms−1 at ∼40 km.
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Mesosphere (between ∼50-85 km, ∼1.0-0.01 hPa)

Unlike the majority of the stratosphere, zonal winds in the mesosphere do not

continue to increase with altitude and reach a maximum value at specific al-

titudes. These maximum values are known as the ”mesospheric jets” and are

commonly described as ”closed off”, since they are contained within a specific

region of the atmosphere above which zonal winds decrease with increasing

altitude.

For both January and July the summer mesospheric jets occur at ∼70 km centred

between ∼50-60o. Magnitudes of these summer jets are typically ∼60-70 ms−1,

however the previous study of Dowdy et al. [2001] has noted that summer zonal

winds in the upper mesosphere of the NH show a larger degree of variance and

are generally larger than those seen in the SH summer. It should be noted that for

the SH summer there is a secondary jet maximum of similar magnitude located

at a lower altitude of ∼50 km between ∼15-25o latitude [Watanabe et al., 2009].

As for the zonal winds of the summer upper stratosphere, the summer meso-

spheric jets of both hemispheres have a characteristic tilt towards polar latitudes.

Compared to the summer the winter season mesospheric jets, commonly known

as the polar night jets (PNJ), show a larger degree of inter-hemispheric differ-

ence. For the NH winter, jet values of ∼40-50 ms−1 at ∼65 km between ∼30-40o

latitude, are considerably weaker than the SH winter values of ∼85 ms−1 at ∼48

km between∼40-50o latitude. The PNJ’s of each hemisphere have a characteristic

tilt towards the equator with increasing altitude, again consistent with the zonal

mean winds of the winter upper stratosphere.

In April SH winds are predominantly eastward and extend into NH tropical

latitudes from ∼50-75 km. SH jets of ∼50-60 ms−1 are seen at ∼50 km between

∼50-60o. In the NH there are week westward winds confined to extra-tropical

latitudes in the lower mesosphere, which extend pole-ward with altitude to SH
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tropical latitudes and increase to ∼30-40 ms−1. In October the zonal winds dis-

tribution in the lower and upper mesosphere are almost a mirror image of those

seen in April. With typical wind values∼10 ms−1 weaker, except for the SH polar

region at ∼75 km. Where westward wind values of ∼20-30 ms−1 are ∼10 ms−1

stronger than those seen in the corresponding NH polar region in April.

2.3 Dynamical versus Radiative Forcing

As previous stated the middle atmosphere to first order is radiatively determined.

However certain regions of the middle atmosphere undergo large perturbations

from this radiatively determined state to produce the observed structure dis-

cussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. Departures from radiatively determined tem-

peratures are predominantly forced by the transfer of momentum and energy

from the lower to middle atmosphere through various wave motions [Andrews

et al., 1987], hence it is commonly referred to as dynamical heating/cooling. Be-

low we discuss the main atmospheric waves responsible for dynamically forcing

the middle atmosphere, along with a description of the transformed Eulerian-

mean (TEM) equations used to approximate the time mean transport. Following

this we discuss the dynamical forcing and induced circulations specific to both

the stratosphere and mesosphere.

2.3.1 Atmospheric Waves

The atmosphere is capable of supporting numerous forms of wave motions, with

varying spatial and temporal characteristics. Such wave motions result from the

combined effect of inertia and restoring forces acting on air parcels displaced from

their equilibrium values. Under certain conditions atmospheric waves, primar-

ily generated in the troposphere, are capable of propagating vertically through

the atmosphere carrying energy and momentum. Vertically propagating waves

continually have their characteristics altered by the changing atmospheric back-

ground state, which can lead to possible wave-mean flow interactions. The
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most important wave-mean flow interaction that occurs in the middle atmo-

sphere is non-linear dissipation or ”wave breaking” [Holton and Alexander,

2000]. Vertically propagating atmospheric waves have amplitudes that increase

with altitude, due to the decrease in pressure. At certain altitudes the amplitude

growth is large enough that non-linear processes will dominate the evolution of

the flow and the waves undergo breaking. Such wave breaking is also strongly

influenced by the background flow and tends to occur when waves propagate

into regions where their Doppler shifted (intrinsic) phase speeds, those relative

to the mean flow, equal zero [Andrews et al., 1987]. Regions where the intrinsic

phase speeds of propagating waves become zero are known as ”critical layers”.

Upon breaking the atmospheric waves deposit their energy and momentum into

the mean flow, which as described in further detail below results in a modifica-

tion of the wind and temperature fields [Eliassen, 1951]. It is this response to

the dynamical forcing from non-linear wave breaking that primarily results in

the perturbations from a purely radiatively determined state. The atmospheric

wave motions which have significant impacts on the temperature and wind

distributions of the middle atmosphere are detailed below.

Rossby Waves

Rossby waves, or planetary waves, are large scale undulations of the atmospheric

flow which have a restoring force due to the isentropic meridional gradient of

potential vorticity, which acts to resist meridional displacements. Rossby waves

have westward phase speeds relative to the mean flow and hence carry west-

ward angular momentum.

Free travelling Rossby waves are weakly excited by the resonance properties

of the atmosphere. Such free oscillations, known as a normal mode of the atmo-

sphere, generally have relatively small amplitudes and hence play a secondly

role in dynamically forcing the middle atmosphere compared to forced Rossby

wave motions. Examples of such normal modes can be found in Pendlebury
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et al. [2008].

Forced Rossby waves are primarily generated in the troposphere by flow over

continental-scale topography and ocean-land heating contrasts (planetary scale)

and through baroclinic instability (synoptic scale), where the westward phase

speeds of such waves rapidly increases with increasing horizontal wavelengths

[Gill, 1982]. Vertically propagating Rossby waves predominantly have zero

phase speeds (quasi-stationary) relative to the ground [Holton and Alexander,

2000]. The theory of Charney and Drazin [1961] states that for stronger zonal

mean eastward flow, longer wavelengths (smaller wavenumbers) are required

to produce Rossby waves which are quasi-stationary to the ground. Here lin-

ear wave theory based on the conservation of potential vorticity shows that for

waves quasi-stationary to the ground the vertical wavenumber m satisfies,

m2 =
N2

f 2

[
β

ū
− (k2 + l2)

]
− 1

4H2 . (2.2)

Where N is the buoyancy frequency, f is the Coriolis parameter and β it’s merid-

ional gradient, ū is the zonal flow, k and l are the zonal and meridional wavenum-

bers respectively and H is the density scale height. Thus it can be show that

vertical propagation of quasi-stationary waves (when m2 > 0) is restricted to,

0 < ū < β
[
k2 + l2 +

f 2

(4N2H2)

]−1

(2.3)

Hence the vertical propagation of forced Rossby waves is primarily restricted to

the winter months, where the stratospheric flow is eastward, and in the upper

stratosphere where the flow is stronger for waves of large horizontal wavelengths

(zonal wavenumbers 1 and 2).
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Gravity Waves

Gravity waves are vertical oscillations of the atmospheric flow. Their restor-

ing force is supplied by the stable density stratification of the atmosphere, which

results in fluid parcels displaced vertically from their equilibrium positions to un-

dergo (buoyancy) oscillations. Such waves may propagate vertically throughout

the atmosphere. Gravity waves occur over a broad spectrum of spatial and tem-

poral scales which are determined by their source mechanism. Such mechanisms

include flow over topography, convection and the adjustment of unbalanced

flow. Further details on gravity wave generation is given in Section 6. Typically

horizontal wavelengths range between ∼10→1000 km with vertical wavelengths

ranging from ∼1→30 km. Gravity waves with small periods (compared to the

local inertial period) are not affected by the rotation of the Earth, and are known

as pure internal gravity waves. Waves with periods larger than a few hours

and larger horizontal wavelengths (∼1000 km) are affected by the rotation of the

Earth, and are known as inertia-gravity waves. Vertical propagation of inertia-

gravity waves is limited to waves which have intrinsic frequencies bounded by

the local inertial frequency (lower limit) and the local static stability (upper limit).

Gravity waves can propagate in all horizontal directions, hence unlike Rossby

waves are capable of carrying both eastward and westward momentum in the

zonal direction. Horizontal phase speeds occur over a broad spectral range, with

magnitudes approaching ∼80 ms−1 in the mesosphere.

Kelvin Waves

Kelvin waves are large scale low frequency internal gravity waves which have

zero meridional velocity. Such waves are trapped at the equator due to the

change in sign of the Coriolis parameter between hemispheres, and hence have

eastward (positive) phase speeds carrying eastward momentum. They are forced

by oceanic-scale patterns of tropical convection in the troposphere and can prop-

agate vertically through the middle atmosphere. Observed Kelvin waves typi-
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cally have zonal wavenumbers 1 or 2, vertical wavelengths between ∼6→10 km

and periods ranging from ∼3→20 days. For a given zonal wavenumber, Kelvin

waves with longer periods (lower phase speeds) will not propagate to high alti-

tudes as they encounter critical layers and dissipation lower in the atmosphere.

Therefore ”slow” Kelvin waves with periods of ∼10→20 days typically break in

the stratosphere, ”fast” waves with periods of ∼5→10 days typically break in the

lower mesosphere and ”ultra-fast” waves with periods of ∼3→4 days typically

break in the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere as detailed by references

within Ern et al. [2007].

Mixed Rossby-Gravity Waves

Mixed Rossby-Gravity waves, like Kelvin waves, are large scale low frequency

internal gravity waves which are trapped near the equator. As for Kelvin waves

they are also forced by patterns of tropical convection in the troposphere, how-

ever such waves have non-zero meridional velocities which rapidly decay away

from the equator. Rossby-gravity waves have westward phase speeds w.r.t the

mean flow and hence carry westward momentum. Such waves were first ob-

served by Yanai and Maruyama [1966] and typically have periods of ∼5 days,

zonal wavenumber 4 and vertical wavelengths between ∼4→8 km.

2.3.2 Atmospheric Solar Tides

The regular day/night cycle in radiative heating of the atmosphere produces

global scale periodic oscillations of the background flow, known as solar tides.

Such tidal oscillations are primarily generated in the troposphere and strato-

sphere, where radiative heating is strongest, and can conservatively propagate

vertically through the atmosphere with increasing amplitudes due to the decreas-

ing density. As for vertically propagating waves, tidal oscillations approaching

the upper mesosphere can become unstable and under go non-linear breaking

[Lindzen and Holton, 1968]. Solar tides can be separated into two components,

migrating and non-migrating. Migrating tides are sun-synchronous oscillations,
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forced by zonally symmetric thermal sources, that propagate westwards with

the apparent motion of the sun. The periods of such oscillations are related to

the sub-harmonics of the 24 hour solar day, where observations have shown the

existence of tides with periods of 24 (diurnal), 12 (semi-diurnal), 8 (ter-diurnal)

and even 6 hours [Zhang et al., 2006]. It is thought that the diurnal tide is

primarily generated in the troposphere by solar heating due to water vapour,

while the semi-diurnal tide is primarily generated in the stratosphere by solar

heating due to ozone. Non-migrating tidal signals have identical periods to

migrating tides, however they either do not propagate horizontally or propa-

gate eastward/westward at a different speed to the motion of the sun. Such

non-migrating solar tides require additional longitudinal dependent thermal

forcing, such as latent heating from deep tropical convection [Hagan and Forbes,

2002]. In addition non-migrating tides can also be excited when migrating tides

propagate trough a zonally asymmetric background state, i.e through non-linear

interactions with both stationary planetary waves [Hagan and Roble, 2001] and

distributions of gravity waves [McLandress and Ward, 1994].

In the extra-tropics the migrating semi-diurnal tide dominates with maximum

amplitude values seen approaching and above the mesopause during the solstice

seasons [Zhang et al., 2006]. Throughout the mesosphere the semi-diurnal tide

has magnitudes comparable to those from the diurnal tide, with amplitudes of

∼2→4 K at ∼80 km and ∼0→2 K at ∼63 km. In the extra-tropics the zonal accel-

eration due to breaking tides has largest impact in the lower thermosphere, with

a relatively insignificant impact on the zonal winds of the upper mesosphere as

noted by Miyahara and Wu [1989].

2.3.3 The Transformed Eulerian-mean Equations

The overall time mean transport of individual fluid parcels in the middle at-

mosphere is known as the Lagrangian circulation. Here contributions to the

circulation are primarily made from dynamical forcing and secondarily from
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differential radiative heating due to the annual solar cycle, which has it’s great-

est influence at the stratopause where radiative heating is largest. Since calcu-

lation of this Lagrangian mean motion is very complicated and when applying

it’s conventional Eulerian mean counterpart large differences in the mean cir-

culation may occur due to the associated Stokes drift [Dunkerton, 1978, Stokes,

1847], it is generally approximated by using the TEM equations introduced by

Andrews and McIntyre [1976]. The TEM equations are used to describe the total

atmospheric state as a super-position of zonal mean and ”eddy” parts. Here the

eddies are wave-like zonal asymmetries which describe the local departure from

the zonally averaged fields. The zonal averaging approach is justified since both

absolute angular momentum and the daily incident solar flux at the top of the

atmosphere are independent of longitude. Therefore the majority of atmospheric

variability is captured in the zonally averaged fields. As detailed in Andrews

et al. [1987], using spherical coordinates (λ, ϕ, z) and potential temperature θ as

the thermodynamic variable the zonal mean meridional and vertical components

(v̄∗, w̄∗) of the TEM equations can be defined as,

v̄∗ = v̄ − 1
ρo

∂
∂z

ρov′θ′

dθ̄/dz

 (2.4)

w̄∗ = w̄ +
1

a cosϕ
∂
∂ϕ

cosϕv′θ′

dθ̄/dz

 . (2.5)

Here over-bars represent zonal (Eulerian) means and primes denote the eddy

fields, all other variables have their usual meanings. This zonally averaged ap-

proximation to the true Lagrangian motion is often referred to as the ”residual

mean meridional” circulation. Taking the zonal mean form of the primitive equa-

tions [Holton, 2004] and substituting in the above expressions for the residual

velocities, the TEM zonal momentum balance and thermodynamic equations

can be written as,
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∂ū
∂t
+ v̄∗

[
1

a cosϕ
∂
∂ϕ

(ū cosϕ) − f
]
+ w̄∗

∂ū
∂z
=

1
ρoa cosϕ

∇· F̄ + X̄, (2.6)

∂θ̄
∂t
+

v̄∗

a
∂θ̄
∂ϕ
+ w̄∗

∂θ̄
∂z
= Q̄ − 1

ρ
∂
∂z

[
ρ

(
v′θ′

1
a
∂θ̄/∂ϕ

∂θ̄/∂z
+ w′θ′

)]
. (2.7)

Here Q̄ is the net diabatic heating which in the middle atmosphere is due to the

balance between radiative heating and cooling. The mechanical forcing due to

the momentum deposition from breaking waves is separated into resolved and

unresolved terms on the r.h.s. of equation (2.6). Where the contribution from

unresolved forcing, in the middle atmosphere usually attributed to momentum

deposition from small scale gravity waves, is denoted by X̄ and the contribution

from resolved motion, usually attributed to Rossby waves, is obtained from the

divergence of the two-dimensional Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux vector F̄ [Eliassen

and Palm, 1961] which has the following meridional and vertical components,

F̄(ϕ) = ρoa cosϕ
(
∂ū
∂z

v′θ′

dθ̄/dz
− u′v′

)
(2.8)

F̄(z) = ρoa cosϕ
[(

f − 1
a cosϕ

∂(ū cosϕ)
∂ϕ

)
u′v′

dθ̄/dz
− u′w′

]
(2.9)

.
From equation (2.6) it is clear that the TEM zonal acceleration is composed of

terms describing the Coriolis acceleration, horizontal and vertical advection of

momentum by the residual circulation and wave forcing. The second term on
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the r.h.s of Equation 2.7 represents the eddy heat flux convergence which has

a relatively small magnitude under quasi-geostropic scaling [Shine, 1989]. If

the eddy heat flux convergence and theta tendency terms in Equation 2.7 are

ignored the resulting circulation is known as the ”diabatic circulation” [WMO,

1986]. The diabatic circulation is known to be good approximation to the true

Lagrangian circulation provided that eddy transience (variation with time) and

dissipation can be ignored [Dunkerton, 1978]. However in the total absence of

eddy forcing the mean meridional circulation must vanishes implying a state

of radiative equilibrium, which as discussed above is not apparent throughout

the middle atmosphere. Thus, implicit in the diabatic circulation approach is

the assumption that while eddy transience and dissipation can be ignored in the

thermodynamic equation it is still of primary importance in the mean momen-

tum budget of Equation 2.6.

The TEM formulation provides valuable insight into the wave-mean flow in-

teraction of the atmosphere, where the transformed eddy forcing terms on the

r.h.s of equation (2.6) now depend on basic physical properties of the wave dis-

turbances. Such insights include the non-interaction theorem of steady, linear,

frictionless and adiabatic waves on a conservative zonal mean flow as noted in

Charney and Drazin [1961], where the divergence of the EP-flux vanishes and

under such conditions eddy motions produce no mean-flow interaction. The

TEM formulation also highlights the concept that eddy heat flux (v′θ′) and eddy

momentum flux (v′u′) do not act separately on the mean field tendencies and

residual circulation, however do so in a combined manner as expressed by the

divergence of F̄. Under quasi-geostrophic scaling, which generally holds for the

extra-tropical middle atmosphere, it can be shown that the divergence of EP-flux

is equal to the meridional eddy flux of potential vorticity (q) times the basic state

density ρo [Edmon Jr et al., 1995].

∇· F̄ = ρov′q′ (2.10)
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Thus eddy driven mean-flow accelerations require non-zero potential vorticity

fluxes. These diagnostic relations are not clearly apparent when studying the

untransformed zonally averaged primitive equations. It should be noted that

the TEM equations are a good approximation to the true Lagrangian circulation,

particularly when eddy amplitudes are small and for timescales longer than the

radiative damping timescale where the zonal wind acceleration term in equation

(2.6) becomes small [Shine, 1989]. However in general it is not identical to the

true circulation which is divergent due to the fact that perturbations of the

background flow, produced by dynamical motions, vary with time [Andrews

et al., 1987].

2.3.4 Stratospheric Forcing and Circulation

Dynamical forcing of the winter stratosphere is primarily supplied by verti-

cally propagating Rossby waves [Shepherd, 2000]. For such waves, predomi-

nantly stationary w.r.t the ground, critical layers occur when the zonal wind is

zero, occurring in the sub-tropics of the winter stratosphere. Therefore Rossby

wave breaking primarily occurs between ∼20-60o latitude in a region commonly

know as the ”stratospheric surf zone” [Juckes and McIntyre, 1987, McIntyre

and Palmer, 1983]. The breaking of Rossby waves results in the deposition of

angular momentum. Since Rossby waves have westward phase speeds they

deposit westward angular momentum which tends to decelerate the seasonal

winter eastward zonal winds [Holton et al., 1995]. Such westward forcing has

an associated Coriolis torque which induces a poleward meridional circulation

for both the NH and SH winter hemispheres. By mass conservation this induced

meridional mass flux produces upward vertical motion at tropical latitudes and

downward vertical motion in the polar regions, known at the Brewer-Dobson

circulation [Brewer, 1949, Dobson, 1956]. A schematic representation of the

Brewer-Dobson circulation during the NH winter season is shown in Figure

2.3. Thus through adiabatic cooling/heating accompanying this rising/sinking
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the Lagrangian mean meridional circulation of

the middle atmosphere under solstice conditions (January). Reproduced from Dunker-

ton [1978].

circulation tropical temperatures are maintained below radiative equilibrium

and polar temperatures above [Andrews et al., 1987]. Hence the winter sea-

son stratospheric circulation is primarily thermally indirect as reported by Adler

[1975], Hartmann [1976] and confirmed in the calculations of Haynes et al. [1991].

Numerical studies of the mean residual circulation by Eluszkiewicz et al. [1996],

Gille et al. [1987], Rosenlof [1995] show that under solstice conditions the circu-

lation is strongest and extends to higher altitudes for the NH winter compared

to the SH, with maximum residual vertical velocities in the polar regions. This

inter-hemispheric difference arises from the fact that Rossby wave generation is

greater in the NH leading to larger momentum deposition and subsequently a

stronger poleward branch of the Brewer-Dobson circulation and hence greater

downwelling at polar regions [Shepherd, 2000], resulting in observed NH mid-
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dle stratospheric polar temperatures being perturbed further from Tr values than

in the SH, as described above in Section 2.2.1.

The Brewer-Dobson circulation during summer months is primarily restricted

to the lower stratosphere as detailed in Figure 2.3, where Rossby waves reach

critical layers as the zonal wind changes to a westward direction. Evidence

presented by Rosenlof [1996] has shown that both planetary and synoptic scale

(wavenumbers 1-8) Rossby waves provide the majority of the dynamical forcing

in the NH summer lower stratosphere. For the SH summer lower stratosphere

the mean meridional circulation is stronger compared to the NH, as shown by

high latitude temperatures being perturbed further from Tr values due to in-

creased downwelling and adiabatic warming. Since Rossby wave generation is

smaller in the SH additional forcing is required to produce this inter-hemispheric

difference. As noted by Rosenlof [1996] this additional forcing is most probably

attributed to the dissipation of small scale gravity waves (see below).

The separated winter polar stratopause feature seen in the winter hemispheres

is often misrepresented in modern global circulation models (GCM’s), however

it has been well produced in the studies of Beagley et al. [1997], Tomikawa et al.

[2008]. This feature is primarily due to the influence of vertically propagating

small scale gravity waves (see below) affecting the mean meridional circulation

[Hitchman et al., 1989]. This reasoning has been verified by the model study

of Watanabe et al. [2008], which showed that under solstice conditions plane-

tary wave activity near and above stratopause heights is mainly restricted to

the equatorward side of the polar night jet, while in the polar regions small

scale gravity waves near and above the stratopause are the dominant source of

dynamical forcing. As described below the gravity wave forcing of the winter

hemisphere approaching and above the stratospause has a westward direction,

which drives a poleward meridional circulation with descent at polar regions.

This gravity wave driven descent produces adiabatic warming and hence is the
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primary cause of the separated stratopause feature.

2.3.5 Mesospheric Forcing and Circulation

Departures of the mesospheric temperature and zonal wind distributions from

their radiatively determined states are believed to be predominantly maintained

by the breaking of small scale gravity waves [Andrews et al., 1987], with addition

contributions from atmospheric tides [Miyahara and Wu, 1989]. Unlike Rossby

waves, gravity waves which are generated in both the troposphere and strato-

sphere, see review of Fritts and Alexander [2003], can propagate vertically with

eastward and westward phase speeds carrying eastward and westward angular

momentum. The seasonal zonal winds of the stratosphere act as filters where

only waves with large Doppler shifted phase speeds, occurring when the back-

ground flow is opposed to the phase speed direction, can propagated into the

lower and upper mesosphere [Holton and Alexander, 2000]. Therefore due to the

reversal of the seasonal solstice zonal mean winds in the stratosphere, breaking

gravity waves in the mesosphere predominantly deposit eastward momentum

in the summer hemisphere and westward momentum in the winter hemisphere.

The resulting force decelerates the zonal mean winds in each hemisphere, which

leads to the closing of the middle atmospheric jets described in Section 2.2.2.

For solstice months the above deceleration produces an equatorward meridional

mass flux in the summer hemisphere and a poleward mass flux in the winter

hemisphere, where the Coriolis torque associated with such a drift is in approx-

imate balance with the wave induced zonal forcing of each hemisphere. The

resulting solstice circulation in the mesosphere is a single cell, where as detailed

in Figure 2.3 there is meridional drift from the summer to winter hemispheres

[Holton and Alexander, 2000]. By mass conservation this single cell circulation

results in rising motion throughout the summer hemisphere and sinking motion

throughout the winter hemisphere. The associated adiabatic heating/cooling

associated with this vertical motion maintains the summer mesosphere below
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and the winter mesosphere above their respective radiatively determined values.

As stated above the mesospheric forcing is dependent on the gravity wave filter-

ing by the stratospheric winds below, which as described above are influenced

by Rossby wave dissipation. Hence the strength of gravity wave forcing in each

hemisphere is coupled to the Rossby wave forcing below. The large Rossby wave

forcing of the NH winter season results in strongly reduced eastward winds, and

often to local westward winds in the longitudinal direction. Such flow will freely

transmit a larger spectrum of eastward propagating gravity waves into the meso-

sphere, thus reducing the westward forcing. Conversely, the small Rossby wave

forcing of the SH winter season results in strong eastward flow and a stable

SH winter polar vortex. Under such conditions there is a freer transmission

of gravity waves with westward phase speeds [Whiteway et al., 1997]. Hence

the westward mesopheric gravity wave forcing of the SH winter is stronger

than that seen in the corresponding NH winter season [Shine, 1989]. This inter-

hemispheric differences results, through increased meridional circulation and

subsidence at high latitudes, to warmer temperatures in the polar regions of the

SH winter upper mesosphere compared to the NH.

For equinox months the filtering of the stratospheric zonal mean winds results

in gravity wave breaking predominantly producing a weak westward force in

both hemispheres. This results in a relatively weaker two cell circulation, with

rising vertical motion at tropical latitudes and sinking vertical motion at both

polar regions throughout the mesosphere [Andrews et al., 1987].

Using the TEM equations Haynes et al. [1991] have postulated the so called

”downward control” theory. They showed that for extra-tropical latitudes,

which have approximately constant values of absolute angular momentum per

unit mass with height due to the dominance of the Earth’s rotation, the residual

mean meridional circulation at a certain altitude is directly proportional to the
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magnitude and latitudinal gradient of the eddy forcing above (on the same an-

gular momentum contour) and is unrelated to the value of eddy forcing below.

Furthermore in the time mean the circulation driven by the wave forcing at a

particular altitude always extends downward. Under downward control the

mean residual vertical velocity w̄∗ at some altitude zo is approximated via,

w̄∗(zo) = −
1

ρs(zo) cosθ
∂
∂y

[
cosθ

f

∫ ∞

zo

ρs(z) F(z) dz
]
, (2.11)

where f is the Coriolis parameter, ρs is the standard density, θ is latitude and F

is the body force per unit mass due vertically propagating atmospheric waves.

Using simple theories of saturation and observational data Haynes et al. [1991]

showed that the forcing from breaking waves is constant with increasing height

above the saturation level, with major contributions to the residual vertical ve-

locity at such a level occurring within two or three scale heights (∼6→7 km in

the mesosphere) above. While this simple argument has been shown to rea-

sonably represent the ”true” convergence of the residual vertical velocity at a

particular level [Haynes et al., 1991] for mid-latitudes there are noticeable excep-

tions, discussed below. As noted in Haynes et al. [1991] the above argument has

important implications for numerical models of the middle atmosphere, where

accurate reproduction of the circulation at a particular altitude requires sufficient

knowledge of the forcing above.

Through downward control it is possible for gravity wave breaking in the meso-

sphere to influence the mean meridional circulation of the atmosphere below.

The influence of forcing in the mesosphere on the stratospheric circulation is

stronger and extends to lower altitudes when the Rossby wave forcing is weak,

as confirmed by the modelling study of Garcia and Boville [1994] which showed

that in the SH winter pole the majority of the vertical residual velocity at 30 km

is due to forcing from ∼5-6 scale heights above, while in the NH winter pole it

is contained within ∼3 scale heights. Thus for the SH winter polar regions the
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mesospheric gravity wave forcing has a significant impact on temperatures in

the lower and middle stratosphere, compared to only the upper stratosphere for

the NH winter season. As noted by Garcia and Boville [1994] the Rossby wave

forcing has a strong impact for two reasons. Firstly, the residual vertical velocity

given by equation (2.11) is density weighted, hence for the stratospheric circula-

tion if Rossby wave forcing is present it will dominate any contributions made

from forcing which occurs at larger altitudes above. Secondly, as noted above

strong Rossby wave forcing in the winter stratosphere reduces the magnitude of

mesospheric gravity wave forcing.

While the mesospheric circulation is dominated by gravity wave dissipation,

planetary scale waves can also have a significant impact. Evidence that such

waves are present throughout the mesosphere, both summer and winter hemi-

spheres, has been given by numerous observational studies including Garcia

et al. [2005]. As noted in Smith [2003] the origin of quasi-stationary planetary

waves in the mesosphere is likely due to two mechanisms: 1) in the winter

hemisphere vertical propagation of forced Rossby waves from the stratosphere

upwards through the mesosphere, or 2) in-situ generation by dissipating grav-

ity waves which have substantial longitudinal asymmetries of momentum flux

due to the strong longitudinal variation of the stratospheric flow. In addition

to quasi-stationary waves, westward propagating waves of planetary scale have

also been observed in the upper mesosphere, i.e. the 2-day and 4-day waves.

Such travelling waves have been attributed to both manifestations of Rossby-

gravity normal modes and baroclinic/barotropic instability associated with the

upper mesospheric jets [Tunbridge and Mitchell, 2009].

During winter months waves which have propagated from the stratosphere

dominate the planetary scale forcing of the lower mesosphere [Smith, 2003],

and under wave breaking deposit westward (negative) angular momentum, a

convergence of EP-flux, which acts to enhance the residual circulation. Here
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magnitudes of forcing are similar to those seen in the stratosphere, where NH

values are considerably stronger than those seen in the SH [Marks, 1989]. Pre-

vious studies have shown that in the winter upper mesosphere planetary scale

EP-flux values have a dipole structure, with regions of convergence in the trop-

ics and mid-latitudes and divergence pole-ward of ∼50o latitude [Marks, 1989,

McLandress et al., 2006]. As shown by Plumb [1983] regions of EP-flux diver-

gence can occur when the meridional gradient of potential vorticity is negative,

such regions occur above the PNJ primarily due to the negative vertical wind

shear [Fleming et al., 1988]. As such negative meridional gradients of potential

vorticity are an indication of wave generation through baroclinic or barotropic

instability [Andrews et al., 1987], the EP-flux convergence/divergence dipole

structure in the winter upper mesosphere suggests that planetary wave forcing

in this region is dominated by waves which are generated in-situ [Smith, 1997,

2003]. In the summer upper mesosphere forced Rossby waves from the lower

mesosphere are not present, and regions of divergent EP-flux at mid-latitudes are

again associated with in-situ generated waves above the summer mesosphere

jets due to baroclinic and barotropic instability. The magnitude of planetary

wave generation in the upper mesosphere is strongly coupled to the strength of

the gravity wave forcing of each season [Norton and Thuburn, 1999], since it is

this forcing that is primarily responsible for weakening the jets and producing

the regions of instability primarily responsible for wave generation.

The observational evidence of Karlsson et al. [2007] and the numerical stud-

ies of Karlsson et al. [2009] suggests that there is an inter-hemispheric coupling

between the strength of the winter Brewer-Dobson circulation and the residual

circulation in the opposing summer mesosphere. The mechanism for this inter-

hemispheric coupling when considering a strengthening of the Brewer-Dobson

circulation, equally valid for a weakening, is as follows. As described above,

a strengthening of the Brewer-Dobson circulation results in weaker eastward

winds which through altering the gravity wave filtering reduces the westward
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drag of the winter mesosphere. Furthermore, the westward gravity waves break

at lower altitudes due to weaker Doppler shifting of their vertical wavelengths

from the weaker eastward zonal flow. Hence the residual circulation of the winter

mesosphere is reduced, which through mass conservation induces colder tem-

peratures in the polar winter mesosphere and warmer temperatures in the trop-

ical mesosphere [Labitzke, 1972]. Through thermal wind balance this warmer

tropical mesosphere, with an associated increase of the meridional temperature

gradient, results in stronger eastward winds in the summer subtropical meso-

sphere. The stronger eastward winds result in eastward (westward) gravity

waves having smaller (larger) intrinsic phase speeds and hence they break at

lower (higher) altitudes, which results in increased (decreased) eastward forc-

ing at lower (higher) latitudes [Shepherd and Shaw, 2004]. This vertical dipole

structure of anomalous forcing results in a reduction and downward shift of the

seasonal eastward gravity wave forcing per unit mass, and subsequently through

a weaker upward residual circulation induces warmer temperatures on the pole-

ward side of the reduced forcing region. Again the balanced response to this

warming is increased eastward winds and the mechanism initiates a feedback

between the zonal flow and forcing which propagates warmer temperatures to

the polar regions [Becker and Fritts, 2006]. As such temperature responses in the

summer polar mesosphere have been shown to be reversed when a weakening of

the winter hemisphere Brewer-Dobson circulation occurs, and similar responses

are found when considering both northern and southern hemispheres, suggests

that the coupling mechanism is linear. Temperature responses in the polar sum-

mer mesosphere typically occur ∼15-20 days after the change in forcing of the

winter stratosphere [Kornich and Becker, 2010].

2.4 The Semi-Annual Oscillation

At the equatorial stratopause there is a semi-annual oscillation (SAO) of the

zonal mean wind from eastward to westward flow, as first noted by Reed [1966].

The westward phase of the stratopause SAO occurs during solstice months with
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typical maximum magnitudes of∼25→35 ms−1, while the eastward phase occurs

during equinox seasons with comparable magnitudes. During equinox months

radiative heating at the stratopause is symmetrical about the equator and the

eastward zonal flow is believed to be driven by dissipating fast (short period)

Kelvin waves and internal gravity waves. Below the stratopause the forcing

is believed to be dominated by the planetary scale Kelvin waves, while near

the stratopause Kelvin waves account for ∼30→70% of the forcing (depending

on location and time) while the remaining contribution comes from small scale

gravity waves [Hitchman and Leovy, 1988].

For solstice seasons the radiative heating near the stratopause is located off

the equator in the summer hemisphere. Such conditions result in a Tr distribu-

tion with a non-zero meridional gradient across the equator. In-order to main-

tain thermal balance at the equator this Tr gradient is damped through inertial

adjustment, which involves the meridional advection of heat and momentum

[Dunkerton, 1989]. In order to conserve absolute angular momentum air parcels

approaching the equator in the summer hemisphere must have decreasing zonal

velocity resulting in westward flow [Shepherd, 2000]. In the winter hemisphere

westward acceleration of the mean flow has been associated with the meridional

transport of momentum by extra-tropical Rossby wave breaking. Analysis of

numerical studies performed by Hamilton and Mahlman [1988] concluded that

meridional advection of heat and momentum dominates in the summer hemi-

sphere, while contributions from Rossby wave breaking are more significant in

the winter hemisphere.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter we have discussed the seasonal evolution of both the tempera-

ture and wind fields of the middle atmosphere. While such distributions are

primarily determined from radiative transfer, large perturbations from this state

are caused by the dynamical forcing associated with the breaking of various at-
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mospheric waves. Regions which have the largest deviations from a radiatively

determined state include the winter polar stratosphere and both the winter and

summer polar mesosphere. These deviations are primarily a consequence of adi-

abatic heating (cooling) due to the descent (ascent) of the meridional circulation

at polar regions, produced by zonal forcing from breaking wave motions.

In the stratosphere the dynamical forcing is dominated by the breaking of verti-

cally propagating Rossby waves. The resulting meridional circulation extends to

higher altitudes in the winter hemisphere and is stronger for the NH compared

to the SH, due to larger Rossby wave generation. Consequently NH polar win-

ter temperatures are warmer (further from radiatively determined values) than

those seen in the SH winter polar regions.

In the mesosphere the dynamical forcing is dominated by the breaking of small

scale vertically propagating gravity waves. Under solstice conditions the grav-

ity wave breaking opposes the seasonal zonal mean winds of each hemisphere,

causing the zonal mean jets of each season to decrease with height and inducing

a summer to winter hemisphere single cell meridional circulation. Adiabatic

heating (cooling) at the winter (summer) polar regions results in a meridional

temperature gradient which has a smaller and even reversed sign compared to

that seen under radiative forcing alone. The extent to which the gravity wave

forcing of the mesosphere impacts the stratospheric circulation and temperature

below is determined through the downward control principle. Such impact has

been shown to be greater in the SH winter compared to the NH.
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Chapter 3

Data Sets

This chapter details the four data sets used in this thesis, namely the Met Of-

fice stratospheric assimilated data set, the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite

(UARS) Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS), the Earth Observing System (EOS)

MLS and the Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiom-

etry (SABER) experiments.

For the Met Office analyses details are given of the dynamical model, assim-

ilation scheme and observations used to populate the data set. This includes the

description of major changes made to any aspect of the system. For the UARS

MLS, EOS MLS and SABER experiments details of measurement technique, or-

bit and coverage, spatial resolution, sources of error and results from validation

with correlative data sets are presented.

3.1 Met Office Stratospheric Assimilated Analyses

3.1.1 Background

The analyses that will be validated in this project are obtained from the Met

Office stratospheric assimilated dataset. The dataset spans the period from the

17th October 1991 to the present. Each analysis produced by the Met Office com-

prises 3 dimensional global gridded fields of temperature, geopotential height
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and wind components. In essence each analysis can be considered as the best

guess of the geophysical state of the atmosphere for a particular time. Since

1995 the Met Office have produced 4 analyses per day. However only analyses

produced at 1200 UTC are archived. The Met Office produce this dataset using

a stratospheric configuration of their numerical weather prediction (NWP) Uni-

fied Model (UM), with the aid of a stratosphere-troposphere data assimilation

(DA) system.

Since the 17th October 1991 the Met Office has used three different methods

of DA to produce stratospheric analyses; Analysis Correction [Lorenc et al.,

1991], 3D-Var [Lorenc et al., 2000] and 4D-Var [Rawlins et al., 2007]. However as

the majority of this project focuses on the quality of mesospheric analyses, where

limited data is assimilated in the Met Office operational model, full details of the

above DA schemes are not discussed further. However a time line of when each

scheme was implemented is given in Table I.

3.1.2 Unified Model Description and Changes

At the heart of the NWP scheme that produces the analyses is a global model

of the troposphere and stratosphere. This model is known as the Met Office’s

Unified Model (UM) which is detailed in Cullen [1993]. The UM became op-

erational in 1991 and is a combination of the global NWP and climate models

previously used at the Met Office. The UM is a grid point model where the dy-

namical equations that describe the evolution of the atmosphere are numerically

integrated forward in time. The UM also includes a library of physical parame-

terizations to describe processes which either have smaller length scales than the

UM’s grid resolution or are not represented in the dynamical equations of the

model. Examples of these parameterizations include the effects of convection,

radiation and gravity wave drag (GWD).

As for the DA schemes described above the UM has had several changes since
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1991 when the stratospheric assimilated dataset was first produced.

Initially the UM was based on the traditional hydrostatic primitive equations

[White and Bromley, 1988]. The vertical coordinate of the UM was a ”hybrid”

function of pressure described in Simmons and Burridge [1981]. In the horizon-

tal the dynamical variables were stored on a regular latitude-longitude Arakawa

B grid [Arakawa and Lamb, 1977]. The vertical distribution of variables was

the same as in the previous 15 level NWP model [Gadd, 1985]. There were 42

pressure levels from the ground to the model top at 0.28 hPa. This resulted

in a resolution of ∼ 1.6 km in the stratosphere. The UM had a split explicit,

conservative, finite difference integration scheme as discussed in Cullen and

Davies [1991]. For this scheme the solution procedure was split into ”adjust-

ment” and ”advection” parts, which were solved using different time steps. The

set of physical parameterizations used in the initial UM configuration were in

line with the Hadley Centre Atmospheric Model version 2b (HadAM2b) de-

tailed in Hall et al. [1995]. This includes the radiation scheme by Ingram [1990]

and the GWD scheme by Wilson and Swinbank [1990]. A full list of all param-

eterizations with references can be seen in the appendix of Swinbank et al. [1998].

On the 10th October 2003 the dynamical core of the UM was changed and became

referred to as the ”New Dynamics”. Some of the major features of this change,

detailed in Davies et al. [2005], are listed below.

• The dynamical equations were changed to the non-hydrostatic fully com-

pressible deep atmosphere formulation. The rationale behind using this

equation set is to avoid unnecessary approximations, such as the shallow

atmosphere approximation while retaining a complete representation of the

Coriolis force. Also relaxing the hydrostatic assumption has been shown

to improve the non-linear behaviour of the equations [Lions et al., 1992],

allowing the use of horizontal grid resolutions of . 10 km. A full com-

parison of this equation set with the previously used hydrostatic primitive
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equations is given in White et al. [2005].

• The vertical terrain-following co-ordinate is now height based, making it

easier to maintain global conservation principles with the new dynamical

equation set.

• The dynamical variables are still stored horizontally on a regular latitude-

longitude grid, except they are now staggered on an Arakawa C-grid

[Arakawa and Lamb, 1977]. This grid staggering has been proven to be the

most accurate for the process of geostrophic adjustment.

• Variables are stored using the Charney-Phillips vertically staggered grid.

• A Semi-Lagrangian (SL) advection scheme is used in finding solutions of

the finite difference equations for all prognostic variables except density,

thus allowing longer time steps which were previously constrained by

the maximum velocity in any part of the computational domain using the

Eulerian advection scheme.

• There are now 50 model levels from the ground to the model top which

was extended to ∼63 km.

Until March 2006 the Met Office were producing analyses using two different

global configurations of the UM. A tropospheric configuration and a strato-

spheric configuration used to create the stratospheric assimilated dataset.

The tropospheric configuration was able to resolve 216 waves round a latitude

circle (N216), implying that the model has 432 grid points in the longitudinal

direction. The vertical range of this tropospheric model was from the ground to

∼39 km.

The stratospheric configuration was only able to resolve 48 waves around a

latitude circle (N48), obviously implying a lower resolution in the horizontal

with only 96 grid points in the longitudinal direction. However compared to the
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tropospheric model the stratospheric model had a larger vertical range extend-

ing from the ground up to ∼63 km.

Post March 2006 the stratospheric and tropospheric configurations were merged

to create one model. This new stratospheric model maintains the vertical range

of the old stratospheric model with 50 levels from the ground to ∼63 km. How-

ever the horizontal resolution was refined to 0.375o (480 grid points) in latitude

and 0.5625o (640 grid points) in longitude (N320).

Post November 2009 the stratospheric model lid was extended to include further

representation of the upper mesosphere. This new configuration now includes

70 model levels ranging from the ground to the model lid at ∼80 km. The hor-

izontal resolution was initially identical to the previous 50 level configuration,

however in March 2010 was further refined to 0.2343o (768 grid points) in latitude

and 0.3515o (1024 grid points) in longitude (N512).

Analyses produced by different configurations of the UM shall be referred to

according to the number of vertical model levels used in the model. Hence anal-

yses from November 1991 to April 2000 shall be referred to as L42, from October

2003 to October 2009 as L50 and from November 2009 to the present day as L70.

Below is a list of all major changes to the UM from 1991 to the present day. Note

changes made at a particular date apply to all subsequent UM configurations

unless stated.

29th October 1991: The initial UM configuration was based on the hydro-

static primitive equation model described above and in

Cullen [1993]. There are 42 pressure levels with the

model lid at 0.28 hPa.
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25th February 1992: The orographic GWD scheme produced large amounts

of noise in the stratosphere. Therefore the well tested

Palmer et al. [1986] scheme was introduced up to 20

hPa. Above 20 hPa a simple Rayleigh friction scheme

was introduced.

5th January 1994: The long-wave radiation scheme was altered to give

smoother and more accurate heating rates in the strato-

sphere [Morcrette et al., 1986].

28th January 1998: Operations were switched to the new Cray T3E su-

per computer. The T3E ozone climatology was later

found to be incorrect leading to increased temperatures

in the mesosphere and decreased temperatures at the

stratopause for the next 2 years.

16th May 2000: The sub-grid physical parameterizations were changed

to bring them in line with the Hadley Centre Atmo-

spheric Model version 3 (HadCM3) [Pope et al., 2000].

The two changes that made possibly the largest impact

on the stratospheric analyses are listed below.

• The orographic GWD scheme was changed to

more sophisticated Gregory et al. [1998] scheme

that includes the effects of anisotropic orography.

Above 20 hPa a simple Rayleigh friction scheme

was still applied.

• The introduction of the Edwards and Slingo [1996]

radiation scheme. The new scheme includes the

heating effects of H2O,O3,O2,N2O,CH4, CFC11

and CFC12.
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14th November 2000: Total of model levels changed to 40 with the resolution

of the stratosphere being ∼2.5 km. Model lid is changed

to 0.1 hPa. Problems with the ozone climatology data

were corrected.

10th October 2003: The dynamical core of the UM was changed to the ”New

Dynamics” described above. Following Scaife et al.

[2002] the GWD scheme was replaced with an Ultra

Simple Spectral Parameterisation (USSP) described in

Warner and McIntyre [2001]. Number of model levels

increased to 50.

14th March 2006: Tropospheric and stratospheric models merged to form

one stratospheric model. In addition to these changes

the USSP scheme was turned off.

5th December 2006: The USSP scheme was added back in and the upper level

horizontal diffusion was removed.

10th November 2009: Introduction of the extended 70 level model with model

lid at ∼85 km.

3.1.3 Model Levels

Post introduction of the ”New Dynamics”, model levels in the UM use a nor-

malised height based vertical coordinate η with a staggered Charney-Phillips

grid. For such a grid the prognostic variables θ and vertical velocity w are stored

on levels which are commonly known as ”theta levels”. While the variables ρ,

pressure and horizontal components of velocity u and v are stored on interme-

diate levels between adjacent theta levels, commonly known as ”rho levels”.

The η vertical coordinate has a value of zero at the lower surface boundary

and a value of one at the model lid. Theta and rho η levels near the surface
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1: Vertical grid levels for (a) 50 level model; (b) 70 level model; (c) 85 level model.

Solid lines correspond to theta levels while dashed lines correspond to rho levels.

boundary are purely terrain following, with a gradual transition to ”flat” levels

approaching the model lid. Full details of the vertical coordinate system and

spatial discretisation of the model prognostic variables can be found in Stani-

forth et al. [2004]. The vertical model grid configurations for the L50 and L70

model configurations can be seen in Figure 3.1. Note only the flat theta and rho

model levels of the middle atmosphere are shown in Figure 3.1, below which the

model levels are terrain following. For the L50 grid configuration there are 30

terrain following levels in the troposphere and lower stratosphere, while the L70

configuration has an increased vertical resolution in this region with 50 terrain

following levels.

Figure 3.1 also details the vertical resolution for the 85 level configuration of the

UM. The L85 model configuration is currently used operationally for seasonal

forecasting models at the Met Office and is detailed here since this configuration

is applied in the UM trials discussed in Section 8. As for the L70 level, the

L85 configuration has 50 terrain following levels in the troposphere and lower

stratosphere, however compared to the L70 model it has increased resolution in
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the upper middle atmosphere and extends to ∼85 km.

3.1.4 Observations and Changes

Each day the Met Office receives hundreds of thousands of atmospheric observa-

tions from various sources. Each type of observation has it’s own characteristics

including resolution, systematic and random errors and the location and time of

observation. Obviously the choice and availability of the observations used in

the DA process will have an impact on the accuracy of the analyses produced.

Temperature observations are available from numerous sources including ra-

diosondes, aircraft observations and satellite soundings. Below is a list of the

sources of temperature observations used in creation of the stratospheric assim-

ilated dataset from 1991 to the present.

• Aircraft observations which have vertical positions converted to pressure

levels.

• “SATEM”reports, which are layer mean temperature soundings from the

TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) [Smith et al., 1979] series of

polar orbiting satellites operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA). These soundings have a horizontal resolution of

∼500 km and a vertical range up to 1 hPa. They are produced by the

National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service (NESDIS).

• Soundings from the High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS)

[Koenig, 1980], also from the TOVS series of satellites. These soundings

have a horizontal resolution of ∼120 km and a vertical range up to 0.4 hPa.

• Radiosonde soundings available up to and between 50-10 hPa.

• The Advanced TOVS (ATOVS) [Reale et al., 2008] series of satellites NOAA-

15, NOAA-16, NOAA-17 and NOAA-19 containing the following instru-

ments.
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– The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) [Crack-

nell, 1997].

– An improved version of the HIRS.

– The Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU) [Aumann et al.,

2003], which consists of three separate modules, AMSU-A1, AMSU-

A2, and AMSU-B.

• The Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) [Aumann et al., 2003]

• Global Positioning System Radio Occulation (GPSRO) temperature pro-

files from the CHAllenging Mini-Satellite Payload (CHAMP) [Wickert

et al., 2004], Global navigation satellite systems Radio Occulation Receiver

(GRAS) [Loiselet et al., 2000], Constellation Observing System for Mete-

orology, Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC) [Rocken et al., 2000] and the

Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) [Tapley and Reigber,

2002] missions.

• The Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS) [Kunkee et al.,

2008] instrument on board the Defence Meteorological Satellite Program

(DMSP) satellite DMSP-16.

• The Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) [Siméoni et al.,

1997] on board the European Space Agency (ESA) polar orbiting satellite

METOP.

Below is a list of all the observational changes in creating the stratospheric

assimilated dataset from 1991 to the present. Note changes made at a particular

date apply to all subsequent dates unless stated.

29th October 1991: Aircraft, SATEM reports, HIRS and radiosonde data pro-

files used.
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18th April 2001: HIRS and SATEM reports no longer used. 3D-Var DA al-

lows the direct assimilation of measured radiances. The

Met Office calculates radiances using the fast Radiative

Transfer for TOVS (RTTOV) model. Radiances from the

following instruments on board NOAA-15 and NOAA-

16 satellites are assimilated. AVHRR, improved HIRS,

AMSU-A1, AMSU-A2, and AMSU-B.

10th October 2002: Radiances from NOAA-17 added to the system.

22th February 2005: AIRS radiances added to the system. Unfortunately

there was a bug in the AIRS assimilation code. For the

upper most pressure levels model radiance values were

incorrectly calculated using background surface temper-

atures values. This lead to negative analyses increments

and a cold temperature bias for the upper most levels,

especially at low latitudes.

14th March 2006: Bugs in the AIRS code was fixed. RTTOV-v5 is upgraded

to version 7, RTTOV-v7 [Saunders et al., 2002b].

20th September 2006: GPSRO CHAMP and GRACE data added to the system.

These profiles have a vertical range from 4-27 km. Also

added are SSMIS radiances from DMSP-16.

5th December 2006: GPSRO CHAMP data withdrawn from the system.

6th March 2007: Additional channels from HIRS on NOAA-17 and

NOAA-16 added to the system.

15th May 2007: GPSRO COSMIC data added into the system.

7th November 2007: Radiances from IASI added to the system.

1st April 2008: The range of GPSRO data which is assimilated is ex-

tended to 0-40 km.
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22nd July 2008: GPSRO GRAS data added to the system. AIRS cloudy

radiances are now assimilated.

13th July 2009: Introduction of NOAA-19 data to the system.

2nd November 2010: SSMIS data added to constrain the mesosphere.

3.1.5 Summary of Changes

A summary of all changes made in creation of the stratospheric assimilated

dataset from 1991 to the present can be seen in Table I.

3.2 The Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite Mi-

crowave Limb Sounder

3.2.1 Background

The UARS MLS experiment was the first of the two MLS experiments. It is one

of nine instruments on board the UARS satellite launched on the 12th September

1991. Full scientific observations were obtained daily since the 29th September

1991 to 15th March 1994. After this date measurements became increasingly

sparse to conserve the lifetime of the instrument. The final observations were

obtained on 25th August 2001. Temperature data products were retrieved from

O2 63 GHz radiance measurements using the technique documented in Waters

et al. [1975]. All UARS temperature profiles in this project are version 5 of the

data set.
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Figure 3.2: UARS MLS tangent point locations (crosses) for a 24-h period of coverage in

the north viewing mode (80oN to 34oS).

3.2.2 Orbit and Coverage

The UARS satellite has an inclined 57o orbit with a height of ∼585 km. As the

MLS instrument measures radiances at 90o to the motion of the UARS satellite,

the latitude coverage is from 34o in one hemisphere to 80o in the opposite hemi-

sphere. Every 36 days the UARS satellite performs a 180o yaw manoeuvre where

the latitude coverage of opposite hemispheres is interchanged. Each limb scan

takes ∼65.5 s with profile tangent point loci separated by 4o latitude. There are a

total of 16 orbits per day, each taking ∼90 minutes, resulting in a total of ∼1300

vertical scans per day.

The UARS MLS vertical coverage of temperature is scientifically useful from

∼32 hPa to ∼0.46 hPa ranging from the middle stratosphere to the lower meso-

sphere. Temperatures are reported at an interval of six surfaces per decade

change in pressure. Figure 3.2.2 shows the tangent point locations of the vertical

limb scans for one 24-h period of UARS coverage.
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3.2.3 Spatial Resolution

As for the EOS MLS instrument the vertical resolution of the UARS MLS can be

estimated from the horizontal integration of 2D averaging kernels, see equation

(9) of [Livesey et al., 2003]. The following averaged kernel widths are taken from

a typical profile of the instrument obtained on September 17th 1992. This is 6.5

km at 32 hPa, 6.0 km at 15 hPa, 6.5 km at 1 hPa and 5 km at 0.46 hPa. These

values have been scaled from log pressure into kilometres using a scale height

of 16 km per decade change in pressure. The horizontal along track resolution,

distance between each successive vertical profile, is ∼ 495 Km. The across track

horizontal resolution is controlled by the antenna’s FOV, and is ∼9.5 km for the

63 GHz O2 measurements.

3.2.4 Sources of Error

Following Fishbien et al. [1996] the sources of error contributing to all UARS

data can be decomposed into random and systematic parts depending on the

timescale of their variability. Error sources which vary on the smallest timescales

are random and contribute only to the precision of the data. Examples of these

sources include measurement noise, radiometric calibration and forward model

errors. A detailed account of all random errors contributing to precision of UARS

data can be seen in Fishbien et al. [1996]. Systematic error sources are defined as

those which may vary over any time scale. These sources include smoothing er-

rors, which occur from the inaccuracies of the averaging kernels in reproducing

the true atmospheric state, and model parameter errors occurring from inaccu-

racies of instrument calibration, spectroscopic parameters and approximations

used in the forward model. The primary sources of systematic error are due to

the inaccuracies of the O2 line broadening parameter and forward model errors.

A detailed account of all systematic errors contributing to the accuracy of UARS

temperature data can be seen in Fishbien et al. [1996].
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3.2.5 Validation with Correlative Data Sets

Previously Livesey et al. [2003] validated the version 5 temperature profiles

against the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Data

Assimilation System (GDAS) stratospheric analysis data set [McPherson et al.,

1979]. Here comparisons were made between vertical profiles of both data sets

for the first year of UARS data. In addition Wu et al. [2003] validated UARS

version 5 retrieved temperature profiles against the COSPAR International Ref-

erence Atmosphere 1986 (CIRA’86) data [Fleming et al., 1990] and the Improved

Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder (ISAMS) [Rodgers et al., 1996], High

Resolution Doppler Imager (HRDI) [Hays et al., 1993], Cryogenic Infrared Spec-

trometers and Telescopes for the Atmosphere-1 (CRISTA-1) [Grossmann et al.,

2004] satellite temperature profiles and the Rayleigh lidar measurements from

seven Network for the Detection of Atmosphere Composition Change (NDACC)

observational sites. The biases observed in the above studies are discussed below.

In the lower stratosphere UARS MLS data has a cold bias with magnitudes

generally below ∼4 K. In the upper stratosphere UARS MLS data has a warm

bias with magnitudes generally below ∼2 K, except with respect to NCEP analy-

ses where warm bias magnitudes are between ∼4→9 K. In the lower mesosphere

UARS has both warm and cold biases with magnitudes less than ∼6 K.

3.3 The Earth Observing System Microwave Limb

Sounder

3.3.1 Background

The EOS MLS experiment is the second of the two MLS experiments. It is one of

four instruments on board the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) Aura satellite. Launched on the 12th of July 2004 EOS MLS has been

obtaining full scientific observations from the 13th August 2004 to date. The
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EOS MLS data products used in this project are global profiles of atmospheric

temperature produced at a one day granularity, from midnight to midnight

universal time. Temperature data products are obtained from observed thermal

emissions near the 118 GHz O2 and 240 GHz O18O spectral lines, using the

retrieval algorithm described in Livesey et al. [2006].

3.3.2 Orbit and Coverage

The Aura satellite is part of the NASA “A-Train” group and has an ascending-

node 705 km sun-synchronous polar orbit with a 980 inclination. The MLS

instrument field of view (FOV) is in the direction of the orbital motion produc-

ing vertical scans of the Earth’s limb in the orbit plane. The latitude coverage is

from 820S to 820N with each limb scan synchronised to the orbit track. In total

there are ∼14.5 complete orbits for each day with a total of 240 scans per orbit.

This results in ∼3500 different observational site vertical profile scans in 24 h,

one granule. All vertical scans in each orbit are phased so that at each equator

crossing the limb scan tangent point loci occur directly on the equator. This

results in vertical profiles which are one orbit apart having approximately the

same latitude and being separated by ∼100 minutes.

The MLS vertical coverage for temperature is from ∼5 km to ∼90 km rang-

ing from the upper troposphere into the upper mesosphere. Figure 3.3 shows

the shows the locations of the vertical limb scans for one 24-h period of EOSMLS

coverage.

3.3.3 Spatial Resolution

The EOS MLS retrieval algorithms operates in a 2-D manner [Livesey and Read,

2000], with dimensions in the along-track orbit and vertical directions. This ap-

proach allows the spatial resolution of the MLS instrument to be estimated from

2-D averaging kernels [Rodgers, 1990, 2000]. Horizontal along track integration

of the 2-D kernels results in vertical averaging kernels which describe the vertical
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Figure 3.3: EOS MLS measurement locations (crosses) for a 24-h period of coverage

resolution of the MLS instrument at each retrieval level. The vertical resolution

is taken to be the thickness of the atmospheric layer contributing to the retrieved

value at half the maximum kernel value for that retrieval, otherwise know as

full width half maximum (FWHM). This is 5.3 km at 316 hPa, 5.2 km at 100 hPa,

3.5 km at 32 hPa, 4 km at 10 hPa, 8 km at 1 hPa, 9 km at 0.1 hPa and 14 km

at 0.01 hPa. Vertical integration of the 2-D kernels results in horizontal kernels

which describe the horizontal along-track resolution of the MLS instrument. The

FWHM value of the horizontal kernel estimates the horizontal along-track res-

olution as ∼165 km. The cross-track horizontal resolution is controlled by the

horizontal width of the MLS FOV. For the 240 GHz radiometer this is ∼6 km and

for the 118 GHz radiometer it is ∼12 km.

3.3.4 Sources of Error

Systematic uncertainties arise in MLS data products from instrumental issues

such as radiometric uncertainty, FOV calibration and approximations in the re-
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trieval implementation.

The largest single contribution to MLS systematic errors is caused by Gain Com-

pression (GC). This error is induced by observed spectral signals being com-

pressed when viewed against the atmospheric background temperature scene

of ∼300 K compared to 0 K. The magnitude of this compression is ∼1.5%. Al-

though errors caused by GC were only recognised late in the development of

the v2.2 algorithm their magnitude and sign can still be estimated through a

model based upon laboratory measurements of MLS flight-hardware-spare in-

termediate amplifiers. GC error causes vertical oscillations for MLS retrieved

temperatures between 316 hPa and 10 hPa and a 1-3 K high bias for levels above

10 hPa [Schwartz et al., 2007].

Apart from GC the largest contributions of systematic error come from the ra-

diometric measurement system and the forward model used for retrieval. While

the magnitude of each source of systematic error can be calculated, unlike GC

the sign of these biases is unknown. The overall bias uncertainty caused by all

systematic errors, apart from GC, is 5 K at 100 hPa, 2-2.5 K from 100 hPa to 0.01

hPa and 3 K at 0.001 hPa.

3.3.5 Validation with Correlative Data Sets

Validation of EOS MLS temperature data was performed in Schwartz et al. [2007].

This study computes the zonal mean difference, and standard deviation about

this mean, between selected days of v2.2 EOS MLS temperature data and the

following independent correlative data sets, assimilated temperature analyses

from both the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS-5) [Reinecker et al.,

2007] and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

[Simmons et al., 2005] global models, temperature observations from various

instruments including the CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) [Wick-

ert et al., 2004], Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) [Aumann et al., 2003],
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Figure 3.4: Summary of temperature biases and scatter between EOS MLS and eight

correlative data sets. Mean differences are shown in the left panel and scatter about

these differences in the right. The modelled systematic uncertainties caused by gain

compression is shown in black. The contribution of remaining biases of unknown sign

are shown by the grey envelope.

Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Radiometry (SABER) [Russell III

et al., 1999], Halogen Occulation Experiment (HALOE) [Russell et al., 1993],

Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment (ACE) [Bernath et al., 2004] satellites and

the global radiosonde network [Durre et al., 2006]. Figure 26 of Schwartz et al.

[2007], shown as Figure 3.4, details a summary of the global mean EOS MLS

temperature bias relative to the above eight correlative data sets.

From Figure 3.4 we find that in the lower stratosphere EOS MLS data generally

has a cold bias with magnitudes no greater than ∼3 K. Here biases have an

oscillating vertical structure which is explained and well predicted by the GC

model, except at 21.6 hPa where a predicted warm bias of ∼4 K is not observed.
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In the upper stratosphere EOS MLS biases are less than ∼2 K, except when

compared to GEOS-5 where warm bias of up to ∼8 K occur near 1 hPa. In the

lower mesosphere all biases are cold with magnitudes of∼0→8 K. The magnitude

of this general cold bias in the lower mesosphere can not be explained by known

sources of systematic uncertainty. In the upper mesosphere the majority of biases

are again cold with magnitudes of ∼0→8 K, except a cold bias of ∼13 K w.r.t to

GEOS-5 data and a warm bias of ∼5 K w.r.t to ECMWF analyses at ∼0.03 hPa.

3.4 Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband

Emission Radiometry

3.4.1 Background

The SABER experiment is one of four instruments on board NASA’s Thermosphere-

Ionosphere-Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED) satellite. Launched

on the 7th of December 2001 SABER has been obtaining full scientific observa-

tions from the 22nd of January 2002 to date. The main SABER data products used

in this project are global profiles of atmospheric temperature produced on a one

day granularity, from midnight to midnight universal time. SABER temperature

data are obtained from thermal emissions near the 15 µm CO2 spectral channel,

using retrieval concepts similar to those developed for the Nimbus 7 Limb In-

frared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS) experiment [Gille and Russell, 1984].

Below ∼65 km the SABER retrieval algorithm uses a forward radiance model

based on local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) assumptions [Remsberg et al.,

2004]. Above ∼65 km a second algorithm is used which includes additional

effects of radiation and chemical reactions, i.e based on non-LTE assumptions

[Remsberg et al., 2008]. Full technical details of the SABER instrument can be

seen in Russell III et al. [1999]. All SABER temperature data used in this project

are version 1.07.
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3.4.2 Orbit and Coverage

The TIMED satellite has a near sun-synchronous orbit with 71.4o inclination and

a height of ∼625 km. The SABER instrument FOV is 90o to the velocity vector

of the TIMED satellite producing vertical scans. The SABER instrument has two

modes of viewing, north and south. In north viewing mode the tangent point

locations of the vertical scans vary from 83oN to 52oS. This mode occurs for 60-63

days after which a yaw manoeuvre turns the instrument to it’s south viewing

mode, where the tangent point locations of the vertical scans vary from 83oS

to 52oN. The south viewing mode again occurs for 60-63 days after which the

viewing sequence is repeated. This results in only latitudes from 52oN to 52oS

having continuous coverage. Vertical profiles are taken every ∼58 seconds with

an along track profile spacing of ∼ 3o. There are a total of 15 orbits each day, each

∼97 minutes long, resulting in a total of ∼1500 vertical scans per day. The posi-

tions of observational profile locations are distributed uniformly along longitude

circles and yaw manoeuvre’s occur on nearly the same dates for succeeding years.

The SABER vertical coverage for temperature is from ∼10-110 km ranging from

the upper troposphere to the lower thermosphere. Figure 3.4.2 shows the tangent

point locations of the vertical limb scans for one 24-h period of SABER coverage.

3.4.3 Spatial Resolution

The SABER instrument has a single axis scan mirror that measures radiances

emitted by the atmosphere along a ray path. Each ray path is identified by it’s

tangent height, defined as the altitude of the point of closest approach to the

surface of the Earth. The SABER instrument has a high vertical resolution of ∼2

km throughout it’s vertical range. The along track horizontal resolution, here

defined as the spacing between each successive profile, is ∼400 km. The cross-

track resolution is controlled by the width of the SABER FOV. For the infrared

broadband radiometer measuring the narrow and wide CO2 15 µm channels this

is ∼1.68 and ∼1.49 km respectively.
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Figure 3.5: SABER tangent point locations (crosses) for a 24-h period of coverage in the

north viewing mode (83oN to 53oS).

3.4.4 Sources of Error

The primary source of random error in the LTE algorithm is caused by high fre-

quency spacecraft vibrations, ”jitter”, that nominally leads to profile registration

errors of ±20 m. The secondary source of random error is noise from the SABER

radiance detector. Values of jitter error are of the order 0.3 K in the lower strato-

sphere and increase to 0.6 K in the lower mesosphere. In the mid-mesosphere

the values of jitter and detector noise error are of the same order. The primary

source of systematic error in the LTE algorithm is from errors in the measured

radiance values. These value are of the order 1.0 K in the lower stratosphere

and positive. In the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere these errors can

increase to 1.6 K and are negative. The secondary source of systematic error is

in the determination of the reference pressure used in pressure registration of

calculated radiance profiles.

Additional uncertainties dominate above∼65 km when using retrievals based on

non-LTE assumptions. Since CO2 is known not to be well mixed above ∼75 km
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[López-Puertas et al., 1998], temperature retrievals using the non-LTE algorithm

will depend on prior information about the decrease of CO2 with altitude and

it’s uncertainty [Mertens, 2001]. Uncertainties in parameters used for the com-

putation of vibrational temperatures in the non-LTE algorithm also contribute to

uncertainties in retrieved temperatures. The most important of these parameters

is the rate that CO2 vibrations are quenched by collisions with atomic oxygen,

which is determined by the rate coefficient, ko, in equation (1) of Mertens [2001].

3.4.5 Validation with Correlative Data Sets

The work of Remsberg et al. [2008] provides a detailed account of the valida-

tion of SABER v1.07 temperature retrievals. This account includes the results

from comparing SABER profiles with the following data sets, Rayleigh lidar

measurements from two Network for the Detection of Atmosphere Composition

Change (NDACC) observational sites, temperature profiles from the Michel-

son Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) [Fischer et al.,

2007], Spectral Airglow Temperature Imager (SATI) [Sargoytchev et al., 2004],

EOS MLS, AIRS and HALOE experiments and climatological temperature fields

from falling spheres measurements detailed in Lübken [1999]. Discussion of the

above validation follows.

In the lower stratosphere SABER data has a warm bias with magnitudes gen-

erally smaller than ∼4 K. In the upper stratosphere SABER data has a cold bias

with magnitudes ranging from ∼1→5 K, except w.r.t to MIPAS data where warm

biases of ∼2 K are observed. In the lower mesosphere SABER data has a cold

bias with magnitudes again ranging from∼1→5 K, except w.r.t EOS MLS profiles

where a warm bias of ∼3→5 K from ∼1.0-0.3 hPa is observed. In the upper meso-

sphere SABER data has both cold and warm biases with magnitudes ranging

from ∼5 K and ∼9 K respectively.
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3.5 Summary

Analyses Summary

This chapter has described in detail the changes made to the dynamical model,

assimilation scheme and observations used to create the stratospheric assimilated

data set. Basic formulations of the AC, 3D-Var and 4D-Var assimilation schemes

were presented as-well as a basic overview of the Met Office assimilation cycle.

The changes made to the system which have possibly the largest impact on the

analyses include.

• Radiation scheme changed to the Edwards-Slingo scheme in May 2000.

• Introduction of 4D-Var assimilation in March 2003.

• Horizontal grid refinement when switched to the operational stratospheric

model in March 2006.

• Dynamical model changed to the new dynamics in October 2003.

• Correction of the bugged AIRS data assimilation in March 2006.

• Introduction of the USSP scheme in October 2003, subsequently removed

in March 2006 and re-introduced back into the system in December 2006.

Satellite Data Summary

For the three independent satellite data sets details of the vertical resolution,

measurements technique, coverage and spatial resolution are described. Also

discussed are the main sources of random and systematic errors which describe

the precision and accuracy respectively for each instrument. Also discussed is a

separate second estimation of each instruments accuracy, calculated from the ob-

served temperature biases between each instrument and profiles from correlative

data sets. A comparison of EOS MLS, UARS MLS and SABER coverage, vertical

resolution and observed temperature biases throughout the middle atmosphere

is given in Table II.
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EOS MLS UARS MLS SABER

Coverage Global 34oN(S) to 80oS(N) 34oN(S) to 80oS(N)

Vert. Resolution Mesosphere ∼8-9 ∼ 5 ∼2
Vert. Resolution Stratosphere ∼3.5-5.3 ∼ 6-6.5 ∼2

Temperature Biases

Upper Mesosphere ∼0.01 hPa -2...0 N/A -5...+9
Middle Mesosphere ∼0.1 hPa -8...0 N/A -5...+5
Lower Mesosphere ∼0.5 hPa -7...+4 -4...+6 -5...+5

Stratopause ∼ 1.0 hPa 0...+5 -4...+8 -5...+5
Middle stratosphere ∼10 hPa -1...0 0...+8 -5...+3
Lower stratosphere ∼100 hPa 0...+1 N/A +1...+4

Table II: Comparison of EOS MLS, UARS MLS and SABER coverage, vertical resolution

(km) and observed temperature biases (K) in the stratosphere and mesophere.
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Chapter 4

Zonal Mean Temperature

This chapter discusses the zonal mean temperature fields of the stratospheric

assimilated data set. Climatologies of the analyses are constructed for selected

periods and then compared to observed fields. For L50 and L70 analyses the

zonal mean temperature biases with both EOS MLS and SABER data are pre-

sented. For L42 analyses the zonal mean temperature biases with UARS MLS

data are also presented. It should be noted that UARS MLS, EOS MLS and

SABER data are not assimilated into the analyses fields, and as such they are

independent observations. Systematic biases are detailed for all analyses and

probable causes are diagnosed.

4.1 L50 Analyses Climatology

Figure 4.1 shows the monthly zonal mean temperature fields of the L50 analyses,

averaged over 5 years 2005-2009 for January to October and 4 years 2005-2008

for November to December. For qualitative comparison the zonal mean temper-

ature fields of the EOS MLS and SABER instruments averaged over the same

period and the SPARC climatological fields are also shown.

The EOS MLS data are reported on a pressure grid with 35 pressure levels which

has 12 intervals per decade change in pressure from 1000-100 hPa, 9 intervals

per decade change in pressure from 100-10 hPa, 6 intervals per decade change
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in pressure from 10-0.1 hPa and 3 intervals per decade change in pressure from

0.1-0.01 hPa. The EOS MLS data has been placed into 5o latitudinal bins. The

SABER data was placed into identical latitudinal bins as the EOS MLS data and

vertically into bins which have 33 pressure levels with 12 intervals per decade

change in pressure from 1000-100 hPa and 6 intervals per decade from 100-0.1.

The SPARC zonal mean temperatures are reported on a grid which has 33 pres-

sure levels from 1000-0.0046 hPa and a latitudinal resolution of 4o [Randel et al.,

2004].

Figure 4.1 (b) shows that the EOS MLS data has a steep vertical temperature

gradient between ∼1-0.46 hPa when compared to the SABER data. This per-

sistent feature is due to the consistent EOS MLS warm bias at 1 hPa rapidly

changing sign to a relatively strong cold bias at 0.46 hPa, as detailed in Figure

3.4.

Figure 4.1 (c) shows that for SABER months which have near global latitu-

dinal coverage, due to the presence of a yaw manoeuvre, discontinuities in

the temperature distribution occur at ∼53o degrees of each hemisphere. These

discontinuities arise due to certain latitude regions having temperature values

averaged over different time periods. Between ∼53o south and ∼53o north of

each hemisphere the temperatures are averaged over the complete month, while

poleward of ∼53o temperatures are averaged over a smaller subsection of days

in the month determined by the date of the yaw manoeuvre. This explanation

is verified in Figure 4.2, which shows smooth latitudinal temperature gradients

when the SABER results for January in Figure 4.1 (c) are decomposed into sepa-

rate south and north facing modes.

Stratosphere

Qualitatively the L50 analyses results from Figure 4.1 show that throughout
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.2: Decomposition of SABER monthly zonal mean temperature for January

averaged from 2004-2008. (a) Zonal average over full month; (b) Zonal average for

south facing mode; (c) Zonal average for north facing mode. Contour interval same as

in Figure 4.1.

the stratosphere the Met Office analyses accurately reproduce the main seasonal

features of the atmosphere temperature distribution discussed in Section 2.2.1.

Both equinox and solstice months of each hemisphere have latitudinal temper-

ature gradients that are in qualitative agreement with EOS MLS and SABER

values.

A poor aspect of the analyses reproduction of stratospheric temperatures is

the location of the separated polar winter stratopause discussed in Section 2.2.

For the NH winter months the polar stratopause is located at ∼0.9→0.8 hPa,

compared to the observed and climatological values of ∼0.3→0.2 hPa. In the

SH winter months the analyses representation is slightly better, with the polar

stratopause located at ∼0.7→0.5 hPa compared to the observed and climatologi-

cal values of 0.3→0.15 hPa.
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Lower Mesosphere

Qualitatively speaking the representation of the lower mesosphere is consid-

erably worse than that of the stratosphere. The L50 analyses of Figure 4.1

(a) generally have the correct characteristic decrease in temperature with alti-

tude for the mesosphere above ∼1.0 hPa. However compared to Figures 4.1 (b)

and (c) there are excessively high vertical temperature gradients from ∼0.5→0.4

hPa, which result in analyses temperatures generally being ∼20 K colder than

observed values from ∼0.3→0.1 hPa. These excessive vertical temperature gra-

dients are present across all latitudes, however are greatest above the summer

middle to high latitude stratopause. Another aspect of the poor mesospheric rep-

resentation is the small latitudinal variation of temperature from∼0.5→0.1 hPa in

the analyses compared to observed and climatological values, most prominent

at high latitudes in both winter hemispheres from ∼0.5→0.1 hPa. Such defi-

ciencies result from the poor representation of the separated winter stratopause

described above.

4.2 Validation Procedure

The range of vertical temperature profiles used in the validation was restricted

to a 3-hour window either side of the daily analysis time of 1200 UTC. For each

observational profile in this temporal range, temperature values from the corre-

sponding analysis grid region were horizontally averaged to the profile location.

These horizontally averaged analysis values are then vertically interpolated to

the nearest observation pressure level, with the differences between analyses and

observed values binned according to latitude and pressure values and monthly

averaged.

Profiles of monthly mean zonal mean temperature differences were obtained

with the profile time window extended to 6-hours either side of the daily anal-
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ysis time for selected months, results not shown. The differences between the

3-hour and 6-hour results were found to be negligible. We therefore assume that

all information on the differences in the zonal temperature structure is captured

by the 3-hour window of the MLS and SABER profiles.

4.3 L50 Monthly Zonal Mean Temperature Error

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the monthly mean zonal mean temperature differences

between L50 analyses values and respectively the EOS MLS and SABER data for

months between January 2005 and October 2009. Since the results are calculated

as analyses values minus MLS or SABER data, blue contour levels correspond to

the analyses having a cold temperature bias while red contour levels correspond

to the analyses having a warm temperature bias.

For a direct comparison of EOS MLS and SABER validation results Figure 4.5

shows the monthly mean zonal mean temperature errors of Figure 4.3 minus

those from Figure 4.4; this can be interpreted as SABER minus EOS MLS tem-

peratures. Here blue contour levels correspond to SABER data being colder

than EOS MLS and red contour levels correspond to SABER data being warmer

than EOS MLS. Note that above ∼1.0 hPa the values of SABER minus EOS MLS

profiles and the bias estimates of both data sets discussed in Sections 3.3.5 and

3.4.5 are typically smaller than the analyses biases, described in detail below.

Hence we can confidently state that for the majority of months the bias signal

above ∼1.0 hPa discussed below are predominantly due to the inaccuracies of

the analyses fields, not biases of the independent observational data. The notice-

able exception to this is for January 2008 where from Figure 4.5 we find that the

differences between SABER and EOS MLS validation results from ∼1.0→0.4 hPa

are noticeably larger than all for all other months, reducing confidence in the fact

that the biases present in the validation results are primarily due to inaccuracies

of the analyses fields for this month.
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When detailing biases of the L50 analyses from January 2005 to October 2009

a comparison is made between analyses pre and post March 2006. This date

represents when the stratospheric and tropospheric global models were merged

as detailed in Section 3.1.2. This comparison is made due to the large number

of changes made to the system at this date including an increase of horizontal

resolution, introduction of 4D-var assimilation, correction to the bugged AIRS

assimilation code and the upgrading of RTTOV-v5 to RTTOV-v7.

4.3.1 Lower Mesosphere Cold Bias

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 both show that the largest zonal mean temperature error

in the analyses is a cold bias that occurs in the uppermost model levels across

all latitude values. This cold bias is predominantly confined between ∼0.3→0.1

hPa, however it does extend down to ∼0.8 hPa for specific months and latitudes

discussed below.

Tropical Latitudes

Pre March 2006 From ∼0.2→0.1 hPa maximum cold bias values of 22→30 K for

the months of December, January and February (DJF) are larger than the 14→22

K values seen for all other months. For all months the above maximum cold bias

values decrease in magnitude down to ∼0.8→0.9 hPa.

Post March 2006 From ∼0.2→0.1 hPa maximum cold bias values are generally

lower than corresponding months pre March 2006. Maximum values of 14→18

K for DJF are again larger than the maximum values of 10→14 K seen for all

other months. As for months pre March 2006 the maximum values decrease

in magnitude for lower pressure levels. However now cold bias regions only

extend down to ∼0.4→0.3 hPa. The restriction of this cold bias region to above

∼0.4→0.3 hPa for months post March 2006 is assumed to be a direct effect of the

corrections made in the AIRS data assimilation code discussed in Section 3.1.4.
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For tropical latitudes from ∼0.2→0.1 hPa validation results using EOS MLS

and SABER data are qualitatively similar, consistent with the previous work of

Schwartz et al. [2007] which reports a bias between EOS MLS and SABER of less

than 2 K for this latitude and pressure range.

Equinox Polar Latitudes

Unlike tropical latitudes, there is relatively little difference between the cold po-

lar biases of both hemispheres for equinox months pre and post March 2006.

This smaller difference is expected as the impact of the bug in the AIRS assimi-

lation code is reduced for polar latitudes, where the difference between surface

and upper model level temperatures are smaller when compared to those for

tropical latitudes. For all months bias maxima occur at ∼0.1 hPa and typically

decrease with altitude until ∼0.3→0.4 hPa, except in the SH of September 2005

which extends down to ∼1.0 hPa.

Validation results using EOS MLS data show that for both March and September

NH biases values are primarily between∼18→22 K, and typically∼4→8 K larger

than SH values of ∼14→18 K. The most noticeable exception occurs in March

2006, where NH bias values of ∼38 K are ∼20 K larger than those seen in the SH.

Validation results using SABER data are noticeably different than those described

above using EOS MLS data. With respect to SABER bias values for both hemi-

spheres in March and September are now qualitatively similar, with typical

magnitudes of ∼22→26 K. The difference between the EOS MLS and SABER

results is most noticeable in the NH of March, where SABER temperatures are

typically ∼4 K colder than EOS MLS, and in the SH of March and September,

where SABER temperatures are typically ∼4 K warmer than EOS MLS, see Fig-

ure 4.5. This difference in polar temperatures is qualitatively consistent with the

biases between EOS MLS and SABER data reported in Figure 22 of Schwartz et

al. [2007]. However magnitudes of the polar differences reported in Figure 4.5
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for March and September are ∼2→4 K larger than those of Schwartz et al. [2007],

which use profiles averaged over 3 months.

Winter Polar Latitudes

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show that there is a clear seasonal cycle for cold biases seen

at high latitudes in the lower mesosphere. Here larger cold biases are seen in the

winter polar regions of each hemisphere when compared to those from equinox

and summer seasons.

Pre March 2006 Cold bias regions of both hemispheres have maximum values

from ∼0.2→0.1 hPa which typically extend and decrease in value until ∼1.0→0.9

hPa.Validation results using EOS MLS show there is typically a cold bias of

∼38→42 K for NH winter months, except for January 2006 where bias values are

∼18 K. Biases with respect to EOS MLS data for SH winter months are typically

∼4→8 K larger than those seen in the NH winter, with magnitudes of ∼42→50

K. Validation results using SABER data are consistent with those from EOS MLS

for SH winter months, however are typically ∼4 K smaller for NH months. This

difference between NH biases is again consistent with the biases between EOS

MLS and SABER data for this latitude and pressure range reported in Schwartz et

al. [2006].

Post March 2006 Maximum cold biases from∼0.2→0.1 for winter polar regions

follow an identical pattern to those seen in months pre March 2006. However

the values of these cold biases are lower than those seen for months pre March

2006 and generally only extend down to ∼0.5 hPa. Biases for NH winter months

using EOS MLS data are now ∼30→38 K, except for January 2007/2009 where

values ∼22→26 are reported. Biases with respect to EOS MLS data for the SH

winter months are typically ∼4→12 K smaller than months pre March 2006, with

magnitudes of ∼30→42 K similar to those seen in the NH winter. Validation

results using SABER data are qualitatively similar to those from EOS MLS for

both hemispheres.
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Summer Polar Latitudes

Cold bias regions for polar latitudes of both northern and southern summer

months are contained between ∼0.3→0.1 hPa. Unlike the biases seen for the

winter polar latitudes the size and magnitude of these cold bias regions is very

similar for months both pre and post March 2006. Here the maximum values

tend to occur below the model lid at pressure values of ∼0.15 hPa and decrease

in magnitude both above and below. Validation results using EOS MLS and

SABER data are qualitatively similar. Bias magnitudes for both NH and SH

summer months have similar magnitudes of ∼10→14 K.

From ∼0.3→0.1 hPa both EOS MLS and SABER data have consistent cold bi-

ases with the correlative data discussed in Sections 3.3.5 and 3.4.5. Excluding the

EOS MLS comparison with GEOS-5 and ECMWF analyses, magnitudes of both

global cold biases are ∼1→5 K. Therefore it is possible that the cold biases seen at

the uppermost levels could be larger than that suggested by Figures 4.3 and 4.4.

While global biases between EOS MLS and SABER data in this pressure range

are near zero, the superior vertical resolution of the SABER instrument, over four

times that of EOS MLS, would place more confidence in the SABER validation

results where noticeable differences are seen compared to results using EOS MLS

data, i.e. polar latitudes.

4.3.2 Impact of Dynamical Forcing

The cold biases at winter polar latitudes suggests that there is insufficient adi-

abatic warming, due to the vertical descent of the mesospheric circulation in

these regions. By the reasoning explained in Section 2.3.5 this would suggest

that wave forcing in the extra-tropical winter hemisphere is too weak, and the

modelled mesospheric circulation produces temperatures which are too close to

their radiative equilibrium values at polar latitudes. Since the biases are present

at mesospheric levels and latitudes poleward of the polar night jet, this strongly

suggests that the weak forcing is due to a misrepresentation of small scale grav-
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ity waves within the UM. With direct observations only assimilated below 1.0

hPa [Saunders et al., 2002a], the data assimilation process in unable to correct

for such large cold bias values in the lower mesosphere. This large cold bias is

typical of modern GCM’s [Beagley et al., 1997, Garcia and Boville, 1994, Pawson

et al., 2000] and is commonly known as the ”cold pole problem”.

As stated above from ∼0.3→0.1 hPa the L50 analyses have cold biases of varying

magnitude across all latitudes. Largest bias values have a strong seasonal signal,

maximum bias values are seen in the winter polar regions, strongly suggesting

that they are primarily caused by a misrepresentation of the lower mesospheric

circulation. However, theses cold biases are consistently accompanied with cold

biases of ∼6→14 K in the tropics and opposing summer hemispheres. If biases

seen in the analyses from ∼0.3→0.1 hPa were completely related to an inaccurate

circulation, then one would expect to see a warm bias in the summer hemisphere

polar regions of solstices months. Therefore it is implausible that an inaccurate

representation of the lower mesospheric circulation alone, with unrealistic adi-

abatic warming/cooling at winter/summer polar latitudes, could result in bias

values with identical signs across an isobaric surface as reported in Figures 4.3

and 4.4. This strongly suggests that the cold biases from ∼0.3→0.1 hPa are

caused by a combination of misrepresenting the lower mesospheric circulation

and other possible sources of error such as inaccuracies within the radiation or

data assimilation schemes, discussed below.

The argument that small scale gravity wave forcing in the lower mesosphere

is underestimated in the L50 analyses is consistent with the results discussed in

7.3.1. Here off-line calculations of the gravity wave forcing in the lower meso-

sphere of the L50 analyses have values which are lower than previous estimates

for this region. The difference between the off-line calculations and previous

estimates is most noticeable in the winter lower mesosphere, where as described

above we find the largest biases in the L50 analyses.
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4.3.3 Impact of the Ozone Climatology

The consistent cold bias signal of ∼2→10 K across all latitudes from ∼0.3→0.1

hPa, most prominently shown in the validation results with respect to SABER,

would strongly suggest that the radiative heating in this region of the atmo-

sphere is underestimated. As previously noted in Jackson et al. [2008], this

inaccurate radiative heating maybe caused by the monthly prescribed ozone cli-

matology of Li and Shine [1995], used in the calculation of L50 short wavelength

radiative heating rates, underestimating ozone mixing ratios in the lower meso-

sphere [Mathison et al., 2007]. The Li and Shine ozone climatology is a monthly

averaged data set primarily based on satellite data from the Solar Backscat-

ter Ultraviolet radiometer (SBUV), Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment

II (SAGE II), Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SME) and the Total Ozone Mapping

Spectrometer (TOMS) over the period 1985 to 1989. Previously Mathison et al.

[2007] conducted experiments detailing the impact in the L50 model when the Li

and Shine ozone climatology is replaced by; (a) SPARC ozone climatology based

on similar satellite data to Li and Shine over the period 1979-1997 [Randel and

Wu, 1999]; (b) ozone fields from ECMWF assimilated analyses; (c) assimilation

of ozone [Jackson, 2007] using EOS MLS and SBUV data; (d) assimilation of

SBUV ozone data only. These experimental ozone fields, derived using more

recent data for the SPARC climatology and up to date fields for the ECMWF and

assimilation experiments, showed increased values of monthly averaged ozone

mixing ratios compared to the Li and Shine climatology throughout the lower

mesosphere for both January and February 2006. Both the SPARC and the two

assimilated ozone fields have mixing ratios which are ∼2.8 times greater than Li

and Shine values approaching ∼0.1 hPa, see Figure 6 of Mathison et al. [2007].

ECMWF fields show smaller differences and are ∼2.2 times greater than Li and

Shine values approaching ∼0.1 hPa. The consistency of these differences high-

lights the deficiency of the Li and Shine climatology approaching the L50 model

lid, however there is still considerable uncertainty in ozone mixing ratios of all

four experimental fields in the mesosphere.
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Forecast model runs were performed by Mathison et al. [2007] over January

and February 2006 using the four experimental ozone fields described above

and then compared to control results using the Li and Shine climatology. The

resulting change in average 24 hour forecast temperatures between the control

and experiment fields over the first 15 days of February are shown in Figure 4.6,

reproduced from Figure 8 of Mathison et al. [2007].

Figure 4.6: Temperatures differences between experimental and control run ozone ex-

periments for the 1st to the 15th February 2006, see text for full details. (a) SPACR

climatology, (b) ECMWF assimilated fields, (c) EOSMLS + SBUV data and (d) SBUV

data only. Negative contours are dashed. Units (K). Reproduced from Mathison et al.

[2007].
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Largest temperature differences are seen between ∼0.3→0.1 hPa, where all ex-

perimental fields show an increase of forecast temperatures with maximum

magnitudes of ∼20 K seen between the SH pole and mid-latitudes of the NH.

For all experimental fields the magnitude of temperature differences decreases

with decreasing altitude to ∼10 K at ∼0.3→0.2 hPa. From ∼0.6→0.3 hPa the tem-

perature differences for all experimental ozone fields are consistent with each

other, with differences continuing to decrease with decreasing altitude from ∼10

K at ∼0.3 hPa to ∼2 K at ∼0.6 hPa. The evidence presented in Mathison et al.

[2007] clearly shows that the Li and Shine ozone climatology is inconsistent with

more recent observational evidence of ozone concentrations in the lower meso-

sphere, i.e. mixing ratios are too small. As reported above, the magnitude of

temperature differences obtained when replacing the Li and Shine climatology

with more recent representations of ozone concentration are of the same order

as the latitudinally independent cold bias signal seen in the lower mesosphere

of the L50 analyses. This would strongly suggest that the deficiencies in the Li

and Shine ozone climatology are likely responsible for the latitude independent

cold bias signal seen between ∼0.3→0.1 hPa in the L50 analyses. Upgrading the

representation of ozone concentration in the lower mesosphere, by any of the

four alternatives discussed in Mathison et al. [2007], could result in the following

impact on biases between ∼0.3→0.1 hPa for L50 analyses post March 2006.

For all seasons the cold biases of ∼2→10 K seen between the mid-latitudes of

each hemisphere would be reversed to warm biases of ∼4→8 K. The strength of

this reversal would be greatest when using the SPARC climatology. Cold biases

in both the NH and SH polar regions of the equinox months would be reduced

to ∼4→8 K. For solstice months cold biases in both the NH and SH winter polar

regions would be reduced by less than ∼5 K, while cold biases in the summer

polar regions of both hemispheres would be reversed to a warm bias of ∼8→20

K. The magnitude of this reversal in the summer polar regions would be largest

when using the ECMWF ozone fields.
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Based on the above hypothesis, it is apparent that the replacement of the Li

and Shine ozone climatology could still result in degraded analyses tempera-

tures between ∼0.3→0.1 hPa [Mathison et al., 2007], i.e. warm biases between

mid-latitudes of all months and in the summer polar regions. It is possible that

such degrading is a consequence of inaccuracies present in the experimental

ozone fields, which as noted above contain considerable uncertainty. How-

ever, previously Sassi et al. [2004] suggested that ozone mixing ratios follow

the diurnal cycle [Chapman et al., 1970], having reduced concentrations dur-

ing daylight hours when solar radiation is absorbed, resulting in a significant

impact on the short wavelength heating rates in the lower mesosphere. Hence

models which apply an ozone climatology, where concentrations of ozone do

not follow a diurnal cycle and are constant in time, will tend to overestimate

mixing ratios and therefore radiative heating due to ozone. The results of Sassi

et al. [2004] show differences between temperatures obtained using a fully inter-

active ozone chemistry model [Park et al., 2004] and those obtained when using

an ozone climatology compiled from the interactive experiment. Temperatures

using the ozone climatology are ∼2→6 K warmer from ∼0.3→0.1 hPa between

mid-latitudes of both hemispheres over all seasons, and ∼1→2 K colder for win-

ter polar regions. These results are qualitatively consistent with the temperature

differences reported between mid-latitudes and from∼0.3→0.1 hPa in Figure 8 of

Mathison et al. [2007], where despite SPARC and both assimilated experimental

ozone fields showing qualitatively similar increases of mixing ratios compared

to the Li and Shine climatology, SPARC temperatures are noticeably warmer

than those obtained using either of the two assimilated field experiments. Here

the use of assimilated observational ozone profiles, which are used in the ra-

diative heating calculations [Jackson, 2007], at appropriate local times are more

likely to better represent the diurnal change of ozone concentration in the lower

mesosphere, hence producing lower temperatures than the SPARC climatology

which uses fixed ozone mixing ratio values.
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It is therefore possible that the latitudinal independent cold bias signal of ∼2→10

K seen between ∼0.3→0.1 hPa for all months of L50 analyses could possibly

be amended by upgrading the Li and Shine ozone climatology, however this

hypothetical situation would result in warm biases between mid-latitudes of all

months and summer polar regions of solstice months. This over compensation of

the observed cold bias, to a hypothetical warm bias between mid-latitude values

is most likely to be less extreme when using assimilated ozone fields to replace

the Li and Shine climatology, as it is plausible that excessive radiative heating

due to fixed ozone mixing ratios would be reduced. This would suggest that

probably the most effective course of action to reduce systematic biases due to

the deficiencies of the Li and Shine ozone climatology would be the assimilation

of real time ozone data. However this choice of action does significantly affect

the operational running time of analyses output, where as noted in Mathison

et al. [2007] the assimilation of real time ozone profiles could add an additional

∼20-25% to computational expense. As an alternative approach, it would be

possible to upgrading the Li and Shine ozone mixing ratios with a climatology

that includes a diurnal cycle.

As noted above, the hypothetical impact of upgrading the Li and Shine ozone

climatology could result in warm biases of ∼8→20 in the summer hemisphere

polar regions of solstice months. Justification of this hypothesis is shown in

Figure 13 of Mathison et al. [2007], where forecast cold biases of ∼8→12 K with

respect to EOS MLS temperature profiles in the polar regions of the southern

summer hemisphere are replaced by warm biases of ∼8→16 K when assimilated

EOS MLS and SBUV ozone profiles replace the Li and Shine climatology. While

such hypothetical warm polar biases of the summer hemisphere are an obvious

deficiency, they are theoretically consistent with the cold biases seen in the op-

posing winter polar regions described above, placing additional confidence in

the statement that gravity wave forcing of the lower mesosphere is underesti-
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mated in the L50 analyses.

Similar arguments to those presented above for solstice months also apply to

equinox seasons. Here the hypothetical impact of upgrading the Li and Shine

climatology could possibly result in a reversal of cold to warm biases between

mid-latitudes of each hemisphere from ∼0.3→0.1 hPa, accompanied by a small

reduction of the cold biases seen in polar regions of each hemisphere. As for the

solstice seasons this is theoretically consistent with the assumption that gravity

wave forcing of the lower mesosphere is too weak, where the weaker equinox

two cell circulation in both hemispheres produces insufficient adiabatic cool-

ing/warming at tropical/polar latitudes.

4.3.4 Stratopause Warm Bias

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 both show that the cold bias regions from ∼0.3→0.1 hPa

discussed above are predominantly accompanied by a warm bias region directly

below. These warm bias regions are generally found from ∼2.0→0.3 hPa over

various latitudes.

Tropical Latitudes

Pre March 2006 EOS MLS validation results show there is a consistent warm

biases for all months occurring between ∼1.5→0.9 hPa with maximum values

of 6→10 K, except January 2005 which has maximum values of 2→6 K. Similar

magnitudes are seen for SABER validation results, however bias regions have

larger vertical range from ∼2.0→0.8 hPa.

Post March 2006 Magnitudes of the warm bias with respect to EOS MLS data

have increased by ∼4 K and now extends from ∼1.5→0.3 hPa. SABER validation

results have identical magnitudes to months pre March 2006 and consistent with

EOS MLS results now extend upwards to ∼0.3 hPa. The extension of this warm

bias to higher altitudes is assumed to be a direct effect of the corrections made in
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the AIRS data assimilation code, where the cold biases pre March 2006, discussed

in Section 3.1.4, are assumed to have reduced the consistent warm bias signal

evident in months post March 2006.

Extra-tropical Latitudes

Pre March 2006 EOS MLS validation results show warm biases occur from

∼3.0→0.9 hPa directly below the strong polar winter cold bias regions of both

hemispheres. Here larger bias values of 14→18 K are seen in the SH winter,

compared with 10→14 K for the NH winter months. EOS MLS validation also

reports warm biases between ∼0.8→0.3 hPa. Under solstice conditions for both

hemispheres these warm bias regions are centred at polar latitudes in the sum-

mer hemisphere and mid-latitudes in the winter hemisphere, with magnitudes

between ∼2→10 K. SABER validation results are qualitatively similar to those

of EOS MLS from ∼3.0→1.0 hPa. However the warm bias regions reported in

EOS MLS validation results from ∼0.8→0.3 hPa are not seen in Figure 4.4, as

SABER data is consistently ∼2→6 K warmer than EOS MLS data in this latitude

and pressure range. This temperature bias between EOS MLS and SABER data

is consistent with magnitudes presented in Figure 22 of [Schwartz et al., 2007]

for extra-tropical latitudes.

Post March 2006 As for tropical latitudes warm biases w.r.t to EOS MLS data

extend over a larger vertical range, extending upwards to ∼0.3 hPa. EOS MLS

validation results show warm bias regions at extra-tropical latitudes consistently

occur at identical pressure levels to warm bias seen in the tropics. Consequently

the majority of months have latitude independent warm biases from ∼0.9→0.3

hPa with magnitudes consistently ∼10→14 K. The exception to this is at polar

latitudes of the winter months for both hemispheres, where warm bias values

are significantly reduced. This reduction is most evident for polar regions of SH

winter months in 2006, where there is actually a cold bias of ∼2→10 K between

∼0.9→0.3 hPa. SABER validation results typically have magnitudes ∼2→6 K
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smaller than EOS MLS results from ∼0.9→0.3 hPa, consistent with the differ-

ences noted in months pre March 2006 discussed above.

From 0.8→0.3 hPa EOS MLS data, excluding comparison with SABER, has an

observed cold bias of 0→7 K with the correlative data discussed in Section 3.3.5.

From 0.8→0.3 hPa SABER data, excluding comparison with EOS MLS, has an

observed cold bias of 1→5 K with the correlative data discussed in Section 3.4.5.

Therefore it is possible that the warm biases in this region could be smaller than

that suggested in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Evidence from Remsberg et al. [2008],

Schwartz et al. [2007] suggests that SABER temperature profiles have predomi-

nantly closer values to correlative data than EOS MLS data in this pressure range.

The vertical resolution of SABER data is also approximately four times that of

EOS MLS data for this pressure range. Qualitatively this would tend to place a

higher level of confidence in the SABER validation results from ∼0.8→0.3 hPa.

4.3.5 Impact of the Radiation Scheme

The latitudinally independent nature of the above warm biases, most prominent

in months post March 2006, would strongly suggest they are caused by inaccura-

cies of the radiative heating calculations at these levels. The currently operational

Edwards-Slingo radiation scheme covers both short and long wavelength spec-

tral bands, where the primary variables used in the code are the upward and

downward (diffuse plus direct) radiative fluxes and the direct incident solar flux

at the model lid boundary; full details can be found in Edwards et al. [2004].

At the model lid the total downward long wavelength radiative flux and down-

ward short wavelength diffuse radiative flux are set equal to zero. Therefore the

boundary condition for the total downward flux at the model lid is equal to the

direct incident solar flux, which depends directly on the solar irradiance in the

spectral band at the model lid, obtained from a predefined solar spectrum, and

the solar zenith angle. One of the major features of the Edwards-Slingo scheme

is the fact that the resolution of the incorporated spectral bands is not fixed. This
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flexibility is achieved by the use of dependent pre-processed spectral files which

can be used in subsequent versions of the UM. The spectral files contain spe-

cific physical information on the radiative active gases and atmospheric aerosols

used in the radiation scheme. Such physical information includes the number

of species used in the radiation scheme, spectral band widths for each gaseous

species, the fraction of the input solar spectrum in each band, scattering coeffi-

cients for water droplets and ice crystals, absorption coefficients and information

on the k-fit for gaseous transmissions [Edwards et al., 2004]. Full details of the

format and information stored in these spectral files can be found in Edwards

and Thelen [2003].

When the Edwards-Slingo radiation scheme was applied to the operational mid-

dle atmospheric configuration of the UM in April 2000, producing L42 analyses,

the spectral files used were based on those from the Hadley Centre Coupled

Climate Model version 3 HadCM3 model detailed in Gordon et al. [2000]. Both

the HadCM3 spectral files and the Edwards-Slingo radiation scheme were ini-

tially developed to accurately represent tropospheric radiative heating, and were

not optimised for stratospheric and lower mesospheric conditions. The solar

spectrum used in the HadCM3 spectral files is that of Labs and Neckel [1970],

compiled from observational data sets obtained in the 1950-1960’s with a spec-

tral resolution of 0.01 µm. Inaccuracies of the upper stratospheric and lower

mesospheric heating rates obtained when using the HadCM3 spectral files was

demonstrated in Jackson et al. [2001] who, using a 49 level configuration of the

UM, found that longwave heating rates from the Edwards-Slingo scheme were

only consistent with those from a line-by-line model up to ∼2 hPa. Around and

above the stratopause region long wavelength heating rates from the Edwards-

Slingo scheme were found to be too large when compared to the line by line

model, i.e. cooling in this region is too small. Largest differences were found

between ∼2.0→0.3 hPa, with magnitudes of the order 1-1.5 K day−1.
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With the introduction of the semi-Lagragian dynamical core in October 2003,

the spectral files used by the Edwards-Slingo scheme were upgraded to those

from the Hadley Center Global Environment Model (HadGEM) [Davies et al.,

2005]. One of the major changes in this upgrade was the introduction of the

Kurucz and Bell [1995] solar spectrum, which is based on a theoretical model

[Zhong et al., 2008] and has a spectral resolution of 1 cm−1. Noticeable differ-

ences between the above solar spectra primarily occur for small wavelengths

λ < 1µm, where the newer Kurucz spectrum has larger solar irradiance values

[Thelen, 2006]. In the upper stratosphere ozone dominates the radiative transfer

in the short wave with a peak at ∼0.25 µm (Hartley Band). Therefore one would

expect the HadGEM spectral files, with the Kurucz spectrum, to produce larger

ozone heating rates than when using the HadCM3 files. This is indeed the case,

as reported by [Thelen, 2006] who found ozone heating rates ∼2.0→0.4 hPa were

∼1.5→2.0 K day−1 warmer for HadGEM files compared to HadCM3. From the

same study it was noted that radiative heating rates in the longwave region pro-

duced by the HadCM3 and HadGEM spectral files are qualitatively similar. Here

both files have heating rates due to CO2 and O3 which are qualitatively similar to

those from the GFDL line by line model, however they both underestimate the

cooling due to H2O by ∼0.8 K day−1 at ∼1.0 hPa, consistent with the excessive

long wavelength heating reported in Jackson et al. [2001].

The spectral files used in the operational L50 model are essentially identical

to those in the HadGEM models, with minor changes to the representation of at-

mospheric aerosols. It is therefore reasonable to expect that the use of HadGEM

spectral files in the L50 analyses would lead to similar heating rate biases as

those discussed above. Here the combined inaccuracies of both the short and

long wavelength regions could likely lead to possible excessive net heating rates

of ∼1.0→2.0 K day−1 from ∼2.0→0.4 hPa in the L50 analyses. With the radiative

time scale of the atmosphere in this region ∼5→7 days [Gille and Lyjak, 1986,

Haynes, 2005], it is plausible that the above hypothetical heating rate errors
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could result in warm temperature biases of the order ∼7-14 K from ∼2.0-0.3 hPa.

These hypothetical warm biases have similar magnitudes to the observed warm

biases detailed in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 however with ∼4→6 K larger values for

pressure levels closer to 0.3 hPa, particularly for the SABER validation results

which has a higher level of confidence in this pressure range. However as de-

scribed above, smaller ozone mixing ratios in the currently operational Li and

Shine ozone climatology produce temperature values between ∼0.6→0.3 hPa

which are too cold when compared to temperatures produced by more recent

and accurate representations of ozone concentrations. Accounting for these cold

temperatures could adjust the above hypothetical warm biases to values which

are qualitatively similar to those observed. It is therefore likely, and most proba-

ble, that the combined deficiencies in the Li and Shine ozone climatology and the

heating rate calculations of the Edwards-Slingo radiation scheme are the cause

of the warm biases seen in upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere regions of

the L50 analyses. Therefore as stated in Mathison et al. [2007] any upgrades to

the radiation scheme should be tested alongside upgrades to the representation

of ozone in the NWP system.

The above radiative deficiencies are known to the Met Office and their effects

are well documented in Bushell [2005], where climate model runs using the

HadGEM spectral files produce stratopause temperatures which are consistently

warmer than various other GCM’s and earlier versions of the UM. Experimental

modifications to the HadGEM spectral files to reduce the above warm bias have

made by Wenyi Zhong of the Imperial College London and are detailed in The-

len [2006]. Results from these experiments proved positive, warm biases from 6

year climate runs were reduced by ∼7 K between ∼1.0→0.3 hPa as documented

in Figure 3 of Thelen [2006], resulting in incremental changes to the spectral files

used in recent versions of HadGEM models. While initial tests of the Zhong

modifications in the NWP global model also proved positive in the stratosphere,

there was a detrimental impact on tropospheric temperatures significant enough
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to reject it’s incorporation into the operational system [Bushell, 2010]. Subse-

quently the use of the modified Sun-Edwards-Slingo radiation scheme [Sun and

Rikus, 1999] is currently being considered to address the above deficiencies.

It should be noted that the Met Office are currently working to address the above

deficiencies of radiative heating throughout the lower mesosphere, which we

have attributed to be most likely caused by a combination of inaccuracies from

both the representation of ozone mixing ratios and heating rates produced by the

Edwards-Slingo radiation scheme. Therefore the remaining body of work in this

thesis does not address these issues, but concentrates on characterisation and

reduction of biases caused by the inaccurate representation of the mesospheric

circulation which is primarily driven by small scale gravity wave dissipation.

4.4 Climatological Comparison of L42 and L50 Anal-

yses

From 1991 to the present day several changes have been made to all aspects of

the NWP model that creates the stratosphere assimilated dataset. In order to

understand the overall impact these changes have made in the middle atmo-

sphere we shall compare the validation of L42 analyses, from 1992-1994 using

UARS MLS data, with those from the validation of L50 analyses discussed above.

Figure 4.7 shows validation results of monthly zonal mean temperature errors

between L42 analyses and UARS MLS values averaged over the years 1992-1994.

For comparison the monthly zonal mean errors of Figure 4.3 averaged over the

years 2005-2009 are also shown. Note only temperature differences in the UARS

latitude and pressure range are shown for the EOS results. Latitudinal and ver-

tical bins used in the calculation of the UARS MLS results were identical to those

used for EOS MLS.
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From Figure 4.7 (a) we find that overall the L42 analyses from 1992-1994 have a

cold bias across all latitudes and heights with respect to the UARS MLS temper-

atures. This cold bias tends to between -2→-6 K through the middle and upper

stratosphere, increasing to -10→-18 K above the stratospause at polar latitudes

of both winter hemispheres. From Section 3.2.5 we find that UARS MLS data,

excluding comparison with CIRA’86, generally has a warm bias between 2→6 K

with correlative data above the stratopause. This would suggest that the cold bi-

ases discussed above could possibly have magnitudes less than those presented

in Figure 4.7.

Generally the validation results of L50 analyses from 2005-2009, detailed above

and shown in Figure 4.7 (b), show that analyses temperatures are typically

warmer than observations compared to the cold biases seen for L42 analyses

from 1992-1994. Here biases magnitudes are between 2→14 K at and above the

stratopause level.

Figure 4.7 (c) shows the difference between UARS MLS monthly zonal mean tem-

perature profiles, averaged from 1992-1994, and those from EOS MLS, averaged

from 2005-2009. Generally UARS MLS temperatures are 2→6 K warmer than

EOS MLS values throughout the stratosphere and lower mesosphere. Larger

warm biases of 10→14 K are seen at polar latitudes, primarily in the winter sea-

sons of both hemispheres in the lower mesosphere, and for various months in

the middle stratosphere. The magnitude of this temperature bias is significantly

larger than climate cooling trends [Ramaswamy et al., 2001]. Thus the above bias

could possible be related to systematic biases between each instrument, however

a large contribution to this bias could arise from the inter-annual variability of

the atmosphere which is known to be larger for the winter season. With only

three years of UARS MLS data compare to five for EOS MLS, it is impossible

to state confidently on the magnitude of the systematic biases between the two

observational data sets.
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Figure 4.7 (d) shows the L50 validation results minus those of the L42, essen-

tially Figure 4.7 (b)-(a). These results show, (L50 analyses - EOS MLS) - (L42

analyses - UARS MLS), which can be interpreted as (L50 analyses - L42 analyses)

+ (UARS MLS - EOS MLS). Allowing for the warm bias of UARS MLS profiles

compared to EOS MLS, we find that in the upper stratosphere and lower meso-

sphere the L50 analyses errors from 2005-2009 are generally ∼2→10 K warmer

across all latitudes compared to L42 analyses errors from 1992-1994. The magni-

tude of this temperature difference increases approaching ∼0.3 hPa and is again

significantly larger than climate cooling trends, suggesting that the above differ-

ence between L42 and L50 analyses is due to changes in the model configuration.

The latitudinal independence of the above warm bias would strongly suggests

that the difference in analyses errors from the UARS to EOS temporal ranges is

primarily due to the change of radiation scheme used. The radiation scheme

used in the L42 analyses from 1992-1994 is detailed in Ingram [1990] and is

based on the scheme described in Stratton [1999] with modifications to the long

wavelength heating rates following the work of Morcrette et al. [1986]. This

scheme was changed in 2000 to the now presently used [Edwards and Slingo,

1996] scheme. Previously Jackson et al. [2001] noted that from ∼2.0→0.3 hPa the

long wavelength heating rates from the Edwards-Slingo scheme are larger than

those from the scheme described by Stratton [1999], with magnitudes ranging

from ∼0.5-1.0 K day−1. As noted above the L50 analyses from 2005-2009 also use

HadGEM based spectral files which have been shown to produce excessive heat-

ing rates around and above the stratopause region. With radiative time scales

in this region of the atmosphere being ∼5→7 days, the increased heating rates

of the Edwards-Slingo scheme compared to the scheme described by Stratton

[1999] is the most probable cause of the ∼2→10 K difference in temperature bi-

ases seen between the L42 and L50 analyses in the upper stratosphere and lower

mesosphere.
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4.5 L70 Analyses

As noted in Section 3.1.2 the model lid of the operational model was extended

to 0.01 hPa during November 2009. This section details the L70 zonal mean

temperature fields and their zonal mean temperature biases with both EOS MLS

and SABER data. The impact of increasing the model domain on observed biases

is discussed through comparison with the previous results of the L50 model dis-

cussed above. It should be noted that the most significant change, apart from the

increased domain, is the use of the vertical levels detailed in Figure 3.1 (b) which

has a degraded resolution throughout the upper stratosphere and lower meso-

sphere compared to the previous L50 configuration. The spectral files (different

vertical resolution based on the vertical level configuration), ozone climatology

and parameters of the USSP gravity wave scheme used in the L70 model are

identical to those used in previous L50 configuration.

Figure 4.8 shows the monthly zonal mean temperature values for the L70 analy-

ses from November 2009 to September 2010. The temperatures are reported on

grids which have 31 standard UARS pressure levels and a latitudinal resolution

of 2.5o. For comparison monthly zonal mean temperatures from the EOS MLS

instrument, including the upper mesosphere up to 0.01 hPa, are shown in Figure

4.9.

Lower Mesosphere

Compared to L50 analyses, the L70 representation of the lower mesosphere

is qualitatively superior. Here the excessive vertical temperature gradients seen

in the L50 analyses at ∼0.5-0.4 are not present. Furthermore the L70 analyses

show an improvement in representing the latitudinal variation of temperature

between ∼0.5-0.1 hPa, with meridional temperature gradients having qualita-

tively the correct sign and magnitude for all months. The exception to this is for

November, December, Feburary and March where in the NH meridional tem-
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Figure 4.8: Monthly zonal mean temperatures of the L70 analyses from November 2009

to September 2010. Contour interval is 5 K.

perature gradients poleward of ∼40o result in decreasing temperatures towards

polar latitudes, instead of increasing as observed by EOS MLS values. Another

noticeable deficiency is the poor representation of the separate and elevated

winter polar stratopause feature discussed in Section 2.2, which is absent for

November and located too low at ∼0.8 hPa for December and January.
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Figure 4.9: Monthly zonal mean temperatures from the EOS MLS experiment. Contour

interval is 5 K.

Upper Mesosphere

In the upper mesosphere the L70 representation is relatively poor when com-

pared to the EOS MLS values. For solstice months both summer hemispheres

have minimum temperatures located at tropical latitudes instead of in the polar
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regions at 0.01 hPa as observed. This results in meridional temperature gra-

dients of both the summer hemispheres having the incorrect sign above ∼0.05

hPa, where temperatures decrease towards tropical latitudes. Such gradients are

inconsistent with the characteristic monotonic increase of temperature from the

summer to winter hemispheres of the upper mesosphere. For February, March

and April minimum analyses temperature values are also seen at tropical lati-

tudes from ∼0.6-0.3 hPa. Above ∼0.3 hPa the analyses temperatures primarily

increase towards 0.01 hPa, a feature which is not present in the EOS MLS data.

4.6 L70 Monthly Zonal Mean Temperature Error

Figure 4.10 shows the monthly mean zonal mean temperature difference between

L70 analyses values and the EOS MLS dataset, from November 2009 to May 2010.

Figure 4.11 shows the monthly mean zonal mean temperature difference between

L70 analyses values and the SABER dataset, from November 2009 to May 2010.

As for the L50 analyses, blue contour levels correspond to analyses having a cold

temperature bias and red contours a warm bias.

4.6.1 Lower Mesosphere

Tropical Latitudes

For tropical latitudes of all months there is a consistent cold bias in the lower

mesosphere. Bias magnitudes with respect to EOS MLS typically have maximum

values of ∼18→22 K at ∼0.1 hPa, with values decreasing with an increase of

pressure and latitude values. Noticeably the above cold biases extend to lower

altitudes when compared to typical L50 analyses locations, this feature is most

prominent in the NH winter months where tropical cold biases extend down to

1.0∼ hPa. The magnitudes of the above tropical cold bias from ∼0.4→0.1 hPa

are generally consistent with those seen at similar altitudes and latitudes in the

L50 analyses, described above. The validation results with respect to SABER

show cold biases of similar magnitude however with marginally smaller vertical
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Figure 4.10: Monthly zonal average differences between L70 analyses temperatures and

vertical temperature retrievals from the EOS MLS instrument from November 2009 to

May 2010. Contour interval is 4 K. Negative biases are indicated by dashed contours.

range, most noticeable in January and February 2010. As noted above the SABER

instrument has a higher vertical resolution that EOS MLS at this pressure range,

placing more confidence in the SABER results.
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Figure 4.11: Monthly zonal average differences between L70 analyses temperatures and

vertical temperature retrievals from the SABER instrument from November 2009 to May

2010. Contour interval is 4 K. Negative biases are indicated by dashed contours.

Spring/Autumn Polar Latitudes

For February, March and April the L70 analyses have cold biases in polar regions

of both hemispheres, with maximum values at ∼0.2→0.1 hPa that decrease with
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altitude. Here NH bias of the L70 analyses tend to extend to ∼1.0 hPa, unlike

corresponding L50 cold biases which only extend to ∼0.3→0.4 hPa. The valida-

tion results using EOS MLS and SABER data are qualitatively consistent with

each other. Here polar cold bias magnitudes seen in both hemispheres of the

L70 analyses are typically smaller than corresponding L50 values. The exception

to this is the NH of March 2010, where cold biases of ∼26→30 K with respect

to EOS MLS and SABER data are ∼2→6 K larger than corresponding L50 val-

ues. The improved L70 representation is prominent in the SH polar regions and

most noticeable in April 2010, where cold biases have magnitudes of ∼6→10 K

compared to corresponding L50 values of ∼26→30 K. The NH polar regions of

April 2010 also show a distinct improvement compared to L50 values, with cold

bias magnitudes ∼6→10 K smaller. Confidence in this improved representation

is however limited by only one year of L70 analyses available for validation,

compared to 5 years for the L50 analyses.

In September the L70 analyses have cold biases of ∼14→22 K in the NH po-

lar regions and a small magnitude warm bias of ∼2→6 K in the SH polar regions

w.r.t to EOS MLS data. As for February, March and April the L70 representation

is an improvement on the L50 biases for this region, most noticeable in the SH

where L50 cold biases of ∼20 K have been replaced by a small warm bias of ∼4 K.

However, as stated above confidence in this improved representation is limited.

Winter Polar Latitudes

For NH winter months the lower mesosphere is dominated by a large cold bias

which occurs at polar latitudes centred between ∼0.3-0.1 hPa. Here cold biases

decrease with altitude and typically extend down to between ∼0.8→1.0 hPa. For

November and December this polar cold bias has respective magnitudes ap-

proaching ∼70 K and ∼44 K when validated against both EOS MLS and SABER

data.

The large∼70 and∼44 K cold biases seen respectively in the lower mesosphere of
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November and December 2009, are a result of a continuous decrease in analyses

minimum temperatures poleward of 60oN at 0.1 hPa that was noted shortly after

the L70 analyses were introduced [Jackson, 2010]. This decrease in temperature

resulted in the development of a spuriously cold polar vortex at 0.1 hPa. The

problem was related to the assimilation process, as a free running version of the

model was reported to warm by 10 K day−1, where unrealistic vertical correla-

tions in the background covariance matrix resulted in analysis increments of the

stratosphere producing spurious (negative) temperature increments throughout

the mesosphere. These unrealistic mesospheric increments were also assumed

to be amplified by the increased amount of stratospheric data being assimilated,

due to the introduction of NOAA-19 satellite information, and the relatively

coarse vertical resolution of L70 analyses, ∼5 km in the lower mesosphere. This

problem was subsequently addressed by the Met Office throughout Decem-

ber 2009 using a variety of emergency changes, including a linear reduction of

analyses increments for the top 8 model levels [Jackson, 2010]. Due to the exis-

tence of the spurious decrease in model temperatures at 0.1 hPa, the cold biases

seen in the lower mesosphere of November and December 2009 are likely to be

uncharacteristic of the L70 analyses. Furthermore, post December 2009 the anal-

yses increments for the mesospshere were no longer added to the analyses fields.

With the uncharacteristic winter polar vortex described above, and the lim-

ited number of L70 analyses available for validation, comparisons between L70

and L50 analyses for the NH winter season are obviously unrepresentative of

typical differences in biases magnitudes seen in this region. However January

2010 winter polar cold bias maximums of ∼14→18 K with respect to EOS MLS

data, and ∼10→14 K with respect to SABER data, are ∼8→12 K smaller than

typical L50 analyses values of ∼22→30 in the same region, as would be expected

from the reasoning described below.

The improved representation of polar winter temperatures in the L70 analy-
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ses, compared to those of the L50 model, is also evident in the SH. Here polar

cold biases in May, June and July 2010 from ∼0.3→0.1 hPa have magnitudes of

∼2→10 K w.r.t EOS MLS data, noticeably smaller than the ∼26→38 K values

typical of the L50 analyses. Validation results using SABER data show similar

bias magnitudes. However for the above months L70 analyses have cold polar

biases from ∼3.0→0.7 hPa in the SH, a feature which is not prominent in the L50

analyses except in the SH winter months of 2006. Magnitudes of these biases

are ∼2→10 K, ∼10→22 K and ∼2→10 K for May, June and July respectively and

are accompanied by a warm bias of ∼14→18 K located at mid-latitudes from

∼0.7→0.2 hPa for each month. This cold and warm dipole bias feature of the SH

winter lower mesosphere is a direct consequence of the inaccurate representation

of the separate winter stratopause discussed above.

Summer Polar Latitudes

Cold bias magnitudes of the SH summer polar regions are located between

∼0.3→0.1 hPa, and typically have magnitudes of ∼2→10 K with respect to EOS

MLS data. The validation results using SABER data are qualitatively consistent

with those from EOS MLS. These values are typically ∼4 K smaller than cor-

responding L50 analyses values. Cold biases of the NH summer months are

qualitatively identical to those of the SH season, with values again ∼4 K less than

corresponding L50 analyses values.

4.6.2 Impact of Increased L70 Model Lid

The reduction of bias values seen at polar latitudes between ∼0.3→0.1 hPa in the

majority of L70 analyses compared to L50 values is both expected and explained

by the downward control arguments of Haynes et al. [1991]. Following the ar-

guments presented in Section 2.3.5, it is reasonable to expect that the increased

vertical domain of the L70 analyses, approximately three scale heights above

the model lid of the L50 model, would better represent the eddy forcing above

the lower mesosphere and hence produce a more accurate representation of the
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circulation and hence polar temperature via the theory discussed in Section 2.3.5.

This is indeed the case, where as described above the cold polar biases seen in the

L50 model are generally reduced for the L70 analyses implying a more accurate

representation of the lower mesospheric circulation. Additionally to the above

downward control argument, one would expect further inaccuracies of the L50

lower mesospheric circulation to be compounded by dynamical and physical

boundary conditions at the model lid. In order to conserve mass throughout the

model domain the prognostic vertical velocity w is set to zero at the model lid,

implying no dynamical heating/cooling at the top theta level of the L50 model.

This non-physical feature due the limited vertical domain is not apparent at ∼0.1

hPa in the L70 analyses, hence one would expect a more realistic representation

of the circulation and temperature at this altitude. Obviously identical boundary

conditions for w and associated inaccuracies are present at the L70 model lid.

The gravity wave forcing, which has been shown to dominate the momen-

tum budget of the mesosphere, is supplied in both the L50 and L70 models by

the USSP scheme fully detailed in Section 6. As explained in Section 6.1.7 the

boundary condition of this physical parameterisation allows remaining momen-

tum flux from the scheme to propagate out of the model domain, known as a

”transparent” lid, for both the L50 and L70 analyses. If, for the sake of argument

the ”opaque” lid condition was employed in the L50 analyses then all remain-

ing momentum flux would be deposited at the model lid. For this hypothetical

situation the L50 analyses would then contain a measure of the total gravity

wave forcing in the atmosphere above the vertical domain at the model lid, thus

by downward control producing a more realistic circulation in the lower meso-

sphere in the L50 analyses. In some sense applying a transparent lid in the L50

analyses doesn’t allow the USSP to use all available information to accurately

reproduce the lower mesospheric circulation; however extending the domain in

the L70 model reduces this deficiency for the lower mesosphere as can be seen

by the reduction of observed polar temperature biases. As stated above for the
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vertical velocity boundary condition, similar arguments and associated deficien-

cies when using a transparent lid condition will also occur at the model lid of the

L70 model, resulting in an unrealistic representation of the upper mesospheric

circulation. Discussion of the possible impact the transparent lid condition has

on the upper mesospheric circulation is detailed below.

Consistent with L50 analyses, there is a latitude independent cold bias signal

from ∼0.3→0.1 hPa for L70 analyses. The independent nature of this cold bias

is most prominent in the validation results with respect to SABER data, which

as stated above we have higher confidence in for this pressure range. Since

this feature is prominent in both L70 and L50 analyses at qualitatively similar

altitudes, additional confidence can be placed in the assumption that the cause

of this bias is due to deficiencies in the Li and Shine ozone climatology which

remains in operational use for the L70 model. However there are minor dis-

crepancies between the magnitudes of the latitudinally independent cold bias

signals seen in the L50 and L70 analyses. Here the latitude independent cold

bias magnitudes of the L70 analyses are smaller than those seen in the L50 model

by ∼4 K, most noticeable at mid-latitudes of each hemisphere. Again due to the

limited temporal range of L70 analyses available for validation it is impossible

to state confidently the reason for this reduction in the latitude independent cold

bias signal from ∼0.3→0.1 hPa. One possible explanation is that the L70 analy-

ses contain additional information about radiative processes in the atmosphere

above, such as radiative heating due to molecular oxygen, which is treated in

the Edwards-Slingo scheme, and is known to be non-trivial above ∼0.1 hPa [An-

drews et al., 1987]. It is possible that such additional heating information is

effectively propagated downwards by radiative diffusion in the L70 analyses,

while in the L50 analyses the total downward long wavelength radiative flux

and downward short wavelength diffuse radiative flux in the Edwards-Slingo

scheme are set to zero at ∼0.1 hPa. It is therefore possible that this additional

diffuse heating in the L70 analyses could reduce the magnitude of the latitude
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independent cold bias when compared to L50 values.

Again consistent with the L50 analyses, warm bias regions occur in the L70

analyses below the cold biases discussed above. However the latitude indepen-

dent nature of this warm bias in the L70 analyses from ∼0.8→0.3 hPa is not as

prominent as that displayed in the L50 analyses. For this pressure range vali-

dation results using both EOS MLS and SABER data show that warm biases are

generally restricted to mid-latitudes, with cold biases occurring at tropical and

polar latitudes of certain hemispheres. From ∼3.0→0.8 hPa the majority of L70

analyses do display a latitude independent warm bias, most noticeable in the

validation results using SABER data, with magnitudes similar to those seen in

the L50 analyses from ∼1.0→0.3 hPa. The exceptions to this are the months of

May, June and July, where as noted above the inaccurate representation of the

separate stratopause in the SH winter polar regions result’s in a cold bias for

both months. The spectral files used in the L70 analyses are identical to those

used in the L50 model except for the vertical resolution of the monochromatic

layers used, which are based on the vertical grid employed in each model. From

Figure 3.1 we find that the L70 analyses have coarser vertical resolution and

model levels which occur at different altitudes than the L50 model in the upper

stratosphere and lower mesosphere. It is plausible that these differences could

possibly result in the warm biases caused by deficiencies in the analyses spectral

files to occur at different altitudes in the L70 analyses compared to the L50 model.

Since the latitude independent warm biases of both models have qualitatively

similar magnitudes, additional confidence can be placed in the assumption that

the cause of this bias is due to inaccuracies of the spectral files used in the two

different model configurations.

4.6.3 Upper Mesosphere

The upper mesosphere is dominated by strong warm bias regions which have a

clear seasonal signal. Warm biases are seen confined to summer polar latitudes
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of each hemisphere with maximum magnitudes occurring at the model lid and

decreasing in value as they extend downward to typically ∼0.07 hPa. A detailed

description of all biases in the upper mesosphere is given below.

Tropical Latitudes

For NH winter months the tropical cold biases seen at∼0.1 hPa decrease towards

the model lid, where bias magnitudes are typically between∼2→6 K with respect

to EOS MLS data. For these months, approaching the model lid the cold biases

with respect to SABER data are typically ∼4→8 K larger. For February→May the

cold biases seen at ∼0.1 hPa decrease towards ∼0.04 hPa where they reverse sign

to a warm bias which increases towards the model lid. Here typical warm bias

magnitudes at the model lid are ∼14→22 K with respect to EOS MLS data. For

June and July 2010 the cold biases with respect to EOSMLS and SABER seen at

0.1 hPa extend throughout the entire upper mesosphere to the model lid, where

magnitudes have again decreased to ∼2→6 K. The warm biases seen between

∼0.03→0.01 hPa for February→May have noticeably smaller magnitudes when

validated using the SABER data, here values are typically between ∼2→14 K.

Spring/Autumn Polar Latitudes

For February there is a strong warm bias in the SH of ∼46→50 K with respect to

EOS MLS data and a cold bias of ∼6→10 in the NH between ∼0.04→0.01 hPa.

This cold NH bias is also evident, with similar magnitudes, in the validation re-

sults using SABER data. For March 2010 there are warm biases in polar regions

of both hemispheres between ∼0.04→0.01 hPa, where magnitudes in the SH of

∼14→18 K with respect to EOS MLS data are larger than the ∼2→6 K values of

the NH. Here the validation results using SABER data show a ∼6→10 K decrease

in the SH warm polar bias and a cold bias of ∼2→6 K in the NH. For April 2010

the dominant warm bias has migrated to the NH polar region where it has a

magnitude of ∼18→22 K with respect to EOS MLS data near the model lid. The

SH polar region of this month now has a cold bias of ∼2→10 K with respect to

both EOS MLS and SABER data between ∼0.04→0.01 hPa.
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For August there is a warm bias seen at approaching the model lid in the NH

polar regions, while in the SH there is a cold bias at high latitudes. Here both

bias magnitudes and locations are a mirror image about the equator of those

seen in February. For September the polar regions of both hemispheres have a

warm bias with similar magnitudes of ∼6→14 K.

Winter Polar Latitudes

For NH winter polar regions the magnitudes of biases approaching the model

lid are considerably less than those seen in the opposing summer hemisphere,

described below. However for November and December 2009 there are strong

cold bias signals directly above ∼0.1 hPa in the polar NH. These cold biases de-

crease rapidly with height and are associated with the spurious cold polar vortex

at 0.1 hPa detailed above. Above ∼0.04 hPa both November and December 2009

have cold biases with magnitudes less than ∼10→14 K with respect to EOS MLS

data. For these months similar biases are seen in the SABER validation results.

For January 2010 above ∼0.04 hPa there is a warm bias region at polar latitudes

of ∼6→10 K. The magnitude and region of this warm biases is smaller for the

SABER results, where warm biases are between ∼2→6 K.

Consistent with results from NH winter months, the biases approaching the

model lid in the SH winter polar regions have considerably smaller magnitudes

than those seen in opposing summer hemisphere. In May, June and July 2010

above ∼0.04 hPa there are cold biases of ∼2→14 K with respect to EOS MLS data,

with similar biases also reported using the SABER data.

Summer Polar Latitudes

For the SH summer season the strong warm bias has largest values for the solstice

month of December 2009, where magnitudes at the model lid approach ∼70→74

K with respect to EOS MLS data. Both November 2009 and January 2010 have

summer polar warm biases with smaller magnitudes of ∼58→62 K with respect
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to EOS MLS data. For the above months the validation results using SABER data

are consistently ∼6→10 K smaller than those obtained using EOS MLS data.

Consistent with the SH, the warm biases of the NH summer season have max-

imum values located at polar latitudes near the model lid. For May 2010 the

warm polar bias has a maximum magnitude of ∼46→50 K with respect to EOS

MLS data. In June 2010 this warm bias has increased to ∼62→66 K and then

decreases to ∼54→58 K for July 2010. Again similar biases are reported in the

SABER validation results, however with magnitudes generally smaller by ∼4→8

K.

In the upper mesosphere EOS MLS data has a consistent cold bias with the

correlative data discussed in Section 3.3.5. Excluding comparison with GEOS-5

and ECMWF analyses, from ∼0.08→0.03 this cold bias is between ∼3→8 K and

from ∼0.03→0.01 this cold bias is between ∼0→3 K. Therefore it is possible that

the warm and cold biases in this pressure range could be respectively smaller or

greater than those presented in Figure 4.10. In the upper mesosphere at ∼80 km

the SABER data has an observed bias of -5→9 K with the correlative data dis-

cussed in Section 3.4.5. Therefore it is possible that the biases w.r.t SABER data

in the upper mesosphere could either be smaller or larger than those presented

in Figure 4.11. The SABER data at this altitude is also known to have a higher

uncertainty in the summer polar latitudes [Remsberg et al., 2008]. However

more confidence would be placed in the SABER validation results at this altitude

than those obtained with EOS MLS data, which has a vertical resolution of ∼14

km compared to ∼2 km for the SABER instrument.

4.6.4 Impact of Radiative and Dynamical Forcing

As in the lower mesosphere from ∼0.3→0.1 hPa there is a latitude independent

cold bias signal for the majority of L70 analyses in the upper mesosphere, ex-

tending from ∼0.1∼0.07 hPa. For tropical latitudes of solstice months the cold
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biases at ∼0.1 hPa do extend well into the upper mesosphere and only reduce

in magnitude above ∼0.02 hPa. An obvious and possible cause of the cold bias

signals between ∼0.1∼0.07 hPa is again the deficiencies in the Li and Shine ozone

climatology noted above. Ozone mixing ratios are known to decrease with al-

titude into the upper mesosphere, where the column above ∼60 km contributes

less than 1% to total column ozone values, and radiative heating due to ozone

decreases towards the mesopause [Groves, 1982]. It is therefore expected that

cold biases caused by deficiencies in the Li and Shine ozone climatology will

have a smaller impact for higher altitudes in the upper mesosphere. Therefore it

is unlikely that the tropical cold biases in the upper mesosphere seen under sol-

stice conditions would be caused by deficiencies in the Li and Shine climatology.

As noted above the largest error in the upper mesosphere is the strong warm bias

which occurs from ∼0.04→0.01 hPa in the summer polar latitudes of each hemi-

sphere. This warm bias would strongly suggest that there is insufficient adiabatic

cooling driven by the vertical ascent of the single cell mesospheric circulation of

this season. Thus by similar reasoning for the cold winter polar biases of the L50

analyses, the above seasonal warm biases would suggest that wave forcing in the

extra-tropical upper mesosphere is too weak. Since the wave forcing of the up-

per mesosphere is known to be dominated by breaking gravity waves, especially

in the summer hemisphere where Rossby wave activity is limited by the zonal

wind direction, the above warm polar biases are most likely to be attributed to

insufficient small scale gravity wave forcing at upper mesospheric levels in the

UM. This argument is supported by evidence in Section 5.2 which shows that

the mesospheric zonal winds are too strong when approaching the model lid

compared to previous observations. Also consistent with this argument is the

evidence presented in Section 7.3.2 which shows that off-line estimates of the

gravity wave forcing in the upper mesosphere of the L70 analyses are typically

smaller than previous estimates from independent modelling studies.
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As noted above the vertical velocity w is set to zero at the model lid. This

non-physical boundary condition is likely to have a larger impact on the circu-

lation approaching the L70 model lid, compared to the L50, due to the coarser

vertical resolution. Based on similar arguments discussed above for the L50

model the application of a transparent lid in the L70 analyses is also likely to

produce an unrealistic meridional circulation in the upper mesosphere of the L70

analyses. It is known from previous studies that gravity waves carry significant

values of momentum flux into the thermosphere. Off-line calculations of the

momentum flux, see Figure 7.4 in Section 7.2, showed that at the L70 model lid

not all of the momentum flux launched in the troposphere had been deposited

into the model domain. Therefore it is likely the application of a transparent lid

in the L70 analyses will contribute to the underestimated gravity wave forcing

suggested by the above temperature biases, and evidence presented in Section

7.3.2.

Again following the reasoning presented above for the L50 analyses, if this bias

was entirely related to the misrepresentation of the circulation alone one would

expect a cold bias in the opposing winter hemisphere of comparable magnitude.

From the EOS MLS and SABER validation results we find that this is not the

case and cold biases of the polar winter upper mesosphere have magnitudes

of ∼2→10 K. This would strongly suggest that approaching the L70 model lid

the biases result from a combination of misrepresenting the circulation and a

possible latitude independent bias most likely attributed to inaccuracies within

the radiation scheme. The magnitude of biases in the polar winter and sum-

mer upper mesosphere would strongly suggest that there is a possible latitude

independent warm bias for this altitude range in the L70 analyses. This hypoth-

esis is supported by the biases at the model lid for the equinox seasons, where

the mesopheric circulation is weaker and one would therefore expect smaller

biases to result from the inaccurate representation of small scale forcing, having

primarily a warm bias signal with magnitudes of ∼2→14 K. This latitide warm
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bias results in minimum tropical temperatures of the L70 analyses to be located

at ∼0.05 hPa compared to ∼0.01 hPa for EOS MLS observations, as detailed by

Figures 4.8 and 4.9.

One plausible explanation for the above hypothetical warm bias at the L70 model

lid is inaccuracies of the radiative heating rates caused by the non-physical na-

ture of the model lid boundary. Here the model lid is assumed to be the top of

the atmosphere, where the solar irradiance from the predefined solar spectrum

are applied. In reality incident radiation from the sun will be affected in the

atmosphere above the L70 model lid due to absorption, emission, reflection and

scattering effects whose combined influences are likely to lower the energy of the

spectrum before reaching 0.01 hPa. Therefore the modelled solar irradiance val-

ues, which have no knowledge of the reduction in energy due to the atmosphere

above, will likely contain excessively large values at the model lid. Hence the

heating rates at these altitudes could possibly be overestimated resulting in the

hypothetical warm biases detailed above. Another possible and likely cause of

large biases due to the radiation scheme is the inherent inaccuracy of the spectral

files in the upper mesospheric region [Manners, 2010]. This inaccuracy occurs

due to the fact that the spectral files were originally optimised for tropospheric

conditions, hence they are particularly poor in the upper mesosphere. Any inac-

curacy in these spectral files will also be compounded by relatively poor vertical

resolution of the upper mesosphere. While it is known to the Met Office that

the spectral files in the upper mesosphere are highly questionable, to date no

definitive study has been made on their impact [Manners, 2010]. Therefore it is

impossible to comment confidently on the magnitude and sign of the tempera-

ture biases that they produce. However based on the above evidence it is most

likely they contribute to a warm bias in the upper mesosphere.

Approaching the model lid of the L70 analyses, ∼80 km, there is a consider-

able decrease in the atmospheric density. Due to this decrease the mean free
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path of molecules becomes increasingly longer and collisions become less fre-

quent, consequently the energy which is absorbed through radiative transfer can

be partially re-emitted before being quenched by collision, i.e becoming thermal

heat. This is commonly known as classical breakdown of local thermodynamic

equilibrium (LTE). In the upper mesosphere the breakdown of LTE conditions

can result in a reduction of the total radiative energy absorbed by ozone and

molecular oxygen [Fomichev and Shved, 1988, Mlynczak and Solomon, 1993].

As the Edwards-Slingo radiation scheme does not account for the breakdown of

LTE it is possible that ozone and oxygen heating rates are over estimated in the

upper mesosphere, contributing to warm biases at the L70 model lid.

In the upper mesosphere the breakdown of LTE also impacts the longwave radia-

tive cooling, which is primarily due to carbon dioxide. Recent studies [Coy, 2010]

using a high altitude version of the GEOS-5 model [Reinecker et al., 2007] show

that accounting for LTE breakdown in the longwave radiation calculations had

a significant impact on model temperatures at 0.01 hPa. This study compared

the monthly zonal mean temperatures for January 2007 with radiative fluxes cal-

culated from; (a) the NASA climate radiation scheme (CLIRAD) based on LTE

assumptions in the shortwave [Chou and Suarez, 1999] and longwave [Chou

et al., 2001] regions; (b) independently calculated longwave fluxes including the

effects of LTE breakdown using the Fomichev et al. [2004] scheme blended with

the CLIRAD longwave values above 75 km. Using the longwave heating rates

of (b) the temperatures at 0.01 hPa were ∼15→25 K smaller across all latitudes,

with maximum differences seen in the tropics and minimum differences seen in

the SH summer polar regions. This evidence would suggest that the breakdown

of LTE in the longwave region have a non-trivial effect approaching 0.01 hPa,

and therefore it is likely that the exclusion of such effects in the Edwards-Slingo

radiation scheme contribute to the warm bias seen approaching the L70 model

lid.
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Region Season
EOS MLS SABER

Probable CauseBias (K) Bias (K)

Tropical (∼0.6→0.1 hPa) NH Winter 22-30 22-30 Ozone Climatology /
NH Summer 14-22 14-22 Bug in Assimilation

Equinox 14-22 14-22 of AIRS data

NH Polar (∼0.6→0.1 hPa) Equinox 18-22 22-26 Ozone Climatology /
Winter 38-42 34-38 Gravity Wave

Summer 10-14 10-14 Forcing

SH Polar (∼0.6→0.1 hPa) Equinox 14-18 22-26 Ozone Climatology /
Winter 42-50 42-50 Gravity Wave

Summer 10-14 10-14 Forcing

Global (∼2.0→0.8 hPa) All Months 6-10 6-10
Spectral Files /

Ozone Climatology

Table III: Summary of monthly zonal mean temperature biases for the L50 analyses pre

March 2006.

Region Season
EOS MLS SABER

Probable CauseBias (K) Bias (K)

Tropical (∼0.4→0.1 hPa) NH Winter 14-18 14-18
Ozone ClimatologyNH Summer 10-14 10-14

Equinox 10-14 10-14

NH Polar (∼0.4→0.1 hPa) Equinox 18-22 22-26 Ozone Climatology /
Winter 30-38 30-38 Gravity Wave

Summer 10-14 10-14 Forcing

SH Polar (∼0.4→0.1 hPa) Equinox 14-18 22-26 Ozone Climatology /
Winter 30-42 30-42 Gravity Wave

Summer 10-14 10-14 Forcing

Global (∼2.0→0.4 hPa) All Months 10-14 6-10
Spectral Files /

Ozone Climatology

Global (∼10→3 hPa) All Months 2-6 2-6
RTTOV-v7 /
Resolution

Table IV: Summary of monthly zonal mean temperature biases for the L50 analyses post

March 2006.
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4.6.5 Summary

Tables III, IV and V respectively give a summary of the biases seen in the L50

(pre March 2006), L50 (post March 2006) and L70 analyses. Biases are show for

both EOS MLS and SABER validation with blue values corresponding to cold

biases and red values corresponding to warm biases. Also shown in each table

is the most probable cause of each bias, as detailed by the reasoning above.

Region Season
EOS MLS SABER

Probable CauseBias (K) Bias (K)

Tropical (∼0.04→0.01 hPa) NH Winter 2-6 6-14 Spectral Files /
NH Summer 2-6 2-6 Solar Spectrum /

Equinox 14-22 2-14 Non-LTE Effects

NH Polar (∼0.04→0.01 hPa) Equinox 6-18 2-14 Gravity Wave
Winter 10-14 10-14 Forcing /

Summer 50-66 46-52 Spectral Files

SH Polar (∼0.04→0.01 hPa) Equinox 6-14 6-14 Gravity Wave
Winter 2-14 2-14 Forcing /

Summer 70-74 60-64 Spectral Files

Tropical (∼0.3→0.08 hPa) NH Winter 18-22 10-14
NH Summer 10-14 10-14 Ozone Climatology

Equinox 10-14 10-14

NH Polar (∼0.3→0.08 hPa) Equinox 18-22 18-22 Ozone Climatology /
Winter 50-60 46-56 In Winter

Summer 2-10 2-10 Data Assimilation

SH Polar (∼0.3→0.08 hPa) Equinox 6-10 6-10
Winter 2-10 2-10 Ozone Climatology

Summer 2-10 2-10

Mid-Lat. (∼1.0→0.5 hPa) SH Winter 14-22 14-18
Gravity Wave

Forcing

Global (∼3.0→0.8 hPa) All Months 2-10 2-14
Spectral Files /

Ozone Climatology

Table V: Summary of monthly zonal mean temperature biases for the L70 analyses.
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Chapter 5

Zonal Mean Zonal Wind

This chapter discussed the zonal mean zonal fields of the stratospheric assimi-

lated data set. Due to an inadequate source of independent wind observations

in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere, it was impossible to obtain a

direction validation of the zonal wind analyses. However a qualitative compar-

ison can be made with values from the stratospheric processes and their role in

climate (SPARC) climatology. Climatologies of the analyses are constructed for

selected periods with the differences from SPARC values discussed.

5.1 L50 Analyses Climatology

Figure 5.1 shows the monthly mean zonal mean wind fields of L50 analyses aver-

aged over 5 years from 2005 to 2009 for January to October and 4 years from 2005

to 2008 for November to December. Also shown are the SPARC climatological

values reported on a grid with 41 pressure levels from 1000-0.0046 hPa and a

latitudinal resolution of 4o. These climatological values are obtained from the

UARS reference atmosphere project (URAP), detailed in Swinbank and Ortland

[2003], which combines data from Met Office analyses and the UARS high reso-

lution Doppler imager (HRDI) [Hays et al., 1993]. Here Met Office analyses are

not used above 1.0 hPa, therefore in the mesosphere the SPARC climatology is

independent of the L50 analyses. The difference between the averaged values of

Figure 5.1 (a) and those from the SPARC climatology are shown in Figure 5.1 (c),

here the SPARC values have been linearly interpolated to the analysis locations.
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Discussion of the L50 zonal wind values in Figure 5.1 compared to the SPARC

climatology follows.

Southern Hemisphere Winter: For June the winter eastward mesospheric jets of

the L50 analyses have values between 120-140 ms−1 centred at∼40-50o, extending

from ∼0.4 hPa to the model lid. This distribution is typically 30-40 ms−1 stronger

than the SPARC climatology, as shown by Figure 5.1 (b), where jet values de-

crease in magnitude above ∼0.4 hPa. As for June the July analyses jet values are

again 30-40 ms−1 stronger than SPARC values, however distributions for 2007

and 2008 do show jets that decrease in magnitude at the appropriate altitude and

latitude.

Southern Hemisphere Summer: In December the summer westward jets of

the L50 analyses have typical values between 60-80 ms−1, which are ∼10-20 ms−1

stronger than SPARC values. In addition the analysed jets are centred too near

the equator at∼30-40o compared to SPARC latitude values of∼60-70o. In January

the analyses distributions are similar to December, however with magnitudes

again typically 10-20 ms−1 stronger than SPARC values. For both months the

analyses show a very poor representation of the separate jet maximum at the

stratopause typical of this season.

Northern Hemisphere Winter: In December the L50 analyses eastward jets have

values of ∼60-90 ms−1 which are typically ∼10-20 ms−1 stronger than SPARC val-

ues and again are not closed off, extending to the model lid. In January analyses

jet values are typically ∼10 ms−1 larger than SPARC values, and occur ∼10-20o

too near the pole. An exception to this is the January zonal mean winds of 2006

(field not shown), which has weak westward winds of 10-20 ms−1 in the lower

mesosphere at polar latitudes. The westward winds seen in the NH winter of

January 2006 are associated with the major stratospheric sudden warming (SSW)

which occurred during this month [Coy et al., 2009].
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Northern Hemisphere Summer: For June the westward jets of the analyses have

values of 60-70 ms−1, typically ∼10-20 ms−1 stronger than SPARC values. In July

the analyses representation is closer to the SPARC climatology with jet values

typically ∼0-10 ms−1 stronger. For both months the position of the jets is ∼10-15o

too near the Equator when compared against SPARC locations.

Equinox Months : For both equinox seasons of each hemisphere the zonal

wind distributions of the L50 analyses are qualitatively consistent with those

presented in the SPARC climatology. However the eastward winds of the upper

mesosphere are typically ∼10 ms−1 stronger than SPARC values for high lati-

tudes of both hemispheres. This discrepancy is most noticeable approaching the

model lid.

For both hemispheres in the lower mesosphere the SPARC climatological east-

ward winds of the winter season are evident at tropical latitudes of the opposing

summer hemisphere. This noticeable feature is not present in the L50 analyses

fields as can be seen in Figure 5.1 (c), where the analyses winds for tropical

latitudes above ∼1.0 hPa during solstice months have a noticeable westward

bias compared to SPARC values. To clarify this westward bias Figure 5.2 details

the L50 analysis equatorial zonal mean zonal winds in the lower mesosphere

averaged over 5 years from 2005 to 2009 for January to October and 4 years from

2005 to 2008 for November to December, with the SPARC climatological values

shown for comparison. From Figure 5.2 we find that at from ∼1.0→0.6 hPa the

L50 equatorial zonal mean zonal winds have a semi-annual oscillation (SAO)

signal which is comparable to the SPARC climatology. Here the L50 analyses

have a stronger westward phase of the SAO during NH winter months compared

to that seen during SH winter, as detailed by the SPARC climatology. However

from ∼1.0→0.6 hPa the L50 analyses winds during the NH winter season and

both equinox seasons are ∼10 ms−1 stronger than those of the SPARC climatol-

ogy. However above ∼0.6 hPa the westward winds of the solstice phase of the
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Figure 5.2: (a) Yearly averaged L50 analysis equatorial zonal mean zonal winds for the

lower mesosphere; (b) Equatorial zonal mean zonal winds of the SPARC climatology.

Contour intervals are 10 ms−1 with negative values indicated by dashed contours.

L50 SAO signal extend to 0.1 hPa, while for the SPARC climatology the zonal

mean winds of this season are eastward however with magnitudes smaller than

those seen for the equinox seasons. Due to uncertainty in the SPARC data and

the fact that the strength of the SAO, which is known to have a large degree

of inter-annual variability, is determined from numerous physical processes it

is impossible to confidently identify a definitive cause of the differences in the

SAO signals above ∼0.6 hPa.

Additionally the L50 analyses jets show very little horizontal tilt with altitude.

This is not consistent with observed jet values which have been shown to tilt

towards the equator in winter hemispheres and towards the polar regions for

summer hemispheres. The poor representation of this feature is apparent in
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many other modern GCM’s [Boville, 1995, Langematz and Pawson, 1997, Paw-

son et al., 2000] and is most prominent in the eastward winter winds of the L50

analyses. This poor representation was also noted in the last climatological study

of the stratospheric version of the UM by Jackson et al. [2001], who used Rayleigh

friction above 20 hPa. These results suggest that the introduction of the USSP

gravity wave scheme has had only a small impact in correcting the orientation of

the mesospheric jets, as previously detailed in Scaife et al. [2002]. Furthermore

Scaife et al. [2002] suggests that improved equator-ward tilt of the winter jets is

primarily due to the amount of forcing supplied and not the forcing mechanism

employed.

The above results are consistent with the temperature biases of the lower meso-

sphere reported in Section 4.3.1. Here the excessive strength of the L50 analyses

jets in the lower mesosphere compared to the SPARC climatological values,

would again strongly suggest that wave forcing which acts to reduce the zonal

flow at these altitudes in both the winter and summer hemispheres is too weak.

The largest differences in zonal flow are located in the lower mesosphere, strongly

suggesting that this weak wave forcing is primarily due to the misrepresentation

of small scale gravity waves by the USSP scheme in the UM.

5.2 L70 Analyses

Figure 5.3 shows the monthly zonal mean zonal wind values for the L70 analy-

ses from November 2009 to September 2010. These wind values are reported on

grids which have 31 standard UARS pressure levels and a latitudinal resolution

of 2.5o. For comparison corresponding monthly zonal mean zonal winds from

the SPARC climatology, including the upper mesosphere to 0.01 hPa, are shown

in Figure 5.4.

Southern Hemisphere Summer: The westward jets for November, December

and January have maximum magnitudes of∼90→100 ms−1 and are∼20→40 ms−1
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Figure 5.3: Monthly zonal mean zonal winds of the L70 model from November 2009 to

September 2010. Wind values have contour intervals of 10 ms−1 with negative values

indicated by dashed contours.

stronger than SPARC values approaching the model lid. Here the jet centre is

located too near the equator and does not decrease in magnitude approaching

0.01 hPa.
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Figure 5.4: Monthly zonal mean zonal winds of the SPARC climatology from November

to September. Wind values have contour intervals of 10 ms−1 with negative values

indicated by dashed contours.

Southern Hemisphere Winter: The largest difference between the L70 east-

ward winds and those of the SPARC climatolgy occur in the lower mesosphere.

Here the jet maximums for May and June of ∼100→110 ms−1 and ∼120→130

ms−1 are ∼20-30 ms−1 stronger than SPARC values and have the opposite tilt
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with height. This discrepancy between the L70 analyses and SPARC climatology

is less pronounced for July 2010.

Northern Hemisphere Summer: For May and June the westward zonal winds

of the L70 analyses have maximum values of ∼80→90 ms−1 and ∼100→110 ms−1

respectively, and are typically ∼20-40 ms−1 stronger SPARC values in the upper

mesosphere. As for the SH summer months this discrepancy is most noticeable

approaching the model lid where the L70 jets have values which do not decrease

in magnitude with altitude.

Northern Hemisphere Winter: For November and December the L70 zonal

winds have maximum values in the upper mesosphere of ∼80-100 ms−1. These

values are noticeably larger and occur at higher altitudes than the SPARC clima-

tology which have maximum values of ∼50-60 ms−1 in the lower mesosphere.

Equinox Months: For these months the zonal wind distributions of the L70

analyses are qualitatively similar to the SPARC climatology, where difference in

magnitude values are generally less than ∼10 ms−1.

The above discrepancies of the L70 analyses zonal mean zonal winds when

compared to the SPARC climatology are consistent with those expected from

thermal wind balance and the temperature structure of the L70 analyses dis-

cussed in Section 4.5. As seen when comparing Figures 4.8 and 4.9, the L70

analyses have incorrect meridional temperature gradients at extra-tropical lati-

tudes in the summer upper mesosphere of both hemispheres. Here the increase

of temperature towards the polar regions results in an increased westward ver-

tical wind shear and summer mesospheric jets which are not closed off at ∼0.01

hPa and located too near the equator.

The uncharacteristic polar vortex of the NH winter hemisphere in November
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results in the observed increase of temperature towards the winter pole not

occurring until the upper mesosphere. Hence the winter eastward jet of the

L70 analyses in November is stronger than the SPARC climaotolgy in the lower

mesosphere, and only begins to close when the correct meridional gradients

occur above ∼0.02 hPa. Since the winter polar vortex of the L70 analyses in

SH winter months are more characteristic of this season, the meridional tem-

perature gradients have the correct sign at extra-tropical latitudes resulting in

jet maximums which occur at the approximately the correct latitude. However

the strength of these jets is too strong due to the excessively large meridional

temperature gradients compared to observed values.

The zonal winds for all months increase when approaching the model lid in

the upper mesosphere, compared to the decreasing values of the SPARC clima-

tology. This would strongly suggest that the dynamical forcing approaching the

model lid is too weak for each hemisphere. As this region of the atmosphere is

primarily forced by small scale gravity wave breaking, this would suggest that

the momentum deposition supplied by the USSP scheme in the L70 analyses is

too weak in the upper mesosphere.

5.3 Summary

This chapter has detailed the zonal mean zonal winds of the L50 and L70 analyses,

comparing them against values from the SPARC climatology. For both the L50

and L70 analyses the structure of the zonal mean winds approaching each model

lid is consistent with the biases seen in the temperature fields of Section 4. Here

approaching the L50 and L70 model lids the zonal mean winds of the solstice

seasons are considerably stronger than those of the SPARC climatology, with

reduced negative and in some cases positive vertical wind shear in the lower

and upper mesosphere. This misrepresentation of the zonal mean jets would

again strongly suggest that the zonal gravity wave forcing supplied by the USSP

scheme is underestimated in both the L50 and L70 models.
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Chapter 6

Gravity Wave Parametrization

This chapter introduces the currently operational ultra simple spectral parame-

terization (USSP) gravity wave scheme used in the Met Office UM. Full details of

how the scheme models the generation, propagation and dissipation of gravity

wave momentum flux and hence momentum forcing is given. Such a detailed

account is reproduced here to clarify the extension of the USSP scheme to include

the direct heating rates from gravity wave dissipation. Such direct heating rates

are commonly not included within modern GCM gravity wave schemes. The

theory and assumptions behind applying such heating rates within the USSP

scheme is also discussed.

6.1 USSP scheme

6.1.1 Background

The currently operational non-orographic gravity wave scheme used by the Met

Office is the USSP scheme detailed in Warner and McIntyre [2001]. The USSP

scheme uses the spectral approach to gravity wave parameterisation, where

momentum deposition is determined from the dissipation of an initial spec-

trum of gravity waves launched in the troposphere as it propagates vertically

through an atmosphere with varying density, static stability and background

wind. As for all gravity wave parameterizations used in modern GCM’s the
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USSP is one-dimensional in the sense that wave propagation only occurs in the

vertical direction. Also wave propagation is assumed to be instantaneous over

the vertical domain.

The USSP scheme is based on the gravity wave scheme described by Warner and

McIntyre [1996], hereafter (WM96), where gravity waves are modelled using a

3D energy spectrum dependent on vertical wavenumber m, the azimuthal angle

of propagation ϕ and the intrinsic frequency ω̂. Here the intrinsic frequency is

the frequency seen by an observer moving with the background wind. With

wavevector k = (k, l,−m), horizontal projection k0 = (k, l, 0) = ko(cosϕ, sinϕ, 0)

and ko = (k2 + l2)1/2, general wave motion in the WM96 scheme is made spe-

cific to gravity waves by the use of the standard dispersion relation, where for

vertically propagating gravity waves in a constantly stratified incompressible

rotating atmosphere [Gill, 1982].

ω̂2 =
f 2m2

k2
o +m2

+
N2k2

o

k2
o +m2

(6.1)

Here f is the Coriolis frequency and defining θ as the potential temperature the

buoyancy frequency N =
(
g∂(lnθ)
∂z

)1/2
. The WM96 scheme specifies a wave energy

spectrum at the launch level identical to the empirical form used by Fritts and

Vanzandt [1993].

Ê(m, ω̂, ϕ) = EoA(m)B(ω̂)Φ(ϕ) (6.2)

Here the constituent functions A(m), B(ω̂) and Φ(ϕ) are given by,

A(m) = Ao(s, t)
ms/ms+1

∗
1 + (m/m∗)s+t (6.3)

B(ω̂) = Bo(p)ω̂−p (6.4)

Φ(ϕ) = Φo =
1

2π
, (6.5)
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and following Fritts and Lu [1993],

Eo =
βN2

m∗
(6.6)

Here A0(s, t), Bo(p) and Φ0 are normalisation coefficients chosen such that A(m),

B(ω̂) and Φ(ϕ) all integrate to unity [Fritts and Vanzandt, 1993], full details of

these coefficients can be seen in Warner and McIntyre [1996]. Here β is a constant

known as the energy scale factor. The value of m∗ is the vertical wavenumber m

which corresponds to the maximum value of equation (6.3), and is known as the

”characteristic” vertical wavenumber. The values of s, t and p are all constants

chosen empirically. Both s and t determine the power law dependence for the

vertical wavenumber spectrum while p determines the power law dependence

for the intrinsic frequency spectrum.

The full 3D WM96 scheme was computationally too expensive for operational

use, hence the operational USSP scheme involves making the following sim-

plifications. Firstly following the work of Hines [1997] it is assumed that the

Coriolis and non-hydrostatic effects in the wave motion of non-orographic grav-

ity waves may be neglected, allowing the following so called mid-frequency

approximation to equation (6.1) to be used.

ω̂2 = N2 k2
o

m2 (6.7)

As shown by Hines [1997] and Appendix A of Warner and McIntyre [2001] the

use of equation (6.7) allows the ω̂ dependence in the WM96 gravity wave energy

spectrum to be integrated out. Therefore vertical propagation of the launch en-

ergy spectrum can be modelled in terms of a reduced 2D spectrum depending

on m and ϕ only, thus reducing computational expense. The USSP scheme as-

sumes uniform and isotropic azimuthal spectral components at the launch level.

Therefore integration of the energy spectrum over piecewise sectors centred on

azimuthal directions ϕ j allow the propagation of the launch energy spectrum to
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be described in terms of m only. For convenience the operational USSP scheme

uses four azimuthal directions (North, West, South and East), corresponding to

ϕ j = (π/2, π, 3π/2, 0).

The second simplification made in the operational USSP scheme follows from

the work of Fritts and Lu [1993]. Here the launch energy spectrum for each

ϕ direction is approximated by the use of idealised spectral shapes, or parts,

which can be integrated analytically. The approximated launch spectrum has

two distinct parts defined by the power laws of m, namely (s, t).

Small vertical wave numbers between a low cutoff value of mmin and m∗ are

known as ”unsaturated” and have a power dependence ∝ ms. Large vertical

wavenumbers between m∗ and infinity are known as ”quasi-saturated” and have

a power law dependence ∝ m−t. Unsaturated parts of the spectrum correspond

to gravity waves which are linear, while the quasi-saturated part represents

waves which are non-linear due to various processes including wave-breaking

and Doppler spreading effects [Warner and McIntyre, 1996]. Here (s, t) are the

empirical constants chosen in equation (6.2) defining the initial energy spectrum

of the WM96 scheme.

Given knowledge of the spectral characteristics of the initial launch energy spec-

trum used by the USSP scheme, the spectral density of the horizontal component

of the wave pseudo-momentum at a specific altitude z is given by.

p̂ = Ê(z,m, ω̂, ϕ)
k0

ω̂
(6.8)

From equation (6.7) it is possible to define the vertical component of group

velocity cgz for gravity waves which are described by the mid-frequency approx-

imation as,

cgz = −
∂ω̂
∂m
=
ω̂
m
. (6.9)
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Using equation (6.9) and equation (6.8) it is possible to define the spectral density

of the vertical flux of the horizontal component of the wave pseudo-momentum,

hereafter for brevity ”momentum flux”, at an altitude z as.

ρ(z)F̂p(z,m, ω̂, ϕ) = ρ(z)cgzp̂ = ρ(z)Ê(z,m, ω̂, ϕ)
ω̂

N(z)
k̂0 (6.10)

Here ρ(z) is the atmospheric density at altitude z, k̂o is the unit vector given

by ko/ko = (i cosϕ + j sinϕ) and the mid-frequency dispersion relation has been

used to eliminate ko. Integration of equation (6.10) gives the total momentum

flux at an altitude z as.

ρ(z)Fptot(z) = ρ(z)
∫ 2π

0

∫ N

ω̂min

∫ ∞

−∞
F̂p(z,m, ω̂, ϕ) dm dω̂ dϕ (6.11)

Here ω̂min is the lower limit of the normalised intrinsic frequency spectrum, equa-

tion (6.4), and is fully detailed in Warner and McIntyre [1996]. From equation

(6.11) the wave induced force on the back ground flow at an altitude z is given

by.

G(z) = − 1
ρ(z)
∂ρ(z)Fptot

∂z
(6.12)

The initial launch spectrum of momentum flux represents the sole source of

gravity waves in the USSP scheme. Therefore the total momentum flux and hence

wave induced force at higher altitudes can be calculated given prior knowledge

of the launch spectrum and it’s modification when propagating in the vertical

direction.

6.1.2 Doppler Shifting

The propagation characteristics of the momentum flux launch spectrum are sig-

nificantly altered when propagation occurs through an atmosphere with vertical

wind shear, i.e., ∂U/∂z , 0. Here the intrinsic frequency of a spectral element is

related to its absolute frequency ω0 relative to the ground by the Doppler shift

relation.
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ω̂ = ωo − ko ·U(z) = ωo − koU(z) (6.13)

Here U(z) is the horizontal wind velocity and U(z) is the component of the back-

ground wind in the ko direction. Both ω0 and k0 are invariant under propagation

in a steady horizontally homogeneous background flow [Lighthill, 1978]. There-

fore a wave of given absolute frequency will have a varying intrinsic frequency

as it ascends through an atmosphere with vertical wind shear. We shall adopt the

abbreviation ω̂l = ω̂(zl) for the intrinsic frequency at the launch altitude zl and

ω̂k = ω̂(zk) for the intrinsic frequency at a higher altitude zk, and similar notation

for other z-dependent quantities such as m, N, ρ and U. Then using equation

(6.13), propagation from altitude zl to zk results in the following expression for

the change in intrinsic frequency.

ω̂l − ω̂k = ko(Uk −Ul) (6.14)

Using the mid-frequency dispersion equation (6.7) to substitute for ω̂l and ω̂k we

obtain.
Nl

ml
− Nk

mk
= (Uk −Ul) (6.15)

Rearranging equation (6.15) we obtain the following expression for how a given

vertical wavenumber is Doppler shifted with height.

mk =
Nkml

Nl −ml[Uk −Ul]
(6.16)

Note that equation (6.16) is independent of the horizontal wavenumber k0, which

allows the reduction of the full 3D spectrum used by WM96 to the 2D spectrum

used by the USSP. An important property of the USSP is the ability to predict the

evolution of a spectrum when conservatively propagated in the vertical direction.

This requires knowledge of how to transform spectral densities that depend on

vertical wavenumber.

f(zk,mk, ϕ j) = f(zl,ml, ϕ j)
dml

dmk
(6.17)
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Here the dml/dmk term can be expressed by rearranging (6.16) for ml and differ-

entiating with respect to mk, obtaining the following.

f(zk,mk, ϕ j) = f(zl,ml, ϕ j)
NlNk

[Nk +mk(Uk −Ul)]2

= f(zl,ml, ϕ j)
NlNk[

Nk +mk

(
Nl
ml
− Nk

mk

)]2

= f(zl,ml, ϕ j)
Nk

Nl

(ml

mk

)2

(6.18)

6.1.3 Launch Spectrum

Following Bushell et al. [2007] the momentum flux of each vertical wavenumber

spectral element in the ϕ j direction at a launch altitude of zl is given by,

ρlFpl(zl,ml, ϕ j) = ρl

∫ 2π

0

∫ N

ω̂min
F̂p(zl,ml, ω̂, ϕ) dω̂ dϕ

= ρl

(
A0

m2
∗

)
Cl0k̂0(ϕ j)

 ms
l/m

s+1
∗ . . . mmin ≤ ml < m∗

mt−1
∗ /mt

l . . . m∗ ≤ ml < ∞

(6.19)

Here Cl0 is a constant isotropic scale factor, which is independent of location

around the globe and equal to.

Cl0 =
β

π
sin(∆ϕ/2)

(
p − 1
2 − p

) [
N2

l
(ω̂min/Nl)p−1[1 − (ω̂min/Nl)2−p]

[1 − (ω̂min/Nl)p−1]

]
(6.20)

The terms in equation (6.20) are obtained by the integration of equations (6.4)

and (6.5) over their respective ranges, full details are discussed in Appendix A

of Bushell et al. [2007]. The normalisation constant for the vertical wavenumber

spectrum in equation (6.19) is given by.

Ao(s, t) = [(s + t)/π] sin[π(s + 1)/(s + t)] (6.21)

Integration of equation (6.19) over the complete vertical wavenumber spectrum

gives the total launch momentum flux in each ϕ j direction as.
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ρlFpltot(zl, ϕ j) = ρl

(
A0
m2
∗

)
Cl0

[∫ m∗
mmin

ms

ms+1
∗

dm +
∫ ∞

m∗

mt+1
∗

mt dm
]

k̂0(ϕ j)

= ρlCl0m−2
∗ k̂0(ϕ j)

(6.22)

Figure 6.1: Schematic of USSP momentum flux spectral profile evolution. (a) Launch

flux spectrum in the eastward direction at zl; (b) Evolved eastward spectrum at zk

having propagated through positive wind shear; (c) Evolved eastward spectrum back-

propagated to launch altitude zl; (d) Launch flux spectrum in the westward direction

at zl; (e) Evolved westward spectrum at zk having propagated through negative wind

shear and (f) Evolved westward spectrum back-propagated to launch altitude zl. Red

line represents the saturation chop function at zk, blue line represents saturation chop

function at altitude greater than zk. Grey shading represents portion of spectrum which

is eroded.

The spectral representation of momentum flux for a typical launch profile can

be seen in Figure 6.1 (a) and (d) for eastward and westward directions respec-

tively. Here the low wavenumber and high wavenumber parts of the spectrum

are clearly separated at the characteristic vertical wavenumber m∗. This ap-

proach results in each individual vertical wavenumber spectral elements having

an associated momentum flux value. Under the mid-frequency approximation

(equation 6.7) the vertical wave-number m can be very simply related to the hori-
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zontal intrinsic phase speed ĉh and background stability N [Fritts and Alexander,

2003].

|m| = N
ĉh

(6.23)

Here the horizontal intrinsic phase speed ĉh = ch − ūh, where ch is the horizontal

phase speed relative to the ground and ūh is the horizontal background flow.

Thus the spectral approach used in the USSP scheme launches gravity waves

with a continuous range of phase speeds, compared to discrete schemes such as

that described in Lindzen [1981] which launch gravity waves with specific and

finite phase speeds.

6.1.4 Conservative Propagation and the Quasi-Saturation Spec-

trum

Applying the conservative propagation transformation (6.18) to the momentum

flux at the launch level zl, we obtain the following expression for the conserva-

tively propagated spectrum at altitude zk.

ρkFp(zk,mk, ϕ j) = ρlFp(zl,ml, ϕ j)
[Nl −ml(Uk −Ul)]2

NlNk
(6.24)

Here (6.16) has been used to substitute for mk. In the absence of wave breaking

the launch momentum flux spectrum will evolve according to equation (6.24),

with the wavenumber limits mmin and m∗ transforming according to (6.16). The

schematic representation of this can be seen in Figure 6.1 (b) and (e) where the

eastward (westward) launch flux profiles are assumed to have been vertically

propagated through positive (negative) vertical wind sheer, i.e. increasing east-

ward flow with height where Uk > Ul.

Having conservatively propagated the launch momentum flux spectrum from

altitude zl to zk, growth at the large m part of the spectrum is limited by wave
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breaking. Wave breaking is modelled in the USSP scheme by imposing a ”chop-

ping function” or quasi-saturation spectrum, which has an identical form to the

initial large m part of the launch spectrum and is ∝ m−t. Such a chopping func-

tion is applied as it brings empirical knowledge about the spectral characteristics

of non-linear gravity wave-breaking [Warner and McIntyre, 1996], i.e. that the

spectral slope is limited to the power law t. While there is no widely accepted

theory for what determines the value of t, however observational evidence has

show that for non-linear processes it is typically between ∼2.5→3, with a value

of 3 usually adopted in modern gravity wave schemes. Applying this chopping

function we therefore require that the momentum flux spectrum propagated

from the launch level to altitude zk satisfies,

ρkFp(zk,mk, ϕ j) ≤ ρkFpS(zk,mk, ϕ j) = ρk

(
A0

m2
∗

)
CSk

mt−1
∗

mt
k

k̂0(ϕ0) (6.25)

where,

CSk ∝
β

π
sin(∆ϕ/2)

(
p − 1
2 − p

) [
N2

k
(ω̂min/Nk)p−1[1 − (ω̂min/Nk)2−p]

[1 − (ω̂min/Nk)p−1]

]
(6.26)

Note that the quasi-saturation chopping function is applied at the higher altitude

zk, where it has a simple spectral shape with power law dependence∝ m−3. After

conservative propagation and application of the appropriate chopping function

the final spectrum at altitude zk is known as the ”evolved spectrum”. From Figure

6.1 (b) we find that for the eastward launch flux profile, which has propagated

through positive vertical shear, a portion of the evolved spectrum is transformed

via equation (6.24) above the chopping function at altitude zk denoted by the red

line. As noted in Warner and McIntyre [2001] the sign convention of the USSP

scheme results in positive wind shear corresponding to an increasing likelihood

of wave breaking, i.e. m → ∞. Here the momentum flux eroded from the

launch spectrum at zk is denoted by the gray shading. The opposite is true for

the westward launch flux profile, which when propagating through negative

wind shear is transformed away from wave breaking, as show by Figure 6.1 (e)
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where the evolved spectrum is entirely below the saturation chopping function

at altitude zk (again denoted by the red line). However, since the saturation

chopping function depends on the density (which dominates over the stability

N) at higher chopping levels, the decrease in density with altitude results in an

increasing likelihood of wave breaking. This is show in Figure 6.1 (e) where a

chopping function defined at an altitude higher (denoted by the blue line) than zk

is able to erode the evolved spectrum even tho it has been transformed towards

lower vertical wavenumbers.

6.1.5 Numerical Back-propagation

In order to calculate how momentum flux is deposited or propagated we need

to know the impact on the launch spectrum of applying the quasi-saturation

chopping function at altitude zk. Here the simplest and most computationally

cheap method is to conservatively back-propagate the chopping function at zk

to the launch level. Back-propagation can be viewed as the inverse of forward

propagation in (6.16), where we are concerned with what initial spectrum at

zl is required to produce the appropriate evolved spectrum at zk. Applying the

conservative propagation transformation (6.18) to the quasi-saturation chopping

function (6.25), after expressing mk in terms of ml by (6.16) and rearranging for

the back propagated spectrum at zl we obtain.

ρlFb
pS(zl,ml, ϕ j) =

NlNk

[N1 −m1(U2 −U1)]2 ρkFpS(zk,mk, ϕ j)

=
NlNk

[N1 −m1(U2 −U1)]2 ρk

(
A0

m2
∗

)
CSk

mt−1
∗

mt
k

k̂0(ϕ0) (6.27)

Here the superscript b is notation for the back-propagated spectrum. Again

applying mk in terms of ml by (6.16) we obtain.

ρlFb
pS(zl,ml, ϕ j) =

NlNk

[N1 −m1(U2 −U1)]2

[Nl −ml(Uk −Ul)]t

Nt
k

ρk

(
A0

m2
∗

)
CSk

mt−1
∗

mt
l

k̂0(ϕ0)
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=
Nl

[Nk]t−1 [Nl −ml(Uk −Ul)]t−2 ρk

(
A0

m2
∗

)
CSk

mt−1
∗

mt
l

k̂0(ϕ0) (6.28)

Therefore with knowledge of Uk, ρk and Nk we have an expression for the back-

propagated spectrum in terms of launch vertical wavenumbers ml only. The back

propagated evolved spectrums of Figure 6.1 (b) and (e) can be seen in Figures

6.1 (c) and (f). Here the portion of the launch flux profile, determined by the

procedure described below, is again denoted by the gray shading.

6.1.6 Momentum Flux Deposition

Erosion of the initial launch momentum flux and hence deposited or propagated

momentum flux at zk is determined by calculating which parts of the launch

spectrum will be subjected to chopping at zk. This calculation is based on the

point where the back-propagated quasi-saturated chopping function and launch

spectra intersect at altitude zl.

ρlFpl(zl,ml, ϕ j) = ρlFb
pS(zl,ml, ϕ j) (6.29)

Defining the intersection point of (6.29) at zl as mlx with normalised value mNlx =

mlx/m∗, combining (6.19) and (6.28) we obtain.

ρkCSk m−t
Nlx

Nl

[Nk]t−1 [Nl −mlx(Uk −Ul)]t−2 = ρlCl0


ms

Nlx . . . mmin/m∗ ≤ mNlx < 1

m−t
Nlx . . . 1 ≤ mNlx < ∞

Rearranging gives,

=⇒ ρlCl0 B m−t
Nlx

(
1 +

A
B

mNlx

)
= ρlCl0


ms

Nlx . . . mmin/m∗ ≤ mNlx < 1

m−t
Nlx . . . 1 ≤ mNlx < ∞

(6.30)

Here,

A
B
=

m∗(Ul −Uk)
Nl

(6.31)
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B =
ρkCSk

ρlCl0

[Nl

Nk

]t−1

. (6.32)

Defining mNlX and mNlY respectively as intersect points in the low and high

vertical wavenumber parts of the spectrum, we have the following solutions for

(6.30).

ms+t
NlX − B

[
1 + A

B mNlX

]t−2
= 0 mmin/m∗ ≤ mNlX < 1

B
[
1 + A

B mNlY

]t−2
= 1 1 ≤ mNlY < ∞

(6.33)

From (6.33) the solution for the high wavenumber intersect is obtained by.

mNlY =
1
A

[
B

t−3
t−2 − B

]
(6.34)

However the solution for the low wavenumber intersect mNlX often requires an

iterative solution. Full details of this iterative solution and the method used

can be found in Bushell et al. [2007]. Note once found both mNlX and mNlY can

respectively be mapped to mNkX and mNkX at altitude zk via (6.16), as can the

values of mmin and m∗. It should be noted that the intersect points can exist in

either or both of the low and high wavenumber number regions, resulting in the

different spectral chop type discussed in detail below.

Once mNlX and mNlY have been obtained the USSP scheme then calculates the

total amount of momentum flux for each zk level in a similar fashion to (6.22).

However these calculations are simplified by evaluating the chopped portion

of the spectrum at zk, where it has a simple spectral shape, while the remaining

conservatively propagating portion of the spectrum is obtained from the original

launch spectrum at zl.

Since the momentum flux spectrum at the launch level represents the sole source

of gravity waves, i.e. no further generation of gravity waves above zl, the verti-

cally propagating momentum flux is restricted to never exceed the momentum
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flux from the level beneath. Although the USSP scheme does not erode the

launch spectrum in a level by level sequential manor, the shielding of upper

levels from momentum flux deposited lower down does employ this concept in

an integrated sense.

The extent to which the back-propagated chopping function can erode the initial

launch spectrum is highly dependent on both the density and the strength of the

Doppler shift between altitude levels. The relative velocity between levels zl and

zk appears in (6.31). Using the sign of (6.31) and the fact that the B
[
1 + A

B

]t−2
term

in (6.33) must be less than one for the mNlX intersect to exist, the USSP scheme is

able to define the type of chopping function before the intersect points are cal-

culated improving computational expense. In total there are five different chop

types based on the above conditions, with some chop types having individual

cases where chopping is limited to a specific region of the launch spectrum. For

each case the momentum flux at each zk level is defined as a fraction of the mo-

mentum flux at the launch level. Table VI details the conditions and definitions

of momentum flux at zk for each chop type case. Once the momentum flux in

each ϕ j direction has been calculated for all zk levels in the vertical profile, the

wave induced force at each level can be calculated via (6.12). Full details and the

derivation of the momentum flux values for each chop type in Table VI can be

seen in Appendix A.

6.1.7 Model Lid Condition

Remaining momentum flux at the level corresponding to the model lid is al-

lowed one of two options. The first option is a transparent lid condition, where

the remaining momentum flux is allowed to propagate through the model lid

boundary. The second option is an opaque lid condition, where all remaining

momentum flux is confined to the model domain by requiring that the momen-

tum flux value at the model lid is always zero.
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In an ideal situation the model domain would extend to an altitude where the

momentum flux remaining in the model is negligible. For obvious reasons this is

not possible and a choice of opaque or transparent lid condition is needed. Since

the launch momentum flux is isotropic in each azimuthal direction, the net mo-

mentum flux introduced at the launch level is zero. Theoretically the opaque lid

condition is preferred as it prevents any anisotropy of momentum flux leaving

the model lid and consequently results in momentum being conserved through-

out the model domain. The conservation of momentum throughout the model

domain has been shown by Shepherd and Shaw [2004] to avoid any spurious

influence of radiative perturbations in the mesosphere on the atmosphere be-

low through gravity wave drag feedbacks. As shown by Shepherd and Shaw

[2004] such feedbacks predominantly have an important impact over seasonal

time scales and hence do not constrain the choice of model lid condition for

NWP forecasts. However since above ∼1.0 hPa the L50 model is essentially free

running, no observational data is assimilated, it is possible that the gravity wave

feedbacks noted in Shepherd and Shaw [2004] could still apply. Thus the opaque

lid condition is theoretically preferred for the L50 model. However, as noted

by Scaife et al. [2002] when modelled gravity waves approaching the model

lid contain significant amounts of momentum flux, the requirement of deposit-

ing all momentum at this level can lead to model instability. For this reason

the transparent lid condition is applied in creation of the L50 analyses [Bushell

et al., 2007], where due to the altitude of the model domain being located in the

lower mesosphere large portions of the gravity wave spectrum are unsaturated

and carry significant momentum flux at the model lid. It should be noted that

the transparent lid condition is also applied in the L70 analyses. However the

higher altitude of the L70 model lid results in larger proportions of the launch

momentum flux being deposited throughout the mesosphere, hence the issue of

numerical instability when applying the opaque lid condition is less severe for

the L70 model. As such the influence of applying this condition is investigated

in the UM experiments described in Chapter 8.
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Name Description Value

p Intrinsic Frequency Spectrum Power Index 5/3

β Energy Scale Factor 0.10227987

m∗ Characteristic vertical wavenumber at launch level 2π/(4300)m−1

∆ϕ Angle of Azimuthal Sector π/2

mmin Minimum Vertical Wavenumber 2π/(20 × 103)m−1

s Low Vertical Wavenumber Spectrum Power Index 1

t High Vertical Wavenumber Spectrum Power Index 3

Cl0 Launch Spectrum Scale Factor 3.4191 × 10−9s−2

Table VII: Summary of adjustable parameters in the USSP gravity wave scheme, with

given standard values.

6.1.8 Standard Parameters Values

As detailed above the USSP scheme has several parameters which can be freely

adjusted. Table 6.1.7 describes these parameters and states the standard values

used since the introduction of the USSP in October 2003, as detailed in Bushell

et al. [2007]. These standard parameters were tuned by Scaife et al. [2000, 2002]

to give a stratospheric quasi-biannual oscillation (QBO) signal in the model

which was realistic, specifically this was achieved by tuning the launch spec-

trum scale factor and the characteristic vertical wavenumber using an idealised

one dimensional model of zonal wind [Scaife et al., 2000]. It was found that

the amplitude of the wind oscillation is largely determined by the characteristic

vertical wavenumber value while the period depends on both parameters. Here
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sensitivity tests suggested that only one set of parameters would give a realistic

QBO signal, namely Cl0 = 3.4191 × 10−9s−2 and m∗ = 2π/(4300)m−1, thus defin-

ing the value of momentum flux in each azimuthal direction at the launch level

through equation (6.22) to values which give appropriate forcing and period of

the QBO for tropical latitudes.

In addition to those described in Table 6.1.7, the final parameter in the USSP

scheme is the choice of the initial launch spectrum altitude level. As described in

Section 3.1.3 the UM uses a height based vertical coordinate. The launch altitude

of the initial spectrum is ”hard wired” to be located at the model theta level

which is closest to the value of η = 0.045 [Bushell et al., 2007], corresponding to

launching the spectrum close to the Earth’s surface in the lower troposphere.

For the L50 analyses this hard wired value results in the initial spectrum being

launched at the η = 0.0457734 model level, corresponding to ∼2880 m geopo-

tential height. For the L70 analyses the hard wired value results in the initial

spectrum being launched at the η = 0.044 model level, corresponding to ∼3520

m geopotential height.

6.2 Direct Heating Rates due to Gravity Wave Dissi-

pation

As detailed in previous chapters breaking gravity waves are known to force

the mean circulation and thermal structure of the middle atmosphere, a process

which involves the large scale transport of heat, momentum and mass [Holton

and Alexander, 2000]. As well as this large scale forcing gravity waves can also

cause localised small scale turbulent mixing and transport of the above quan-

tities [Fritts and Werne, 2000]. The generation of such localised turbulence can

result in a direct heating of the atmosphere [Becker, 2004].
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Previous studies have shown that direct heating rates due to gravity wave break-

ing have magnitudes of the order 10−1 K day−1 below ∼65 km. Such magnitudes

represent an insignificant contribution to the overall heating budget of the lower

mesosphere and stratosphere, hence they were not included for the USSP scheme

used in the L50 analyses. In the upper mesosphere direct heating from grav-

ity wave breaking does contribute significantly to the overall heating budget

[Lübken, 1997], however most middle atmospheric GCM’s do not include this

contribution. This is true of the L70 analyses which only employ the momentum

forcing from the USSP code [Bushell et al., 2007]. Thus incorporating additional

heating rates from gravity wave breaking further enhances the realism of phys-

ical processes modelled by the USSP scheme. As such the impact of employing

direct heating rates due to gravity wave breaking within the UM is investigated

in Chapter 8. The theoretical approach that we have applied to determine such

direct heating rates within the operational USSP code is described below.

6.2.1 Turbulent Diffusion and Dissipation

The idea that breaking gravity waves are able to generate turbulence was first

suggested by Hodges [1969]. Gravity waves are believed to generate localised

turbulence if they become unstable under timescales sufficiently shorter than

those describing wave propagation [Fritts and Alexander, 2003]. The primary

mechanisms for turbulent generation occurs through wave-breaking due to both

Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) shear and convective instability. The onset of turbulence

acts to restore the wave stability and by limiting (damping) the amplitude growth

of vertically propagating waves results in a convergence of vertical momentum

flux [Holton, 1982]. Thus, gravity wave instability can generate both turbulence

and a net forcing of the mean flow. While these processes are ultimately re-

lated they are however distinct, thus knowledge of gravity wave drag can not

be obtained through approximating the effects of turbulence on the mean flow

[Lindzen, 1981]. Hence both sub-grid processes must be parameterised simulta-

neously in middle atmospheric GCM’s.
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Turbulence generated from gravity wave instability occurs over far smaller scales

than the gravity wave motions themselves, and has an assumed characteristic

”inertial range”. The upper bound of this inertial range is defined as the tur-

bulence scale not influenced by the background static stability, known as the

”buoyancy” or ”outer” scale and is given by LB ∝ (ϵ/N3)1/2 [Weinstock, 1981].

Here ϵ is the turbulent energy dissipation rate and is discussed in further detail

below. At the smallest scales the inertial range of turbulence is constrained by

viscosity µ with an ”inner” scale given by lo ∝ (υ3/ϵ)1/4, here υ = (µ/ρ) is known

as the kinematic viscosity.

While a complete description of turbulence is beyond our current knowledge,

numerical simulations are typically based on the general characteristics that all

turbulent flows posses. These characteristics include unpredictability, diffusion,

fluctuating values of vorticity and the dissipation of kinetic energy [Roberts and

Webster, 2002].

Turbulence is unpredictable in the sense that fluctuations of velocity within

the flow can not be determined from knowledge of an instantaneously observed

velocity at a particular time, i.e. velocity fluctuations are irregular or chaotic.

These irregular velocity fluctuations in turbulent flow produce local mixing and

transport of heat, momentum and mass commonly known as turbulent diffu-

sion. In the stratosphere and mesosphere turbulent diffusion dominates (by∼1-2

orders of magnitude) over molecular diffusion, which is generally not an impor-

tant mechanism until the turbopause at ∼110 km where the exponential growth

of kinematic viscosity allows it to dominate. Small scale mixing and transport,

commonly known as eddy diffusion, is generally parameterized in middle at-

mospheric models through a quantity known as the eddy diffusion coefficient.

Here, the turbulent diffusion of heat can act to both cool and heat the atmosphere.
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Accompanying the deposition of gravity wave momentum there is also a depo-

sition of gravity wave energy into the mean flow at the onset of wave breaking.

As shown by Lindzen [1973] this energy deposition can lead to both increased

heat and kinetic energy of the mean flow. The turbulent outer scale eddies draw

kinetic energy from the mean flow [Roberts and Webster, 2002] which is then

transferred to successively smaller scales via complex interactive vortex dynam-

ics [Andreassen et al., 1998, Fritts et al., 1998, 2003]. This downward ”energy

cascade” continues until the scale of the eddies is small enough that molecular

viscosity becomes important, i.e. the inner scale of turbulent motion. At this

inner scale the eddy kinetic energy is transferred to heat via the frictional effects

of viscous dissipation. This frictional heating therefore represents the transfer of

kinetic energy from the mean flow to turbulent scales. The rate at which energy

is dissipated to heat is the quantity ϵ introduced above.

6.2.2 Theoretical Approach

A complete and generally accepted theory for the direct heating associated with

energy deposition and turbulent diffusion is currently unavailable [Becker, 2004].

Therefore several different approaches to parameterizing direct heating from

gravity wave breaking have been applied in previous studies [Becker, 2004].

The approach taken in this study follows the theory detailed in Warner and

McIntyre [2001], where as in Fritts and Vanzandt [1993] we assume that for wave

breaking all of the energy removed from the gravity wave field is available for

dissipation to heat. Thus we assume the potential energy increase due to gravity

wave energy deposition can be ignored, based on the results of McIntyre [1989]

which states even under the most violent wave breaking at least half the wave

energy is available for dissipation to heat, and very likely more than half.

Gravity waves have a total (kinetic plus potential) wave energy per unit mass

typically denoted as E. As such waves propagate vertically their energy is trans-

ported, where the wave energy flux per unit mass FE is related to E via [Fritts
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and Werne, 2000],
FE = cgzE. (6.35)

Here cgz is the group velocity in the vertical direction. Previously Hines and

Reddy [1967] had shown that the total gravity wave energy flux, which we shall

denote ρFETOTAL, available for dissipation is given by,

ρ(z)FETOTAL = ρ(z)FE + ρ(z)u′w′ ·U. (6.36)

Where the second term on the r.h.s of equation (6.36) represents the advection

of the mean flow kinetic energy by the gravity wave field. As noted above the

spectral description of the wave energy per unit mass Ê adopted by the USSP

scheme is identical to the empirical form used by Fritts and Vanzandt [1993], and

is given by equation (6.2). Rearranging equation (6.10) to write ρÊ in terms of

ρF̂p, with the ω̂ dependence integrated out and using equations (6.7) and (6.35)

we obtain the following expression, equation (12) of Warner and McIntyre [2001],

for the 2D wave energy flux at an altitude z,

ρ(z)FE(z,m, ϕ j) = ρ(z)
∣∣∣Fp(z,m, ϕ j)

∣∣∣ N
m

∆ϕ

2 sin(∆ϕ/2)
. (6.37)

Since energy flux is a scalar quantity and momentum flux is a vector, the unit

vector k̂o in equation (6.10) is replaced by the ∆ϕ/[2 sin(∆ϕ/2)] term in equa-

tion (6.37), which arises from integrating over each azimuthal sector. The error

associated with this discretization is insignificant compared to the empirical un-

certainty in the USSP parameters used to define the initial wave energy spectrum

[Warner and McIntyre, 1996]. Integration of equation (6.37) with respect to m

allows the calculation of the one dimensional energy flux ρFE(z, ϕ) in each az-

imuthal direction, full details are given below. Following Warner and McIntyre

[2001] we can then calculate the one dimensional net wave energy flux, summed

over all azimuthal directions, at an altitude z as,
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ρFE(z) =
n−1∑
j=0

ρFE(z, ϕ j). (6.38)

Where n = 4 is the number of azimuthal directions. Under the mid-frequency

approximation the N/m term in equation (6.37) is equal to the intrinsic horizontal

phase speed of the vertically propagating gravity wave. Hence, ignoring the

discretization over each azimuthal sector, equation (6.37) is equivalent to the

first theorem of Eliassen and Palm [Eliassen and Palm, 1961] which associates

the vertical flux of gravity wave energy to the momentum flux via,

ρ(z)FE = −ρ(z)(U − c)u′w′ = p′w′. (6.39)

Here U is the mean flow, c is the gravity wave horizontal phase speed and p′w′ is

a quantity known as the gravity wave pressure flux, where over bars refer to the

average over one wave cycle. In the USSP formulation the gravity wave energy

flux per unit mass is therefore equal to the wave pressure flux. For conservative

wave propagation there is no deposition of gravity wave energy into the mean

flow, and we therefore require that the vertical divergence of equation (6.39) be

equal to zero [Fritts and Vanzandt, 1993]. Since under conservative propagation

the vertical divergence of u′w′ is zero [Eliassen and Palm, 1961], it is clear that

for such conditions the vertical divergence of equation (6.39) is non zero in the

presence of mean shear. This paradox occurs as the wave energy flux, defined in

terms of the wave pressure flux, is not conserved in the presence of mean shear.

Here changes in energy flux occur because when momentum flux propagates

through vertical mean shear there is a continuous transfer of energy between the

mean flow and the wave [Bretherton, 1966]. This wave-mean flow interaction

therefore alters the amount of gravity wave energy available for dissipation and

must be accounted for when computing ϵ. This paradox was solved by Hines

and Reddy [1967] with the addition of the term describing advection of the mean

flow kinetic energy in equation (6.36). As noted by Lindzen [1973] it is the vertical

divergence of equation (6.36) that equals zero under conservative propagation
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in the presence of mean shear. Following equation (13) of Lindzen [1973] we can

equate the vertical divergence of equation (6.36) to the increase of kinetic energy

and heat of the mean flow via,

ρ(z)
∂
∂t

(
1
2

U2) + ρ(z)ϵ = − ∂
∂z

(ρ(z)FE + ρ(z)u′w′ ·U). (6.40)

Here the first term on the l.h.s of equation (6.40) is the change of mean flow kinetic

energy, while the second term on the l.h.s is the increase of heat denoted by ϵ

times the density at altitude z. The mean flow kinetic energy term in equation

(6.40) can be written as ρU(∂U/∂t). Expanding the r.h.s of equation (6.40) and

expressing (∂U/∂t) in terms of momentum flux via equation (6.12), we have the

following expression for the turbulent energy dissipation rate in terms of the

momentum flux and the USSP formulation (wave pressure flux) of the net wave

energy flux at an altitude z [Warner and McIntyre, 2001].

ϵ(z) = − 1
ρ(z)

∂
∂z
ρFE(z) − ∂U

∂z
· Fp(z) (6.41)

The second term on the r.h.s of equation (6.41) has been referred to as the ”residual

work” [Becker and Schmitz, 2002]. The turbulent energy dissipation rate can then

easily be converted to a local temperature increase of the mean flow via [Lübken,

1997],
∂T
∂t
=
ϵ(z)
cp
. (6.42)

Where cp is the heat capacity of dry air, which has a value of ∼1005 JK−1kg−1.

Using equation (6.41) it is therefore possible to determine the local heating of the

mean flow due to gravity wave breaking.

6.2.3 One Dimensional Wave Energy Spectrum

As noted above, to calculate the local heating of the mean flow due to gravity

wave breaking it is necessary to determine vertical profiles of the one dimen-

sional wave energy flux at each altitude zk. Applying the previous definitions
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of the momentum flux spectrum at zk to (6.37) and integrating with respect to

mk, we obtain the following expressions for the one dimensional wave energy

flux at zk for each of the chop types described in Section 6.1.6. While the follow-

ing calculations are an extension of the momentum flux profiles determined in

Bushell et al. [2007] using the theory of Warner and McIntyre [2001], their formal

definitions are original to this work.

Chop Type I

ρkFEk(zk, ϕ j) =
Nk∆ϕ

2 sin(∆ϕ/2)
ρlFpltot

[
1 − A0

(∫ ∞

mlY

mt−1
∗

mt+1 dm −
ρk

ρl

CSk

Cl0

∫ ∞

mkY

mt−1
∗

mt+1 dm
)]

=
Nk∆ϕ

2 sin(∆ϕ/2)
ρlFpltot

[
1 − A0

tm∗
m−t

NlY

(
1 − Nl

Nk
B
(
1 +

A
B

mNlY

)t)]
(6.43)

Chop Type IIa

ρkFEk(zk, ϕ j) =
Nk∆ϕ

2 sin(∆ϕ/2)
ρlFpltotA0

[∫ mlX

mmin

ms−1

ms+1
∗

dm +
ρk

ρl

CSk

Cl0

∫ ∞

mkX

mt−1
∗

mt+1 dm
]

=
Nk∆ϕ

2 sin(∆ϕ/2)
ρlFpltot

A0

m∗

[
1
s

(
ms

NlX −ms
Nlmin

)
+

1
t

Nl

Nk
Bm−t

NlX

(
1 +

A
B

mNlX

)t]
(6.44)

Chop Type IIb

ρkFEk(zk, ϕ j) =
∆ϕ

2 sin(∆ϕ/2)
ρlFpltot

A0Nl

tm∗
Bm−t

Nlmin

(
1 +

A
B

mNlmin

)t

(6.45)

Chop Type IIc

ρkFEk(zk, ϕ j) =
Nk∆ϕ

2 sin(∆ϕ/2)
ρlFpltot

A0

m∗

[1
s

(
ms

NlX −ms
Nlmin

)
+

1
t

Nl

Nk
Bm−t

NlX

]
(6.46)

Chop Type IIIa

ρkFEk(zk, ϕ j) =
Nk∆ϕ

2 sin(∆ϕ/2)
ρlFpltot A0 ∗
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[∫ mlX

mmin

ms−1

ms+1
∗

dm +
ρk

ρl

CSk

Cl0

(∫ ∞

mkX

mt−1
∗

mt+1 dm −
∫ ∞

mkY

mt−1
∗

mt+1 dm
)
+

∫ ∞

mlY

mt−1
∗

mt+1 dm
]

=
Nk∆ϕ

2 sin(∆ϕ/2)
ρlFpltot

A0

m∗
∗ (6.47)

[
1
t

m−t
NlY

(
1 − Nl

Nk
B
(
1 +

A
B

mNlY

)t)
+

1
s

(
ms

NlX −ms
Nlmin

)
+

1
t

Nl

Nk
Bm−t

NlX

(
1 +

A
B

mNlX

)t]
Chop Type IIIb

ρkFEk(zk, ϕ j) =
Nk∆ϕ

2 sin(∆ϕ/2)
ρlFpltot

A0

m∗
∗ (6.48)

[
Nl

Nk

B
t

m−t
Nlmin

(
1 +

A
B

mNlmin

)t 1
t

m−t
NlY

(
1 − Nl

Nk
B
(
1 +

A
B

mNlY

)t)]
Chop Type IV

ρkFEk(zk, ϕ j) = 0 (6.49)

Applying the above expressions to the USSP code to calculate the one dimen-

sional wave energy flux in each azimuthal direction allows the calculation of the

local heating rates at each altitude increment z via equation (6.41).

6.2.4 Implementation of the Heating Rate Code

As stated above the currently operational USSP only employes momentum forc-

ing from gravity wave breaking, and not direct heating rates. Therefore to

investigate the impact of such direct heating in Section 8 the USSP code was

modified and compiled into an experimental build of the UM. Here the above

expressions for each chop type describing the one dimensional energy flux pro-

file were added to the USSP code. For each time step of the model integration

equation (6.41) was used to determine the direct heating rates, which were then

transformed to potential temperature increments and passed to the appropriate

UM routine. New diagnostic variables were created within the UM system to
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archive the direct heating rate and potential temperature increments averaged

over one day.

6.3 Summary

This chapter has fully detailed the currently operational USSP gravity wave

scheme used in the L50 and L70 analyses. Details of the free parameters and

initial launch level of momentum flux in the operational scheme were given,

along with a description of the transparent and opaque lid conditions. Infor-

mation on the theoretical and practical approach of extending the operational

scheme to include direct heating rates from gravity wave breaking was given,

with associated expressions for the one dimensional wave energy flux profile for

each of the momentum flux profile chop types fully detailed.
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Chapter 7

Off-line Estimates of Gravity Wave

Drag and Direct Heating Rates

The evidence presented in Sections 4 and 5 suggests that throughout the meso-

sphere the gravity wave forcing supplied by the USSP scheme for both the L50

and L70 models is too weak. Unfortunately model fields of gravity wave drag

are not archived for the stratospheric assimilated data set. However it is possible

to obtain estimates of gravity wave drag in the model by applying the USSP

scheme ”off-line” to the temperature and wind fields of both the L50 and L70

analyses. Using this method it is possible to conduct off-line (computationally

inexpensive) sensitivity studies with respect to the free parameters of the USSP,

thus determining the logical parameters, those that produced additional gravity

wave forcing, to perturb in the UM (computationally expensive) sensitivity ex-

periments in Section 8. Before these off-line sensitivity experiments are detailed,

the uncertainty in the off-line calculations, primarily due to the launch altitude of

the initial momentum flux spectrum, and comparison of off-line forcing values

with previous observational and modelling studies are both discussed. In addi-

tion off-line estimates of the momentum flux and the direct heating rates due to

gravity wave breaking for the L70 model are also calculated, and compared to

previous observational and experimental values.
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7.1 Off-line Drag Uncertainty

While calculated off-line values are expected to present a realistic representa-

tion of the actual model fields, they are subject to a certain degree of error, as

discussed below. Since the temperature and winds fields used in the off-line

calculations are from the daily analyses at 1200 UTC, the results are essentially

for single time-steps of the forecast model integration at this particular time. For

model forecasts, the induced gravity wave forcing is calculated and applied to

model fields after each time step throughout each day. Hence model fields rep-

resent the impact that applying forcing at each time step has on the temperature

and wind field, thus representing the feedback which occurs due to differences

in upward propagating wave filtering arising from changes in the temperature

and wind fields produced from gravity wave forcing. This feedback is obviously

not accounted for in the single time step off-line calculations. However since the

middle atmospheric circulation and temperature are known to vary slowly in

time below the lower mesosphere, where the majority of wave filtering occurs,

it is expected that the error introduced from using a single timestep for each day

will be negligible, particularly when averaging over monthly timescales.

The largest source of discrepancy between model and off-line fields is expected

to arise from the difference in altitudes of the initial launch spectrum. Previous

studies of Ern et al. [2004, 2006] have shown using that the momentum flux and

gravity wave distributions of the stratosphere, obtained using the USSP scheme,

are sensitive to the launch altitude of the initial momentum flux spectrum, and in

fact the appropriate choice of launch level is open for debate [Fritts and Alexan-

der, 2003]. Here differences in the above fields could occur due to the differences

in wave filtering by the tropospheric jets. The results of Ern et al. [2004] show that

when comparing absolute values of momentum flux produced by applying the

USSP to Met Office stratospheric analyses with those from the CRISTA missions,

horizontal correlation between the two distributions in the stratosphere are more

realistic when launching the initial spectrum from the 681 hPa (∼2.7 km) and 464
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Figure 7.1: Geopotential heights for model and off-line launch altitudes of USSP initial

momentum flux. Solid black and blue lines denote 2008 yearly zonal average for off-line

L50 calculations at 681 hPa and 464 hPa respectively. Dashed black and red lines denote

USSP launch level for L50 and L70 analyses respectively.

hPa (∼5.4 km) pressure levels. Furthermore Ern et al. [2006] noted that this hor-

izontal correlation was optimised when launching from the 464 hPa level, and

holds true for varying values of the characteristic vertical wavenumber m∗ and

the spectral power index s. However as the hard-wired launch levels for the L50

and L70 analyses are ∼2880 m and ∼3520 m respectively, the launch level for

both the L50 and L70 off-line calculations was set to 681 hPa. The yearly zonal

averages of geopotential height (GPH) at the 681 hPa and 464 hPa pressure levels

of the L50 analyses for 2008 are shown in Figure 7.1, also shown for comparison

are the hard-wired launch levels for both the L50 and L70 models. Note the

zonal averages of GPH at the above pressure levels for the L70 analyses were

nearly identical to those of the L50, and hence are not shown. The above values

of GPH for the L50 2008 analyses are typical of all other years.

From Figure 7.1 we find that at high southern latitudes the average GPH of the

L50 analyses at 681 hPa is nearly identical to the hard-wire L50 model value.

While for high northern latitudes the analyses values at 681 hPa are ∼200 m
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higher than the hard-wired value, with this difference increasing to ∼400→600

m for middle and tropical latitudes of both hemispheres. To estimate the impact

this difference has on the accuracy of the off-line calculations we shall first de-

termine the impact of launching the initial spectrum in the off-line calculations

from the 464 hPa level, which is ∼2600 m higher than the 681 hPa case. Figure

7.3 shows the monthly zonal mean off-line gravity wave values for March, June,

September and December 2008 when launching the initial spectrum from 681

hPa and 464 hPa, also shown is the residual between the two distributions.

For an appreciation of the differences in wave filtering which occur when launch-

ing from the two pressure levels, the L50 monthly zonal mean winds in the

troposphere for associated months are shown in Figure 7.2. Here the vertical

range not propagated through when using the 464 hPa launch level is denote by

the area between the two dashed black lines. For extra-tropical latitudes, where

the zonal winds of all seasons are eastward, there is significant positive east-

ward vertical wind shear (see equation (6.31)). From wave filtering we would

therefore expect a larger erosion of the eastward spectrum when launching at

681 hPa compared to 464 hPa. Therefore launching from 464 hPa under solstice

conditions, one would expect in the winter (summer) hemisphere a decrease

(increase) of asymmetry in the zonal forcing resulting in a decrease (increase) of

westward (eastward) drag values in the lower mesosphere compared to the 681

hPa case. This is indeed what is observed in Figure 7.3. Similar arguments also

apply to solstice tropical latitudes and all other seasons.

From Figure 7.3 we find that the maximum differences in drag values occur in the

lower mesosphere at latitudes which approximately correspond to the location

of the tropospheric jet maximums for that season. This correlation is expected

as we would anticipate any differences in the asymmetry of zonal forcing due

to the launch altitude height to have a larger impact for regions which have a

considerable amount of zonal asymmetry above, i.e near the tropospheric jet cen-
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Figure 7.2: L50 analyses monthly zonal mean winds in the troposphere for March, June,

September and December 2008. Contour interval is 5 ms−1, negative values are dashed.

Dashed black lines denoted the 681 hPa and 464 hPa launch levels.

tres where the vertical wind shear is greatest. Largest differences in forcing are

seen in the SH winter and summer hemispheres with magnitudes of ∼7.5→12.5

ms−1day−1 and ∼5.0→7.5 ms−1day−1 respectively. Difference magnitudes of all

other seasons and latitudes are generally below ∼5.0 ms−1day−1. Since the above
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Figure 7.3: Monthly zonal averages of off-line gravity wave drag using L50 analyses for

March, June, September and December 2008 launching initial momentum flux from 681

hPa (left column) and 464 hPa (middle column), positive (negative) values correspond

to eastward (westward) forcing. The residual (681 hPa minus 464 hPa) is shown in the

right column. Units (ms−1day−1).

differences in forcing are found when the launch altitudes are ∼2600 m apart, it

is reasonable to expect that the smaller differences (maximum∼600 m for the L50
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analyses) between the hard-wired model and pressure GPH values will have an

even smaller impact. Based on simple scaling arguments, since the vertical wind

shear is approximately constant with height for the altitude range in question, it

is reasonable to expect that a∼600 m difference in GPH would impact the off-line

calculations by ∼25% of the above values for ∼2600 m, i.e below ∼3 ms−1day−1.

Therefore we can state that the off line calculations of gravity wave drag for the

L50 analyses, discussed below, most likely underestimate (overestimate) west-

ward (eastward) forcing. However the magnitude of this inaccuracy is generally

less than ∼10% of the presented values. Differences of monthly zonal mean drag

when launching from 681 hPa and 464 hPa for the L70 off-line calculations (not

shown) were found to be of the same order in the upper mesosphere as those

described for the L50 case. Since the launch altitudes in the L70 off-line calcula-

tions are below the hard-wired model value, we therefore expect that the results

presented below most likely overestimate (underestimate) eastward (westward)

forcing in the lower and upper mesosphere. Again this inaccuracy is generally

less than ∼10%, but could possibly be slightly larger for the high latitude SH

where GPH differences between model and pressure levels are ∼700 m.

7.2 Off-line Momentum Flux Values

As previously noted in Section 4 it is possible that the application of the trans-

parent lid condition may contribute to temperature errors of the analyses fields.

Before investigating the impact of applying the opaque lid condition in the UM

experiments of Section 8 off-line studies were performed to asses the magnitude

of remaining momentum flux approaching the L70 model lid. Figure 7.4 details

the latitude time-series of the off-line zonal average zonal momentum flux at 0.01

hPa, using the L70 temperature and wind analyses from October 2009 to June

2010. Here the standard parameters of Table 6.1.7 are used with the transparent

lid condition set and the initial momentum flux spectrum launched from 681

hPa. From Figure 7.4 we find significant portions of the initial launch spectrum
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Figure 7.4: Latitude timeseries of off-line zonal average zonal momentum flux at 0.01

hPa for the L70 analyses from November 2009 to June 2009. Contour interval is 0.01 mPa

with negative values dashed.

are still unsaturated at the model lid, where largest values are seen at middle

and high latitudes of each hemisphere having magnitudes of ∼0.05→0.06 mPa.

This is consistent with the previous studies of Fritts and Vincent [1987], Fritts

and Yuan [1989], Vincent and Fritts [1987] who showed that momentum flux

carried by gravity waves can propagate through the mesopause and into the

lower thermosphere.

7.3 Off-line Drag Values

7.3.1 L50 Model

Calculations of the off-line gravity wave drag values were performed using daily

analyses of temperature, wind and geopotential height. The USSP scheme was
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applied to these daily analyses fields using the standard parameter values de-

tailed in Table 6.1.7; as for the operational USSP scheme the transparent lid

condition is used. These single time-step daily values were then averaged over

the month and in the zonal direction. The zonal component of these monthly

zonal mean off-line calculations from January 2005 to October 2009 are shown in

Figure 7.5, discussion follows.

The majority of forcing occurs at the upper levels of the model domain, with

magnitudes greater than 10 ms−1day−1 generally only seen in the lower meso-

sphere above ∼0.4 hPa. Under solstice conditions there is eastward forcing in

both summer hemispheres. There are two distinct regions of forcing, one occur-

ring in the sub-tropics at ∼30-40o latitude and a stronger second region at polar

latitudes. Maximum values of forcing are identical for each hemisphere and

typically occur in January and July with magnitudes of ∼12.5→17.5 ms−1day−1

between ∼0.2→0.1 hPa. For winter seasons there is a westward forcing in each

hemisphere, with maximum values seen at middle to high latitudes of ∼50→70o

between ∼0.2→0.1 hPa. For the SH winter months the magnitude of this west-

ward forcing is generally greater than the eastward forcing seen in the opposing

summer hemisphere, with typical values of ∼17.5→22.5 ms−1day−1. For the

NH winter months the magnitude of the westward forcing is comparably to

that seen in the opposing summer hemisphere, with magnitudes of ∼12.5→17.5

ms−1day−1. For equinox months of both hemispheres the maximum forcing is

westward and occurs at polar latitudes of both hemispheres with typical val-

ues of ∼10→15 ms−1day−1. The above distributions and magnitudes of off-line

forcing by the USSP in the lower mesosphere are qualitatively similar to those

obtained by Scaife et al. [2002], with the only exception being that the westward

off-line drag values of the winter SH are ∼5 ms−1day−1 larger. This consistency

places confidence in the results of the off-line values. In should be noted that

there are very small amounts of inter-annual variability in the above values of

off-line forcing, the exception is in January 2006 where in the NH winter the
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Figure 7.6: Monthly zonal mean zonal gravity wave drag values for the L70 analyses

from November 2009 to June 2010. Drag values have contour interval of 5 ms−1day−1

with negative values indicted by dashed contours.

westward forcing is noticeably smaller than other years. Such a difference is

most likely a consequence of the weaker eastward winds resulting from the ma-

jor sudden stratospheric warming which occurred in this month, as detailed in

Section 5.1.
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7.3.2 L70 Model

Figure 7.6 details the monthly zonal mean zonal drag values for the off-line cal-

culations using the L70 analyses from November 2009 to June 2010; discussion

follows.

As for the lower mesophere in the L50 analyses discussed above, the gravity

wave forcing supplied by the USSP in the L70 analyses tends to oppose the sea-

sonal zonal mean winds of each hemisphere in the upper mesosphere. Here the

magnitudes of forcing supplied at∼0.1 hPa are qualitatively similar to those seen

in the L50 analyses for each season. Maximum forcing occurs near the model lid

for each season between ∼0.02→0.01 hPa.

For the summer months of both hemisphere the upper mesosphere has two

distinct regions of large forcing, occurring at sub-tropical latitudes of ∼15→30o

and extra-tropical latitudes of ∼50→60o. For the SH summer months maximum

forcing occurs at extra-tropical latitudes in the solstice month of December with

magnitudes of ∼35→40 ms−1day−1. Similar magnitudes are also seen in the NH

summer month of June, however here maximum values occur at tropical lati-

tudes.

For the winter season of both hemispheres the magnitudes of forcing seen at

tropical latitudes are smaller than those seen in the opposing tropical summer

hemisphere. Winter season maximum values generally occur at extra-tropical

latitudes of ∼50→70o. For the NH winter season maximum forcing of ∼60→65

ms−1day−1 and∼45→50 ms−1day−1 are seen for the months of November and De-

cember respectively. For the SH winter season maximum forcing of ∼ ∼55→60

ms−1day−1 is seen for June and ∼45→50 ms−1day−1 for May and July.

As noted in Sections 4.6.1 and 5.2 the NH winter months of November and

December 2009 have an uncharacteristic temperature structure, with a lower
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mesospheric polar vortex that is too cold, resulting in zonal means winds which

are too strong and a jet maximum that occurs too high. Based on wave filtering

arguments, these excessive winds would result in westward propagating gravity

being able to propagate to higher altitudes and thus through the density decrease

have larger amplitudes when wave breaking occurs. Therefore the off-line cal-

culations in November and December 2009 are not characteristic of the USSP

forcing of this season, with larger values than would be obtained if the lower

mesospheric temperature and winds were more realistic. Hence it is impossible

to comment on the degree of asymmetry between NH and SH winter forcing

produced by the USSP scheme in the L70 analyses.

7.3.3 Comparison with Previous Studies

Estimation of gravity wave drag values in the middle atmosphere are gener-

ally performed using the following techniques: (1) Momentum balance studies

where calculations of atmospheric heating rates can be used with the knowledge

of zonal temperature and wind fields to estimate the resolved EP-flux values

and all terms on the l.h.s of equation (2.6), from which the residual of the above

terms is assumed to be small scale forcing from gravity waves [Hamilton, 1983,

Marks, 1989, Shine, 1989, Smith and Lyjak, 1985]. (2) Observational studies of

momentum flux, from which gravity wave drag values can be inferred [Jiang

et al., 2006, Nakamura et al., 1996, Tsuda et al., 2000]. (3) Model studies using

gravity wave schemes which are constrained by observations [Holton, 1983]. (4)

Data assimilation where inverse techniques are used to estimate gravity wave

drag from knowledge of the atmospheric flow and differences in the observed

and predicted forcing [Pulido and Thuburn, 2005, 2006]. (5) High resolution

modelling where it is assumed that the majority of small scale forcing is resolved

in the mean fields and hence can be estimated by decomposing values of EP-flux

divergence into appropriate length scales [Hamilton et al., 1999, Watanabe et al.,

2008].
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The momentum balance study of Marks [1989] calculated that small scale forcing

peaks at ∼55 ms−1day−1 in the SH winter at ∼0.1 hPa and between ∼50→60o. The

NH winter has smaller peak values of ∼40 ms−1day−1 centred at similar pressure

and latitude values. For both summer hemispheres the peak drag values occur

over larger latitude ranges than winter values, from ∼20→70o, with magnitudes

of ∼15→20 ms−1day−1 at ∼0.1 hPa. Similar magnitudes and distribution of forc-

ing were also found by [Shine, 1989]. Qualitatively consistent with the above

estimates were the results of Smith and Lyjak [1985] and Hamilton [1983], which

separately calculated ∼25 ms−1day−1 between ∼60→70o at ∼0.4 hPa in the NH

winter season.

Observational studies of momentum flux and inferred gravity wave drag pro-

vide qualitatively consistent results to those obtained by momentum balance

studies. In the extra-tropics of both hemispheres mesospheric drag has been

shown to range between ∼10→70 ms−1day−1 [Fritts and Yuan, 1989, Reid and

Vincent, 1987, Tsuda et al., 1990]. Also consistent with momentum balance stud-

ies the inferred drag values of Nakamura et al. [1996] showed larger values for

the SH winter season compared to the NH winter [Fritts and Alexander, 2003].

This asymmetry in mesospheric forcing was also noted in Jiang et al. [2006],

where winter drag values peak at ∼40 ms−1day−1 at ∼60 km in the NH and ∼100

ms−1day−1 at 55 km for the SH.

Modelling studies generally produce larger mesospheric drag values than the

above two methods [Fritts and Alexander, 2003]. Here the studies of Holton

[1983], Garcia and Solomon [1985] both estimate that peak forcing at mid-

latitudes under solstice conditions has magnitudes of ∼30→120 ms−1day−1. Un-

certainty in these results is relatively large due to limited accuracy of observa-

tional data used to tune certain free parameters in the gravity wave schemes

used. Recently operational middle atmospheric analyses (up to 0.01 hPa) cre-

ated by the ECMWF Integrated Forecast System (IFS) have adopted the spectral
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gravity wave scheme by Scinocca [2003]. The study of Orr et al. [2010] details the

monthly zonal mean temperature and wind fields averaged over a 6-year climate

run of the IFS model when the Scinocca gravity wave scheme in employed. They

found that realistic fields, compared to the SPARC temperature climatology and

ECMWF ERA-Interim wind reanalysis [Simmons et al., 2007], were produced

when forcing from the gravity wave scheme in the summer months of both

hemispheres was ∼40 ms−1day−1 from ∼50→60o latitude approaching ∼0.01 hPa.

However it was noted that the magnitude of this upper mesospheric forcing

in the SH summer is too weak. In the SH winter the forcing supplied by the

Scinocca scheme has maximum values of ∼60 ms−1day−1 from ∼50→60o latitude

at ∼0.04 hPa. Also as noted in Orr et al. [2010] the forcing supplied by the

Scinocca scheme is placed too high in each hemisphere for both solstice seasons

when compared with previous studies.

A recent and novel technique for estimating drag is the so called assimilation

system for drag estimation (ASDE) detailed in [Pulido and Thuburn, 2005, 2006].

The study of Pulido and Thuburn [2008] used ASDE to evaluated the seasonal

cycle of gravity wave drag using Met Office stratospheric analyses for 2002.

They found peak values of gravity wave drag in the SH winter of ∼50 ms−1day−1

between ∼60→70o latitude at ∼0.4 hPa. Peak values of NH winter drag were

found at similar locations with magnitudes of ∼35 ms−1day−1, again noticeably

smaller than SH winter values. In both summer hemispheres the drag values

peaked at ∼30 ms−1day−1 between ∼20→40o latitude and at a lower altitude of

∼0.6 hPa. However as noted in Pulido and Thuburn [2008] it is not possible to

obtain a definitive conclusion about the height of peak drag values as they occur

at the top of the analyses used in the study.

The high resolution modelling study of Watanabe et al. [2008] reproduced real-

istic values of temperature and circulation in the mesosphere. They found that

gravity wave forcing in both the NH and SH summer months had maximum
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values of ∼50→60 ms−1day−1 approaching 0.01 hPa located between ∼50→60o

latitude. For these latitudes the forcing decreases with decreasing height, where

values have fallen off to ∼10 ms−1day−1 at ∼0.04 hPa. Furthermore they found

that for sub-tropical summer latitudes the gravity wave forcing extends further

downwards, where for both hemispheres forcing of ∼20 ms−1day−1 can be seen

at∼0.1 hPa. The sub-tropical forcing occurs above the summer season secondary

jet maximum discussed in Section 2.2.2. In the winter months they found that

the gravity wave forcing has maximum values of ∼70→80 ms−1day−1 in the NH,

and ∼80→100 ms−1day−1 in the SH. The SH winter maximum forcing occurs

over a large latitude range from ∼30→60o and extends from ∼0.07→0.01 hPa. In

contrast the NH winter forcing maximum values are contained over latitudes of

∼50→60o from ∼0.1→0.04 hPa. For both hemispheres the maximum forcing in

the extra-tropical summer hemisphere occurs at higher altitudes than maximum

forcing in the extra-tropical winter hemisphere, consistent with the previous re-

sults of Marks [1989].

The upper mesospheric forcing values of Watanabe et al. [2008] are also qual-

itatively consistent with the previous estimates of Holton [1982], who found

forcing of ∼70→100 ms−1day−1 were needed in each hemisphere under solstice

conditions to reproduce realistic wind profiles in their model which used the

Lindzen [1981] parameterization. The study of Fomichev et al. [2002] using the

extended Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model (CMAM) model, employing the

Hines doppler spread parameterization (DSP) of gravity waves, also estimated

gravity wave drag in the upper mesosphere to have values approaching ∼100

ms−1day−1 above ∼75 km.

In general the values of the off-line calculations in Figure 7.5 show lower meso-

spheric drag values which are considerably smaller, or at the lower limit, of those

diagnosed by the previous studies discussed above. This disagreement is less

for the summer hemisphere where the off-line values are generally smaller than
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previous estimates by less than ∼10 ms−1day−1. In the winter hemispheres the

disagreement is generally between ∼20→40 ms−1day−1 or larger, although some

results from these previous studies are subject to a high degree of uncertainty.

Since the error of the off-line calculations is only ∼10% of the presented values,

we can confidently state that differences between these values and previous es-

timations of middle atmospheric drag values, accounting for known biases of

these estimations, is due to deficiencies in the USSP scheme, e.g. values of free

parameters or deficiencies caused by employing a transparent lid, and not inac-

curacies of the off-line calculations.

Furthermore, the noted asymmetry of the NH and SH winter drag values present

in previous estimates are considerably larger than the differences found in the

off-line values. This asymmetry exists due to the increased amount of convective

and frontal generation of gravity waves at tropical latitudes during the SH win-

ter compared to the NH winter (evidence for this is based on averages of cloud

cover [Shine, 1989]), the stronger winter zonal winds in the SH stratosphere pro-

ducing an increased amount of asymmetry in the zonal gravity wave spectrum,

and the higher stability of the SH stratospheric polar vortex allowing the free

transmission of gravity waves due to the reduction of critical layers for mountain

waves [Shine, 1989, Whiteway et al., 1997]. The inability of the USSP scheme to

accurately capture the extent of this asymmetry is most likely associated with the

use of the constant homogeneous launch spectrum scale factor. Applying this

constant forcing at the launch level will not capture the increased convective and

frontal generation of gravity waves in the SH. The constant forcing at the launch

level will also not capture the localised generation of mountain waves which as

discussed above can carry large values of momentum flux. This missing source

could be partly responsible for the under-estimation of lower mesospheric forc-

ing by the USSP scheme. Also a significant proportion of the deficiency in the

extra-tropics will occur as the parameters which control the amount of momen-

tum flux at the launch level are tuned for the QBO signal in the tropics.
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As for the values of forcing in the lower mesosphere of the L50 analyses, the

forcing supplied by the USSP scheme in the upper mesosphere is smaller, or on

the lower limit, of values diagnosed by the previous studies detailed above. The

results from the off-line study do however show similar magnitudes of forcing

to those seen in the study of Orr et al. [2010]. However large regions of eastward

forcing in the L70 analyses occur at sub-tropical summer latitudes, while maxi-

mum summer forcing in Orr et al. [2010] is contained at extra-tropical latitudes.

Furthermore, as explained above the off-line calculations for the L70 analyses

are likely to overestimate eastward forcing.

7.4 Off-line Turbulent Heating Rates

As for the off-line drag calculations detailed above it is possible to obtain off-line

estimates of the heating rates due to gravity wave breaking. In order to obtain

an estimate of the heating rates in realistic middle atmospheric temperature and

wind fields, the USSP heating rate code was first applied off-line to the CIRA’86

data. Secondly the heating rate code was applied to the L70 analyses fields, with

attention drawn to the effects of applying the heating rate code to the biases

in temperature and wind fields in the upper mesosphere. Full details of these

off-line calculations and results are detailed below.

7.4.1 CIRA’86 Off-line Heating Rates

The offline turbulent heating rate code was applied to the CIRA’86 dataset for

the solstice months of June and December. The values of the free parameters

in the USSP scheme were set to the standard values given in Table 6.1.7. For

these off-line calculations the initial spectrum was launched at ∼4200 km (∼615

hPa) in the lower troposphere. Figure 7.7 details the total heating rates for the

CIRA June and December fields. Also shown for each month are the individual

contributions from both terms on the r.h.s. of equation (6.41), i.e the convergence
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Figure 7.7: Gravity wave heating rates using CIRA data for (a) June (Total); (b) June

(Pressure flux convergence); (c) June (Residual work); (d) December (Total); (e) Decem-

ber (Pressure flux convergence); (f) December (Residual work). Contour intervals for

(a),(b),(d) and (e) are 0.5 K day−1, while intervals for (c) and (f) are 0.2 K day−1 with

negative values dashed.

of the wave pressure flux and the residual work.

From Figure 7.7 we find that for both hemispheres the summer months have

maximum heating rates of ∼3.5→4.0 K day−1 approaching ∼0.01 hPa between

∼40→60o latitude. The winter seasons of each hemisphere have slightly smaller

magnitudes of∼2.5→3.0 K day−1 approaching∼0.01 hPa which are located nearer

the equator at ∼35→45o. While the above heating rate values are qualitatively

consistent with those from previous studies there is a noticeable difference in the

asymmetry between seasons, particularly when comparing against the results
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of Becker [2004] which show that summer hemisphere heating rates are twice

those seen in the winter season. This seasonal asymmetry has also been found

in direct observations of turbulent energy dissipation rates [Lübken, 1992, 1997].

Figure 7.8 shows the average observed dissipation rates from Lübken [1997],

Tables 3 and 4, compared to the off-line CIRA calculations at 70o North for both

July and December. The results of Lübken [1997] show that turbulence in the

summer hemisphere is confined to a relative small altitude region of ∼80→100

km (∼0.01→0.001 hPa) where peak heating rates of ∼13 K day−1 are found at ∼90

km, while in the winter hemisphere turbulence is found to occur through out

the mesosphere from ∼60→100 km with heating rates having maximum values

of only ∼2 K day−1. In comparison the CIRA calculations show that turbulence

extends throughout the entire mesosphere for both summer and winter hemi-

spheres, with both seasons having maximum heating rate values at ∼80→85

km (∼0.01 hPa). Here the peak values in the winter season are stronger than

those observed by Lübken [1997] while in the summer season the peak values

are considerably less. For both seasons the peak values also occur at a lower

altitude than the observed values. Similar discrepancies are also found between

the modelled dissipation rates of Becker [2004], Warner and McIntyre [2001] and

the observed measurements of Lübken [1997].

It should be noted that the previous study of Warner and McIntyre [2001],

Figure (5), yielded peak energy dissipation rates significantly closer to those

from Lübken [1997] when compared to the results of Figure 7.8, however they

launched the initial spectrum above the tropospheric jets at an altitude of 19.2

km with alternative values of m∗ and β than those used in this study. However

the results of Warner and McIntyre [2001] were not as localised in altitude as

the observational measurements, noting that a possible explanation for this is

the fact that the zonally averaged climatology of the CIRA data maybe a poor

approximation in the mesosphere. It should be noted that when applying the

standard parameters in Table 6.1.7 to the CIRA data using a launch altitude of
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Figure 7.8: Off-line heating rates at 70o north using CIRA data for summer (Black solid

line) and winter (Black dotted line). Observational heating rates from[Lübken, 1997] at

70o north for summer (Red solid line) and winter (red dotted line).

19.2 km we obtained comparable dissipation rates, not shown, to those described

in Warner and McIntyre [2001].

7.4.2 L70 Analyses Off-line Heating Rates

The heating rate code was also applied to the temperature and wind fields of

the L70 analyses for June 2010. The values of the free parameters in the USSP

were set to the standard values, and as for the L70 off-line drag calculations the

initial gravity wave spectrum was launched from 681 hPa and the transparent

lid condition was employed. Figure 7.9 details the total heating rates for the L70

June analyses, along with the individual contributions from the wave pressure

flux and the residual work.

From Figure 7.9 we find that approaching 0.01 hPa the total heating rates in the
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Figure 7.9: Gravity wave heating rates using L70 analyses for June (a) Total; (b) Pressure

flux convergence; (c) Residual work. Contour intervals for (a) and (b) are 0.5 K day−1,

while intervals for (c) are 0.2 K day−1 with negative values dashed.

SH winter hemisphere have maximum magnitudes of ∼4→4.5 K day−1 centred

at ∼50o latitude. In the NH summer hemisphere approaching 0.01 hPa the total

heating rates have maximum magnitudes of ∼7.5→8.0 K day−1 centred between

∼30→40o latitude. These results show the difference between maximum heating

rates of both seasons is ∼4 K day−1, noticeably larger than the difference seen

in Figure 7.7. Such a large difference is not predicted by previous numerical

estimates of gravity wave heating rates at ∼80 km, where the studies of Ak-

maev [1994], Becker [2004], Fomichev et al. [2002] all show an asymmetry of ∼2

K day−1 between seasons under solstice conditions. However, as for all grav-

ity wave schemes these values are obtained by somewhat arbitrary settings of

free parameters and therefore have high uncertainty. Additional confidence in

the suggestion that the asymmetry of heating between seasons in Figure 7.9 is

overestimated can be obtained by comparison with the observational values of

Lübken [1992, 1997] given in Figure 7.8. Here such a large degree of asymmetry

in the observational values is only seen above the L70 model lid at ∼85 km al-

titude. The SH winter season heating rates of ∼4→4.5 K day−1 at ∼0.01 hPa are
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qualitatively similar to those diagnosed by previous studies. It is therefore most

probable that the larger asymmetry described above is due to overestimated NH

summer heating rates when using the June L70 analyses.

One possible reason for the over estimation of the NH summer heating rates

when using L70 analyses is the known temperature and wind biases of these

fields, which as shown in Sections 4.6.3 and 5.2 have larger magnitude ap-

proaching the model lid and for the summer hemisphere. From Figure 7.9 (c)

we find that the residual work contribution to the total heating rates in the NH

summer upper mesosphere is positive, compared to negative in Figure 7.7 (c).

This positive residual work contribution is a direct result of the biased zonal

winds in the summer upper mesosphere for June 2010, where as shown by Fig-

ure 5.3 the westward winds of this region have positive westward vertical wind

shear compared to the negative sign of climatological values. It is this incorrect

vertical wind shear that results in the positive residual work contribution to the

total NH summer heating rates of Figure 7.9, thus increasing the asymmetry

between winter and summer seasons. This result highlights the sensitivity of

heating rate calculations when applying equation (6.41) to bias wind fields, such

as those of the L70 analyses in the upper mesosphere.

7.5 Off-line Drag Sensitivity Experiments

All of the evidence presented in previous sections suggests that the gravity wave

forcing supplied by the USSP scheme is too weak. As stated above the USSP

scheme has several free parameters which can be tuned, within certain limits of

constraint. It is therefore possible to tune the USSP via the free parameters to pro-

duce larger magnitudes of gravity wave forcing. Before performing expensive

numerical experiments with the UM, see Section 8, the sensitivity of forcing to

certain free parameters can be estimated using off-line experiments as discussed

below.
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The limit to which each of the free parameters in the USSP scheme can be tuned

depends on both observational and theoretical constraints. Below is a discussion

of the constraints placed on the free parameters in Table 6.1.7. This discussion

separates the free parameters into those which are tightly and loosely constrained

by either observations or theory, thus highlighting certain candidates to study

via off-line sensitivity experiments.

7.5.1 Previous Experiments and Constraints

Of all the free parameters in the USSP scheme the power law t is most well

constrained by observational studies of temperature and horizontal wind fields.

As detailed in equation (6.2) and shown by numerous studies, gravity wave

energy spectra have a slope at large vertical wavenumbers ∝ m−t, which tends

to be roughly independent of time, location and altitude. The studies of Allen

and Vincent [1995], Hertzog et al. [2001], Smith et al. [1987], VanZandt [1982] all

show that t ≈ 3, i.e the operational value.

Increasing the number of azimuthal sectors, i.e. decreasing the angle of each

azimuthal sector, will increase the computational expense of the USSP scheme.

Off-line tests (not shown) proved that increasing the number of azimuthal sectors

resulted in relatively small differences in the magnitude of gravity wave forcing,

consistent with the previous full 3D model results of Warner and McIntyre [1996].

In the operational USSP scheme the characteristic vertical wavenumber m∗ has an

associated characteristic vertical wavelengthλ∗, given by the relation m∗ = 2π/λ∗.

As shown by Ern et al. [2006] is well an initial characteristic vertical wavelength

launch value, defined by λlaunch
∗ , will increase with height due to the growth of

gravity wave amplitudes with decreasing density. This results in an extension

of the quasi-saturated part of the gravity wave spectrum and shifts m∗ towards

lower vertical wavenumbers [Fritts and Vanzandt, 1993]. Previous studies by

Ern et al. [2006] have calculated the variation of λ∗ throughout the stratosphere
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for various values of λlaunch
∗ . By comparing these results with the observational

vertical wavelength values of ∼ 2 − 5 km in the lower stratosphere reported by

Allen and Vincent [1995], Hertzog et al. [2001], Tsuda and Hocke [2002], con-

straints on the realistic values of λlaunch
∗ could be inferred. It was concluded that

optimum values of λlaunch
∗ should be between ∼2-4 km, otherwise values of λ∗ in

the lower stratosphere would not be within the observational range. Also Ern

et al. [2006] measured the sensitivity to zonal mean zonal GWD to changes in

various values of λlaunch
∗ . The results showed increasing λlaunch

∗ resulted in larger

GWD values for lower altitudes. This is a consequence of larger λlaunch
∗ val-

ues producing initial launch spectrums with larger quasi-saturated parts, hence

greater momentum flux deposition at lower altitudes. As previously noted, the

value of m∗ has been tuned to achieve a realistic QBO signal with the currently

operational value at the upper limit of the constraints suggest by Ern et al. [2006].

Previous experiments at the Met Office [Bushell, 2010] have shown that the

magnitude of momentum forcing supplied by the USSP scheme is highly sen-

sitive to the choice of launch spectrum scale factor Cl0. While this parameter is

only loosely constrained, based on the magnitude of the forcing produced, as for

m∗ the operational value of Cl0 has been tuned to achieve a realistic QBO signal

at tropical latitudes.

Observational studies of temperature and horizontal wind variances [Cot, 2001,

Hertzog and Vial, 2001, Tsuda et al., 2004] have shown that values of p vary

between ∼1→2, with the majority of results obtaining values close to p = 5/3.

Hence this parameter is fairly well constrained and as in Fritts and Lu [1993] the

value of p = 5/3 is used in the standard operational USSP scheme.

The operational value of mmin was chosen to give energy dissipation rates which

are comparable with those from the observational studies of Lübken [1992, 1997].

As noted in Warner and McIntyre [1999] the momentum forcing is very sensitive
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to the choice of mmin, however only at altitudes above ∼90 km (above the L70

model lid) where the momentum forcing supplied by the scheme begins to de-

crease. They noted that momentum forcing starts to decrease at lower altitudes

if a larger value of mmin is chosen. Therefore, typically the sensitivity related to

mmin is only seen above the L70 model lid. Based on the above considerations

the number of azimuthal sectors and the values of t, p, m∗, Cl0 and mmin are not

suitable parameters to use in tuning of the USSP scheme.

In the USSP scheme the energy scale factor β for the launch spectrum is di-

rectly proportional to the amount of gravity wave momentum flux at all altitude

levels. Hence variation in β scales the magnitude of deposited momentum flux

and derived GWD, without changing the overall distribution. From theoret-

ical assumptions the value of β is ∼ 10−1 [Warner and McIntyre, 1996, Fritts

and Alexander, 2003], with an uncertainty factor of ∼ 2. As noted in Ern et al.

[2006] the value of β simply scales the magnitude of momentum flux in the USSP

scheme.

The power law s is not well constrained theoretically or by observation [Fritts

and Alexander, 2003], as corresponding vertical wavelengths are too large to

be resolved practically. This part of the gravity wave spectrum corresponds to

deep gravity waves which are believed to carry significant proportions of the

momentum flux spectrum into the mesosphere. Using the USSP scheme Ern

et al. [2006] measured the sensitivity of zonal mean zonal GWD to changes in

the standard value of s = 1. While the magnitudes of peak GWD values were

unaffected, differences did occur for the vertical distributions. For s < 1, where

momentum flux is increased for the unsaturated part of the spectrum, larger

parts of the gravity wave spectrum are deposited at lower altitudes, resulting in

larger values of GWD at lower altitude when compared to results for s = 1. By

similar arguments when s > 1, the quasi-saturated part of the launch spectrum

is reduced, resulting in larger GWD values being shifted to higher altitudes.
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Based on the above considerations the parameters most ideally suited to tune

the USSP scheme are β and s. The sensitivity of momentum forcing produced

by the USSP scheme to these parameters using off-line calculations is discussed

below.

7.5.2 Drag Sensitivity to Energy Scale Factor β

Figure 7.10 details the off-line gravity wave drag values when using perturbed

values of β for the L70 analyses fields of June 2010. The results shown are the

perturbed drag values when β is varied from 0.11→0.19 minus those obtained

using the standard value of β=0.10227987. Here blue contours in the SH winter

hemisphere correspond to an increase of the seasonal westward forcing, and

red contours in the NH summer hemisphere correspond to an increase of the

seasonal eastward forcing.

From Figure 7.10 we find that for increasing values of β the drag seen in each

hemisphere increases, as expected [Ern et al., 2006]. Here β=0.14 results in in-

creased forcing with maximum magnitudes of ∼12→16 ms−1 day−1 in the winter

upper mesosphere, and ∼8→12 ms−1 day−1 in the summer upper mesosphere.

Further increasing β=0.18 results in further increases of maximum forcing mag-

nitudes, with ∼24→28 ms−1 day−1 in the winter and ∼12→16 ms−1 day−1 in the

summer upper mesosphere. As noted above increasing the value of β effectively

scales the amount of momentum flux for each model level, hence we find that the

values of the drag in the winter hemisphere have a higher sensitivity to increas-

ing β since they initially contained a larger vertical divergence of momentum

flux.

7.5.3 Drag Sensitivity to Un-saturated Spectral Power Law s

Figure 7.11 details the off-line gravity wave drag values when using perturbed

values of spectral power law s for the L70 analyses fields of June 2010. The

results shown are the perturbed drag values when s is varied from 0.6→0.15
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Figure 7.10: Off-line sensitivity of monthly zonal mean zonal gravity wave drag to

perturbed values of β using L70 analyses fields for June 2010. Plots show the perturbed

drag values minus those using standard values for β varying from 0.11→0.19. Contour

interval is 4 ms−1 day−1 with negative values dashed.

minus those obtained using the standard value of s=1. Here blue (red) contours

in the SH winter hemisphere correspond to an increase (decrease) of the seasonal

westward forcing, and red (blue) contours in the NH summer hemisphere cor-
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Figure 7.11: Off-line sensitivity of monthly zonal mean zonal gravity wave drag to

perturbed values of spectral power law s using L70 analyses fields for June 2010. Plots

show the perturbed drag values minus those using standard values for s varying from

0.6→1.5. Contour interval is 1 ms−1 day−1 with negative values dashed.

respond to an increase (decrease) of the seasonal eastward forcing.

From Figure 7.11 we find that reducing the value of s produces an increase of the
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seasonal westward (eastward) forcing in the winter (summer) hemisphere. The

magnitude of the such differences are ∼3→4 ms−1 day−1 for s = 0.8 and ∼6→8

ms−1 day−1 for s = 0.6. Consistent with the previous results of Ern et al. [2006]

lowering the value of s produces large values of momentum forcing at lower

altitudes, however notable differences only occur for the largest perturbations of

s. Similar magnitudes in the differences of momentum forcing are seen when in-

creasing the value of s. Here an increase of s produces a decrease of the seasonal

westward (eastward) forcing in the winter (summer) hemisphere.

7.5.4 Drag Sensitivity to Opaque Lid Condition

In addition to the results for the free parameters β and s described above it is also

possible to asses the impact of applying the opaque lid condition off-line for the

L70 analyses, where as shown by Figure 7.4 significant proportions of the launch

momentum flux remain at the model lid. Such off-line experiments (not shown)

produced an increase in the gravity wave forcing seen at the model lid when

compared to off-line magnitudes when using the transparent lid condition. Here

increases in magnitude were ∼10 ms−1 day−1, however as expected differences

are only seen at the model lid. The impact of such increases are expected to

have a significant impact on the atmosphere below through downward control

and subsequent feedbacks in gravity wave forcing. As such feedbacks are not

represented by the single timestep off-line studies a fully detailed account of

applying the opaque lid condition is not given here, however is reported in the

UM experiments performed in Section 8.

7.6 Off-line Direct Heating Sensitivity Experiments

As for the values of momentum forcing discussed above the sensitivity of the di-

rect heating rates to tuning free parameters in the USSP scheme can be examined

off-line. As for the momentum forcing attention is restricted to the parameters β

and s, results and discussion follow.
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Figure 7.12: Off-line sensitivity of monthly zonal mean gravity wave direct heating to

perturbed values of β using L70 analyses fields for June 2010. Plots show the perturbed

heating rates values minus those using standard values for β varying from 0.11→0.19.

Contour interval is 0.4 K day−1 with negative values dashed.

7.6.1 Heating Rate Sensitivity to Energy Scale Factor β

Figure 7.12 details the off-line gravity wave heating rate values when using per-

turbed values of β for the L70 analyses fields of June 2010. The results shown are

the perturbed heating rate values minus those obtained using standard values
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for β varying from 0.11→0.19. Here blue contours correspond to a decrease and

red contours to an increase of the direct heating rates obtained using the standard

value of β in Table 6.1.7.

From Figure 7.12 we find that increasing the value of β increases the heating

rates seen at the upper levels of the model domain. Largest increases are seen

in the upper mesosphere of the summer NH where β=0.14 and β=0.18 increases

the heating rate by ∼1.2→1.6 K day−1 and ∼2.4→2.8 K day−1 respectively. The

upper mesosphere of the winter SH is less sensitive that the NH where β=0.14

and β=0.18 increases the heating rate by∼0.8→1.2 K day−1 and∼1.2→1.6 K day−1

respectively.

7.6.2 Heating Rate Sensitivity to Un-saturated Spectral Power

Law s

Figure 7.13 details the off-line gravity wave heating rate values when using per-

turbed values of spectral power law s for the L70 analyses fields of June 2010. The

results shown are the perturbed heating rate values minus those obtained using

standard values for s varying from 0.6→0.15. Here blue contours correspond to

a decrease and red contours correspond to an increase of the direct heating rates

obtained with the standard operational value of s=1.0.

From Figure 7.13 we find that reducing the value of s typically produces an

increase of the direct heating rates in the upper mesosphere. Here a value of

s=0.6 produces a maximum increase of∼0.6→0.8 K day−1 in the SH and∼0.8→1.2

K day−1 in the NH. Increasing the value of s results in a decrease of the direct heat-

ing rates in the upper mesosphere, where a value of s=1.5 produces a decrease

of ∼0.6→0.8 K day−1 in both hemispheres.
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Figure 7.13: Off-line sensitivity of monthly zonal mean gravity wave direct heating to

perturbed values of spectral power law s using L70 analyses fields for June 2010. Plots

show the perturbed heating rates values minus those using standard values for s varying

from 0.6→1.5. Contour interval is 0.2 K day−1 with negative values dashed.

7.7 Summary

In this chapter we have detailed values of the gravity wave forcing in the L50

and L70 analyses using off-line estimates. For both the L50 and L70 analyses we

have shown that the off-line values are likely within ∼1-3 ms−1 day−1 of actual
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model fields.

For the L50 analyses gravity wave forcing approaching the model lid has max-

imum magnitudes of ∼12.5→17.5 ms−1 day−1 for both summer hemisphere

seasons. In the NH winter season maximum forcing magnitudes are also

∼12.5→17.5 ms−1 day−1, while the SH winter season has larger magnitudes of

∼17.5→22.5 ms−1 day−1. These forcing magnitudes are weaker, or at the lower

limit, of previous estimates for gravity wave forcing of the lower mesosphere.

This result is consistent with the analyses of the temperature biases in the lower

mesosphere, discussed in Section 4.3.1.

For the L70 analyses gravity wave forcing approaching the model lid has maxi-

mum magnitudes of ∼35→40 ms−1 day−1 for both summer hemisphere seasons.

The SH winter season has larger maximum forcing magnitudes of ∼50→55 ms−1

day−1 approaching the model lid, while the NH winter season has larger magni-

tudes of∼60→65 ms−1 day−1. However the forcing magnitudes of the NH winter

are likely to be unrealistic of the L70 analyses due to the uncharacteristic cold

polar vortex in the lower mesosphere of this season, as discussed in Section 4.5.

As for the L50 analyses, these estimates of gravity wave drag are weaker, or at

the lower limit, of previous estimates in the upper mesosphere. Again, this weak

forcing is consistent with the analysis of L70 temperature biases given in Section

4.6.3.

The sensitivity of the gravity wave forcing produced by the USSP to perturbing

free parameters of the scheme was also investigated. Based on observational

and theoretical constraints the parameters β and s were chosen for the sensitivity

study. It was found, compared to standard values, that using β=0.14 increased

the forcing by ∼12→16 ms−1 day−1 in the winter upper mesosphere and ∼8→12

ms−1 day−1 in the summer upper mesosphere. The sensitivity to perturbed val-

ues of s was smaller than the above values for β, where using a large perturbation
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of s=0.6 increased the forcing by ∼6→8 ms−1 day−1 in both the summer and win-

ter seasons. Based on these results the obvious choice of parameter to vary in

the UM experiments is β, further reasoning and details are given in Section 8.

Off-line calculations of the direct heating rates due to gravity wave breaking

were also performed using standard values of the free parameters in the USSP

scheme. When applied to the L70 analyses fields for June 2010 maximum heating

rates of ∼4→4.5 K day−1 were seen in the SH winter and ∼7.5→8.0 K day−1 in

the NH summer approaching the model lid. While these winter season heating

rates are consistent with previous studies and observational estimates, summer

value are noticeably larger by ∼2∼2.5 K day−1. This difference is most likely

attributed to the incorrect vertical wind shear of the summer season zonal mean

winds, which act to increase the heating rate magnitudes through the residual

work term of equation (6.41). This result highlights the influence that bias wind

fields may have on the magnitude of heating rates obtained using the USSP for-

mulation. As for the momentum forcing, the sensitivity of direct heating rates to

perturbed free parameters in the USSP scheme was also investigated. Here the

largest sensitivity was again found when perturbing the free parameter β, where

using β=0.14 results in an increase of ∼1.2 K day−1 in both winter and summer

hemispheres.
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Chapter 8

Unified Model Experiments

This chapter details several numerical experiments performed with the Met Of-

fice Unified Model. Based on the results of previous sections it is apparent that

small scale gravity wave forcing provided by the USSP scheme is insufficient

and such a deficiency results in significant systematic temperature biases in the

middle atmosphere. Hence experiments were designed to examine the impact

on the temperature and wind fields of the middle atmosphere when the gravity

wave forcing was increased, through both tuning of the USSP scheme and apply-

ing the opaque lid condition forcing momentum flux to be conserved throughout

the model domain. In addition to this, experiments were also designed to exam-

ine the impact on temperature and wind fields when employing gravity wave

turbulent heating rates in the USSP scheme, full details follow.

8.1 Experimental Background

All of the experiments described in this section were performed using a free

running forecast version of the Unified Model, i.e. no data assimilation cycle

included. Using a free running version allows the impact of each experiment on

the model forecast to be assessed without biases being corrected by increments

from the assimilation cycle. This approach is further justified as the currently

operational Met Office system only assimilates data up to the stratopause, i.e. is
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Figure 8.1: (a) Zonal mean temperature and (b) zonal mean temperature bias w.r.t to

EOS MLS data of ECMWF operational analyses for the 1st March, June, September and

December of 2008. Contour interval for zonal mean temperatures is 5 K. Contour interval

for temperature bias is 4 K with negative values dashed.

a free running model throughout the mesosphere.

The experimental model domain extends from the ground to 85 km (∼0.01 hPa)

employing the 85 level vertical grid configuration detailed in Figure 3.1 (c). The

85 level configuration was chosen as the increased vertical resolution has been

shown to reduce stratospheric biases for forecasts over ∼10-15 days [Mahmood,

2010], and is the currently preferred configuration for Met Office global seasonal

and climate forecasting models. Furthermore it is anticipated that the opera-

tional global analyses will soon be up-graded to 85 levels.

To investigate the model response during the solstice and equinox seasons of
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both hemispheres the experimental forecasts were initialised using ECMWF op-

erational analyses [Gobiet et al., 2005] for the 1st of March, June, September

and December of 2008. The zonal mean temperature structure and zonal mean

temperature bias with respect to EOS MLS data of these initial conditions is

shown in Figure 8.1. From Figure 8.1 we find that for all seasons throughout

the mesosphere the ECMWF analyses have temperature biases which are notice-

ably different from those found in the corresponding operational L70 analyses

of Figure 4.10. A ”spin up” time of one month was therefore employed to evolve

the biases present in the initial conditions to those more characteristic of the

Met Office Unified Model. As such the model fields from all experiments are

analysed from the 1st of April, July and October of 2008 and January of 2009 for

a two week period. This two week period was chosen due to the fact that model

forecasts over 10→15 days are unable to effectively predict the occurrence of

sudden stratospheric warmings [Jackson, 2010]. As sudden stratospheric warm-

ing events involve a reversal of the zonal wind the occurrence of such an event

will significantly alter the gravity wave filtering that occurs in the winter strato-

sphere, and subsequently the gravity wave forcing and temperature structure of

the upper mesosphere winter hemisphere. A major sudden stratospheric warm-

ing occurred in the NH during the latter half of January 2009 over ∼50 days

from the start of the model forecast, and thus will not be well reproduced in the

model fields for this period. To limit the influence of poorly representing the

above stratospheric warming the analysis of experimental results is restricted

to the two week periods noted above, thus allowing for a clearer comparison

between the northern and southern hemisphere winter seasons. Full details of

each model experiment follow.

8.2 Control Run

In order to compare the model response for the different experiments a control

run for each season was performed. The control integrations employed the Li

and Shine ozone climatology and identical solar spectrum and spectral files used
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Figure 8.2: Control run model fields (a) zonal mean temperature; (b) zonal mean zonal

wind; (c) zonal mean gravity wave drag and (d) zonal mean temperature error with

respect to EOS MLS of the control run averaged from the 1st to 14th of April, July,

October 2008 and January 2009. Contour interval is 5 K for temperature. Contour

intervals are 10 ms−1 for zonal wind, 5 ms−1 day−1 for gravity wave drag and 4 K for

temperature error with negative values dashed.

in the operational Edwards-Slingo radiation scheme. The free parameters of the

USSP scheme were set to the operational values of Table 6.1.7 and the transpar-

ent lid condition was employed. Figure 8.2 details the zonal mean temperature,

zonal mean zonal wind, zonal mean zonal gravity wave drag and the zonal mean
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temperature errors of the control run averaged from the 1st to the 14th of April,

July and October 2008 and January 2009. Figure 8.3 details the divergence of

EP flux, first term on the r.h.s of Equation 2.6, averaged over the 1st to 14th for

July 2008 and January 2009 for the control experiment, and all of the subsequent

experiments described below. As noted in Section 2.3.3 the divergence of EP

flux represents the contribution of resolved forcing, usually attributed to Rossby

waves, in the zonal momentum budget of the TEM equations. Also detailed in

Figure 8.3 are the zonal mean meridional and vertical components (v̄∗, w̄∗) of the

TEM equations averaged over the 1st to 14th for July 2008 and January 2009 for

all experiments.

We are primarily concerned with responses of the UM experiments compared

to the control run and how such responses could possible affect the operational

analyses. However, it is possible that the magnitude and distribution of such

responses maybe influenced by the initial state of the control run fields and or

affected by differences between the model configurations, i.e. assimilation of

data or vertical resolution. Thus, in order to qualitatively assess the response the

different UM experiments may possibly have on the operational analyses, it is

first necessary to compare the temperature biases of the control run against those

of the L70 analyses. A comparison of Figure 8.2 (d) and Figure 4.10 reveals that in

the upper stratosphere and lower to middle mesosphere temperature biases for

all seasons are qualitatively similar, with both latitude independent warm and

cold biases from∼0.9→0.3 hPa and∼0.3→0.05 hPa respectively having compara-

ble magnitudes. However the above cold biases of the control run are generally

∼2→10 K smaller than those seen in the L70 analyses at tropical latitudes. The

similarity of the above latitude independent biases in the control run and the L70

analyses, following the spin up time of one month, would place additional con-

fidence they are caused by the radiative deficiencies discussed in Chapter 4. In

the upper mesosphere the temperature biases of the equinox control months are

qualitatively similar to those of the L70 analyses for similar seasons, however
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Figure 8.3: Diagnostic fields for all UM experiments zonally averaged from the 1st to 14th

of July 2008 and January 2009. (a) Divergence of EP flux for January; (b) w̄∗ for January;

(c) v̄∗ for January; (d) Divergence of EP flux for July; (e) w̄∗ for July and (f) v̄∗ for July.

Contour interval is 5 ms−1 day−1 for (a) and (d), 4 mms−1 for (b) and (e) and 4 ms−1 for

(c) and (f). Negative contour values are dashed.
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there are noticeable differences in the extra-tropical upper mesosphere under

solstice conditions. Here the control run warm biases of the SH winter extra-

tropical upper mesosphere are ∼10→18 K, contrasting with the ∼10→14 K cold

bias seen in the L70 analyses. In the NH winter extra-tropical upper mesosphere

the control run has temperature biases which are ∼2∼6 K colder than those seen

in the L70 analyses. For the control run summer seasons warm bias of ∼18→22

K and ∼2→10 K are seen the extra-tropical upper mesosphere of the NH and SH

respectively. These warm biases are characteristic of the L70 analyses, however

magnitudes are noticeably smaller (by ∼36→40 K for the NH and ∼46→50 K for

the SH) than those presented in Figure 4.10.

The discrepancies between control run and L70 analyses biases in the SH winter

upper mesosphere are most likely due to the differences seen in gravity wave

forcing of this region. Here we find from Figure 8.2 (c) that maximum val-

ues of westward forcing in the control run are ∼10→15 ms−1 day−1 stronger

than the ∼45→50 ms−1 day−1 values seen in the L70 off-line studies of Figure

7.6. Following the theory of Section 2.3.5 we would therefore expect the control

run temperatures of the SH extra-tropical upper mesosphere during July to be

warmer than those of the L70 analyses, as noted. A probable explanation for

this discrepancy in gravity wave forcing is the assimilation of data throughout

the stratosphere in the L70 analyses, where through gravity wave filtering the

constrained temperature and wind fields result in a different forcing of the meso-

spheric circulation, compared to the free running control run. Here we find that

for the July control run there is a warm bias of ∼14→18 K from ∼40→60o in the

SH, which is not present in the L70 analyses. This warm bias results in control

run stratospheric meridional temperature gradients, which decrease towards the

cold SH winter pole, having larger values than those seen in the L70 analyses

and as expected from thermal wind balance stronger seasonal eastward winds.

From previously explained wave filtering arguments the stronger zonal mean

winds of the control run in the stratosphere result in increased westward gravity
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wave forcing in the upper mesosphere.

Similar arguments to those above also follow for the NH winter season, where

as detailed in Figure 8.2 (d) there is a warm bias of ∼2→10 K in the extra-tropical

NH stratosphere. With smaller warm bias magnitudes, compared to the oppos-

ing SH winter stratosphere values, one would expect to see a smaller increases

between control run and L70 analyses temperatures in the NH winter upper

mesosphere. However the control run temperatures of the NH winter upper

mesosphere are ∼2∼6 K colder than those seen in the L70 analyses, and the west-

ward gravity wave forcing of this season has qualitatively similar magnitudes for

both the control run and L70 analyses. Thus it is possible that the differences in

biases seen in the NH winter upper mesosphere are primarily a consequence of

inter-annual variability, which is known to be larger in the NH winter compared

to the SH winter due to enhanced Rossby wave activity.

The strong influence of Rossby wave forcing on the NH winter mesosphere

can be seen from Figure 8.3 (a), where we find that for the control run there is

a convergence of EP flux resulting in ∼30→35 ms−1 day−1 at extra-tropical lati-

tudes of the lower mesosphere, with ∼15→20 ms−1 day−1 westward forcing seen

at similar latitudes in the upper mesosphere. This resolved forcing in the control

run NH winter upper mesosphere is ∼30% of the total forcing, i.e resolved plus

small scale gravity wave forcing. Furthermore, in the upper mesosphere of the

control run NH winter there is also a divergence of EP flux resulting in eastward

forcing between ∼20→30o and at polar latitudes, resulting in the dipole structure

of EP flux convergence/divergence detailed in Section 2.3.5. The existence of such

a dipole structure strongly suggests that planetary waves are being generated

in-situ through baroclinic or barotropic instabilities in the control run NH winter

upper mesosphere. Therefore, since resolved forcing has a strong impact on the

dynamical forcing of the control run NH winter mesosphere, and this forcing is

known to have high inter-annual variability, it is reasonable and expected to find
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temperature bias differences between the control run and L70 analyses for this

region. Furthermore it is also possible that the differences in vertical resolution

between the L70 and L85 models could influence the highly variable resolved

forcing of the NH winter mesosphere. However as the values of resolved forcing

for the L70 analyses are not available it is impossible to comment on the magni-

tude (or even existence) of such an influence.

From the off-line studies presented in Figure 7.6 we find that the magnitude

of the gravity wave forcing for extra-tropical latitudes in the upper mesosphere

of both summer hemispheres for the control run is qualitatively similar to that

of the L70 analyses. With the above similarities in extra-tropical gravity wave

forcing it is thus surprising that as noted above there are such large tempera-

ture differences between the control run and L70 analyses in the upper summer

mesosphere of both hemispheres. As noted in Section 2.3.5 Rossby waves are

primarily absorbed in the stratosphere of the summer hemisphere and generally

do not propagate into the summer upper mesosphere. This is evident in the con-

trol run fields by the small magnitudes, generally less than ∼5 ms−1 day−1, of EP

flux convergence seen in the upper mesosphere of both summer season in Figure

8.3 (a) and (d). Thus it is unlikely that any differences in the resolved forcing of

the summer upper mesosphere could alone account for the large differences in

the upper mesospheric summer temperatures.

One possible reason for the colder temperatures of the control run summer upper

mesosphere and those from the L70 analyses is the inter-hemispheric coupling

that exists between the winter stratosphere and summer mesosphere. Following

the reasoning of Section 2.3.5 it is plausible that the unconstrained stratospheric

SH winter temperature and wind fields, which as noted above result in stronger

gravity wave forcing of the upper mesosphere, could result in a cooling at polar

latitudes of the NH summer upper mesosphere for the control run, which would

not occur in the constrained L70 analyses. Since the warm bias of the control
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SH winter stratosphere manifests in the spin up time from the 15th of June 2008

(not shown), and as noted in Section 2.3.5 temperature responses in the polar

summer mesosphere typically occur ∼15-20 days after changes in the structure

of the winter stratosphere, it is plausible that such a response would be captured

when averaging the control run from the 1st to the 14th of July 2008. However it

is unlikely that the above mechanism would alone explain the large temperature

differences between the NH summer upper mesosphere of the control run and

the L70 analyses, since as noted in Karlsson et al. [2009] the magnitude of the

temperature response (cooling) in the summer upper mesosphere to an increase

of ∼5 ms−1 day−1 in gravity wave drag at mid-latitudes of the opposing winter

hemisphere is∼2→5 K. However as such a temperature response has been shown

to be linear to anomalous forcing, it is reasonable that the stronger forcing seen

in the control run SH winter upper mesophere (∼10→15 ms−1 day−1 compared to

the L70 analyses) could result in a cooling of ∼6→15 K in the opposing summer

hemisphere. The above inter-hemispheric coupling also applies between the NH

winter and SH summer upper mesosphere. Here relatively small differences in

resolved forcing between the control run and L70 analyses, could possibly have

a significant impact on SH summer upper mesospheric temperatures as the cor-

relation between the NH winter and SH summer is typically stronger that found

between the SH winter and the NH summer [Karlsson et al., 2007], due to the

higher inter-annual variability of the NH winter season.

In addition to the inter-hemispheric coupling detailed above, differences be-

tween the control run summer upper mesospheric temperatures and those of

the L70 analyses could occur from variations in the radiative heating/cooling of

the upper mesosphere due to the different vertical resolutions of the L70 and

L85 model configurations. As discussed in Section 4.6.3 the Edwards-Slingo

radiation scheme does not account for the breakdown of LTE, and this is a likely

cause of the latitude warm bias found in the L70 analyses approaching the model

lid. As the L85 configuration has a higher vertical resolution approaching ∼0.01
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hPa, compared to the L70 model, it is likely that any warm bias resulting from

not representing the breakdown of LTE would be reduced for the control run.

However, as for the values of EP flux, the radiative heating rates for the L70

analyses are not archived, thus it is impossible to comment on the magnitude or

existence of such a difference in radiative heating.

8.3 USSP Tuning Experiment

From the off-line sensitivity experiments performed in Section 7.5 we found

that both increasing β and decreasing s produced an increase of the momentum

forcing in both winter and summer hemispheres. Based on previous experi-

mental results, which detail the polar temperature response to increased gravity

wave forcing in the upper mesosphere [Garcia and Boville, 1994, Hamilton, 1995,

Hitchman et al., 1989, Orr et al., 2010], it was estimated that a forcing increase

of 10 ms−1 day−1 would provide a significant strengthening of the mesospheric

meridional circulation, and hence temperature response of polar temperatures

in the upper mesosphere of the winter and summer seasons. Restricting the

increase of the control run gravity wave forcing to 10 ms−1 day−1 would result

in total forcing magnitudes which are within previous estimates detailed in Sec-

tion 7.3.3, thus this increase is physically reasonable based on the high level of

uncertainty in these previous estimates.

As detailed in Section 7.5 a perturbed value of s=0.6 provides an increase of

only ∼6→8 ms−1 day−1. Since s is not well constrained and large perturbations

from the operational value are required to produce additional forcing of suffi-

cient magnitude, the β parameter was chosen for tuning the USSP scheme to

provide the additional 10 ms−1 day−1 gravity wave drag. From Figure 7.10 we

find that using a perturbed value of β=0.14 provides an increase of ∼10 ms−1

day−1 in both winter and summer hemispheres, hence this value was chosen for

the UM experiment described below which we shall refer to as the β run.
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Figure 8.4: (a) Zonal mean temperature fields of the β run; (b) zonal mean wind for

control minus β; (c) zonal mean gravity wave drag for control minus β and (d) zonal

mean temperature error with respect to EOS MLS for control minus β for the 1st to 14th

of April, July, October 2008 and January 2009. Contour interval is 5 K for temperature.

Contour intervals are 5 ms−1 for zonal wind difference, 5 ms−1 day−1 for gravity wave

drag difference and 4 K for temperature error difference with negative values dashed.
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Figure 8.4 details the zonal mean temperature fields of the β run along with

the differences, β minus control, for the zonal mean zonal wind, gravity wave

forcing and zonal temperature errors averaged over the 1st to the 14th of April,

July, October 2008 and January 2009. From Figure 8.4 (c) we find that setting

β=0.14 has increased the gravity wave drag values in the upper mesosphere for

all seasons. The westward drag of the winter season has increased by ∼10→15

ms−1 day−1 in the SH and ∼15→20 ms−1 day−1 in the NH, while in the eastward

drag of summer season has increases by∼5→10 ms−1 day−1 for both hemispheres.

Such increases of the winter season drag are larger than those predicted in the

off-line calculations of Section 7.5. However this would be expected since the

parameter β scales the value of forcing at each model level, and as noted above

the initial forcing in the control run has larger magnitudes compared to the

L70 analyses estimates. In the equinox seasons there is a smaller increase of

drag values with magnitudes primarily under ∼5 ms−1 day−1, except for the SH

of October 2008 where the westward forcing has increased by∼5→10 ms−1 day−1.

The temperature response to this increased forcing is primarily seen at polar

latitudes in the upper mesosphere approaching the model lid. Here winter polar

temperatures for the β run are warmer than those of the control run, resulting in a

∼2→6 K increase of the warm biases seen at the model lid and a∼2→6 K decrease

of the cold biases present from ∼0.4→0.05 hPa. In the summer hemisphere the

polar temperatures of the β run are lower than those seen in the control run. The

resulting decrease of the warm biases seen in the control run for this season is

∼2→6 K for the SH and ∼2→10 K for the NH. For equinox months the smaller

increase of momentum forcing results in a smaller response in β temperature

fields, where noticeable difference of ∼2→6 K in temperature biases between the

control and β runs are only seen for high polar latitudes of both hemispheres

for the 1st to 14th of October 2008. Here a larger temperature response is seen as

the SH winter jet structure persists longer into the spring season than in the NH

winter, as such there is increased gravity wave forcing and hence temperature
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Figure 8.5: (a) Zonal mean temperature fields of the control opaque and β opaque runs;

(b) zonal mean wind for control minus control opaque and control minus β opaque; (c)

zonal mean gravity wave drag for control minus control opaque and control minus β

opaque (d) zonal mean temperature error with respect to EOS MLS for control minus

control opaque and control minus β opaque for the 1st to 14th of July 2008 and January

2009. Contour intervals are the same as Figure 8.4
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response compared to the NH spring season. The increased winter and decreased

summer polar temperatures in the upper mesosphere of the β run are consistent

with a strengthened meridional circulation, as expected when applying larger

magnitudes of zonal gravity wave forcing. Consistent with this result we find

from Figure 8.3 (c) and (f) that the residual meridional velocities of the β run

are stronger than those for the control run approaching the model lid, most

noticeable in the winter seasons of both hemispheres.

8.4 Opaque Lid Condition Experiments

In addition to the β experiment described above the influence of applying the

opaque lid condition to the USSP scheme was also investigated. As noted previ-

ously, approaching∼0.01 hPa the momentum flux modelled by the USSP scheme

has significant (non-zero) values, therefore, through the downward control argu-

ment, applying the opaque lid condition will employ a measure of the momen-

tum forcing above the model domain. Thus it is expected that the magnitude of

the momentum forcing produced by applying the opaque lid condition will be

greater than that seen when the transparent lid condition is employed. Both the

impact of applying the opaque lid condition to the control run and the increased

β experiment was investigated. As shown by the β experiment above, increasing

the gravity wave forcing primarily results in significant impacts of the tempera-

ture and wind fields for the winter and summer hemispheres only, therefore we

restrict our attention to these seasons for these experiments. We shall refer to the

control and β experiments using the opaque lid condition as control opaque and β

opaque respectively.

Figure 8.5 details the zonal mean temperature fields of the control opaque and

β opaque experiments along with the differences, control opaque minus control

and β opaque minus control, for the zonal mean zonal wind, gravity wave forc-

ing and zonal temperature errors averaged over the 1st to the 14th of July 2008

and January 2009. From Figure 8.5 we find applying the opaque lid condition
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to the control run experiment results in an increase of summer eastward forcing

by ∼5→10 ms−1 day−1 for both hemispheres approach the model lid, while the

winter westward forcing increases by∼10→15 ms−1 day−1 in the SH and∼15→20

ms−1 day−1 in the NH. Note that the increase of gravity wave forcing seen by

imposing the opaque lid condition has similar magnitudes to that seen in the

previous β experiment, however the increased forcing typically occurs at higher

altitudes closer to the model lid. Compared to the control run the β opaque

experiment results in an increase of summer eastward forcing by ∼15→20 ms−1

day−1 for both hemispheres approach the model lid, while the winter westward

forcing increases by ∼15→20 ms−1 day−1 in the SH and ∼5→10 ms−1 day−1 in

the NH. As expected, applying the opaque lid condition in the β opaque run

increases the forcing compared to the β run.

As the increase of momentum forcing compared to the control run is similar

for both the β and control opaque experiments, similar responses are also seen

in the control opaque temperature errors. However the control opaque run re-

sults in colder temperatures for polar latitudes in the upper mesosphere of both

summer hemispheres when compared to the β experiment, where the resulting

decrease of the warm biases seen in the control run for this season is ∼6→10 K

for the NH and ∼6→14 K for the SH. The fact that employing the opaque lid

condition results in a larger decrease of the warm polar mesospheric temperature

biases when compared to the β experiment highlights the importance and impact

of conserving momentum throughout the model domain. The strong increase

of forcing in the β opaque experiment produces the largest difference in tem-

perature errors compared to the control run. Here the resulting decrease of the

warm biases seen in the control run summer polar upper mesosphere is ∼10→18

K for the NH and ∼14→22 K for the SH. Here the vertical extent of the change in

polar temperature is larger for the β opaque experiment compared to the control

opaque and β runs, where noticeable changes in bias values are seen between

∼0.05→0.04 hPa. In the winter hemisphere the β opaque experiment has similar
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Figure 8.6: Zonal mean gravity wave heating for the Heat and Heat Trans experiments

averaged from the 1st to 14th of July 2008 and January 2009. Contour interval is 0.5 K

day−1.

impacts on the control run biases to those seen in the previous two experiments

however with larger vertical extent, most noticeable in the SH where warmer

temperatures of ∼2→6 K are seen in the upper stratosphere from ∼10→1.0 hPa.

Again the diagnostic fields of Figure 8.3 are consistent with the above change in

temperature biases. Here the largest change in temperature biases, seen in the

summer polar upper mesosphere of both hemispheres for the control opaque

and β opaque runs, coincide with regions of the largest increase in upward val-

ues of w̄∗, while smaller changes in the values of downward w̄∗ are seen at polar

latitudes of the winter upper mesosphere for both hemispheres.

8.5 Gravity Wave Heating Rate Experiments

The final experiments using the Unified Model involved applying the direct

heating rates due to gravity wave breaking discussed in Section 6.2. Here the β

opaque experiment, which produced the largest decrease of temperature biases

in the polar summer mesosphere of all previous experiments, was run with the

addition of the gravity wave heating rates. When using the opaque lid condition
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for calculation of the gravity wave momentum forcing and the direct heating

rates, i.e. the momentum and energy flux profiles used to calculate the direct

heating using Equation 6.41 have zero values at the model lid, the experiment is

referred to as the Heat run. As for the previous opaque lid condition experiments

we limit our attention to the winter and summer seasons of both hemispheres.

8.5.1 Opaque Lid Direct Heating Rates

Figure 8.6 details the zonal mean gravity wave heating rates of the Heat exper-

iment averaged over the 1st to 14th for July 2008 and January 2009. Figure 8.7

details the zonal mean temperature, zonal wind, zonal gravity wave drag and

zonal temperature error for both the β opaque and Heat experiments averaged

from 1st to 14th for July 2008 and January 2009. Also shown are the differences,

β opaque minus Heat fields, for the zonal mean zonal wind, gravity wave drag

and zonal temperature bias.

From Figure 8.6 we find that the gravity wave heating rates of the Heat run

have maximum magnitudes in the extra-tropics of the upper mesosphere with

winter season values of ∼4.5→5.0 K day−1 in the SH and ∼3.5→4.0 K day−1 in

the NH, while summer seasons have magnitudes of ∼5.5→6.0 K day−1 in the

SH and ∼4.0→4.5 K day−1 in the NH. In the lower mesosphere from ∼0.3∼0.1

hPa heating rates of the SH winter and summer are ∼1.0→2.0 K day−1, while

in the NH winter and summer smaller magnitudes of ∼0.5→1.0 K day−1 are for

this altitude range. The above heating rates of the Heat run are qualitatively

consistent with those seen in the off-line study of Section 7.4. However the

magnitudes of heating in both seasons of the SH lower mesosphere is ∼1.0 K

day−1 larger than those in the previous studies of Becker [2004], Fomichev et al.

[2002]. Such discrepancy is likely due to the strength of the gravity wave forcing

in the lower mesosphere. Here the gravity wave forcing of the SH winter lower

mesosphere for the β opaque experiment has magnitudes of ∼45∼50 ms−1 day−1.

Such values are noticeably stronger, or at the upper limit, of previous estimates
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Figure 8.7: (a) Zonal mean temperature; (b) zonal mean wind; (c) zonal mean gravity

wave drag and (d) zonal mean temperature error with respect to EOS MLS for β opaque

and Heat experiments averaged from the 1st to 14th of July 2008 and January 2009.

Differences, β opaque minus Heat, shown for (b), (c) and (d) fields. Contour interval is

0.5 K for gravity wave heating and 10 ms−1 for wind fields, all other contour intervals

are identical to Figure 8.4.
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from the studies detailed in Section 7.3.3. Such strong gravity wave forcing in the

lower mesosphere of this season for the β opaque experiment is a consequence

of further increasing the forcing seen in the control run, which as detailed above

already has large magnitudes due to the influence of stratospheric temperature

biases not being constrained by assimilation.

As the radiative timescale in the upper mesosphere is ∼4→5 days, it is expected

that the above gravity wave heating rates would likely result in a temperature in-

crease at extra-tropical latitudes of the upper mesosphere of ∼20→25 K in the SH

winter, ∼15→20 K in the NH winter, ∼25→30 K in the SH summer and ∼15→20

K in the NH summer hemisphere. From Figure 8.7 (a) and (d) we find that

the difference between β opaque and Heat temperature fields is qualitatively

similar to these expected values. However temperature differences are larger

than the above estimated values in the summer hemispheres and lower than

the estimated values in the winter hemispheres. Furthermore, the temperature

differences of all seasons show a distinctly different structure and distribution to

the direct heating rates of Figure 8.6. Here maximum difference in the tempera-

ture biases of the Heat run compared to those of the β opaque run for all season

are located at polar regions in the upper mesosphere, i.e. warmer by ∼6→14 K

in the both winter hemispheres, and warmer by ∼34→38 K in the SH summer

and ∼26→30 K in the NH summer hemispheres. While maximum direct heating

rates typically occur between ∼40→50o latitude in the summer hemispheres and

between ∼55→70o latitude in the winter hemispheres. This non-local response,

with temperature increases larger in the summer and smaller in the winter than

the expected values above, would strongly suggest that the introduction of the

direct heating rates has weakened the mesospheric meridional circulation com-

pared to the β opaque run, resulting in decreased adiabatic warming (cooling)

for the polar winter (summer) latitudes.

The reduction of the Heat run meridional circulation approaching the model
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lid is also evident by the v̄∗ and w̄∗ distributions of Figure 8.3. Here largest

differences in the meridional circulations of the Heat and β opaque runs occur

for seasons with the largest heating rates, i.e both summer hemispheres. Here

the magnitudes of v̄∗ for the Heat run are ∼2→4 ms−1 smaller compared to β

opaque values for both summer hemispheres in the extra-tropics approaching

the model lid. From Figure 8.7 (c) we find that there is a reduction of the gravity

wave forcing in both hemispheres of the Heat run summer upper mesosphere

when compared to β opaque values, here the maximum differences in forcing

is ∼25→30 ms−1 day−1 in SH summer and ∼20→25 ms−1 day−1 in NH summer.

Since for the summer upper mesosphere the dynamical forcing is known to be

dominated by gravity waves, it is therefore most likely that here the weakening

of the meridional circulation is due to the reduced gravity wave forcing caused

by the introduction of the direct heating rates. This argument is supported by

the evidence of Figures 8.6 and 8.7 which show that in the upper summer meso-

sphere the largest decreases in gravity wave forcing occur for the hemisphere

which has the largest heating rates, i.e in the SH.

For the SH winter season the v̄∗ and w̄∗ distributions of Figure 8.3 also show

a reduction of the Heat run meridional circulation compared to the β opaque

experiment, consistent with the lower observed difference in upper mesospheric

temperatures compared to the expected values noted above. As for both sum-

mer hemispheres this weakening of the circulation in the SH winter upper meso-

sphere is most likely due to the decrease in gravity wave forcing, where from

Figure 8.7 (c) we find that gravity wave forcing in the SH winter upper meso-

sphere of the Heat run is ∼25→30 ms−1 day−1 weaker than in the β opaque run.

However in the NH winter season the meridional circulation of the Heat run

in the polar upper mesosphere is marginally stronger than that seen in the β

opaque experiment, even though there is a reduction, albeit noticeably smaller

than that for all other seasons (∼5→10 ms−1 day−1), in the gravity wave forcing
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of this region. This strengthening of the Heat run meridional circulation results

in the observed temperature increases of the NH winter upper mesosphere be-

ing marginally closer (warmer) to the expected increases due to the inclusion of

direct heating rates, when compared to the observed temperature increases seen

in the SH winter upper mesosphere. As shown in Section 8.2 resolved forcing

contributes significantly to the dynamical forcing of the NH winter mesosphere,

and from Figure 8.7 (a) we find that the resolved eastward forcing in the NH

upper mesosphere of the β opaque run, apparent at latitudes poleward of ∼65o,

has reduced by ∼5→10 ms−1 day−1 for the Heat experiment. Thus, it is plausible

that this reduction maybe responsible for the strengthening of the meridional

circulation in the NH winter upper mesosphere of the Heat run.

From Figure 8.7 (b) we find that for the Heat run the upper mesospheric zonal

mean winds have increased/decreased magnitudes either side of the location of

maximum heating rate compared to the β opaque experiment. These differences

can be seen as dipole structures in the plots of difference between wind fields

of the Heat and β Opaque runs. These dipole structures have strongest magni-

tudes where the meridional gradient of direct heating rates are also strongest,

suggesting that the changes in wind distributions are attributed to the thermal

wind balance response from changes to the meridional temperature gradient,

induced by a combination of the response to the additional heating rates and the

subsequent changes in dynamical adiabatic heating from the reduced meridional

circulation.

From Figure 8.7 (d) we find that the application of direct heating rates in the

Heat run has a detrimental impact on the temperature biases of the β opaque run

in the upper mesosphere. Here the introduction of the direct heating rates, and

the resulting weakening of the meridional circulation, results in warm biases

throughout the upper mesosphere which at polar latitudes have larger magni-

tudes than biases seen at similar regions of the β opaque run. To address this
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issue of excessive warm temperatures in the upper mesosphere of the Heat run

the Heat Trans experiment was designed, full details are given below.

8.5.2 Transparent Lid Direct Heating Rates

As noted above the application of direct heating rates in the Heat run result in

upper mesospheric temperatures which are too warm. These heating rates are

calculated using the opaque lid condition momentum and energy flux profiles.

Physically this formulation represents depositing all of the direct heating from

gravity waves which would propagate and break above the model lid into the

model domain. While this is desirable for gravity wave momentum forcing un-

der the downward control principle, it is most likely to produce direct heating

rates which are too large. Thus a second heating rate experiment was designed

to address this issue. In this experiment, which we shall refer to HeatTrans,

the momentum and energy flux profiles used to calculate the direct heating us-

ing Equation 6.41 have non-zero values at the model lid, i.e. the transparent

lid condition momentum and energy flux profiles. Physically the Heat Trans

formulation allows the direct heating rates to be calculated without including

the contribution of gravity waves which would otherwise propagate and break

above the model lid. It should be noted that while transparent profile values

are used in calculating the direct heating rates of the Heat Trans run, the gravity

wave momentum forcing is still obtained using the opaque lid condition. As for

the Heat experiment we limit our attention to the winter and summer seasons of

both hemispheres.

From Figure 8.6 we find that the gravity wave heating rates of the Heat Trans run

also have maximum magnitudes in the extra-tropics of the upper mesosphere,

however with smaller magnitudes than those of the Heat run, as expected from

the physical argument presented above. Here the maximum magnitudes, and

reductions compared to the Heat run shown in parentheses, of the Heat Trans di-

rect heating rates are ∼3.5→4.0 K day−1 (∼0.5→1.0 K day−1) in the SH winter and
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Figure 8.8: (a) Zonal mean temperature; (b) zonal mean wind; (c) zonal mean gravity

wave drag and (d) zonal mean temperature error with respect to EOS MLS for β opaque

and Heat Trans experiments averaged from the 1st to 14th of July 2008 and January 2009.

Differences, β opaque minus Heat Trans, shown for (b), (c) and (d) fields. Contour

interval is 0.5 K for gravity wave heating and 10 ms−1 for wind fields, all other contour

intervals are identical to Figure 8.4.
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∼2.0→2.5 K day−1 (∼1.0→1.5 K day−1) in the NH winter, while for the summer

season they are ∼3.5→4.5 K day−1 (∼1.0→2.0 K day−1) in the SH and ∼3.0→3.5 K

day−1 (∼0.5→1.0 K day−1) in the NH. Again, based on radiative timescale of the

upper mesosphere, it is expected that the above heating rates would likely result

in a temperature increase at extra-tropical latitudes of the upper mesosphere

of ∼15→20 K in the SH winter, ∼10→15 K in the NH winter, ∼20→25 K in the

SH summer and ∼15→20 K in the NH summer hemisphere of the Heat Trans

experiment.

Figure 8.8 details the zonal mean temperature, zonal wind, zonal gravity wave

drag and zonal temperature error for both the β opaque and Heat experiments

averaged from 1st to 14th for July 2008 and January 2009. Also shown are the

differences, β opaque minus Heat Trans fields, for the zonal mean zonal wind,

gravity wave drag and zonal temperature bias. As for the Heat run the maximum

temperature response for the Heat Trans experiment, compared to the β opaque

run, are seen at polar latitudes of the upper mesosphere with larger increases

in temperature than the expected values noted above seen in the summer and

smaller increases in winter. However, while the direct heating rates of the Heat

Trans run are lower than those of the Heat experiment, a comparison of Figures

8.7 (d) and 8.8 (d) reveals that temperatures in the polar upper mesosphere of

the Heat Trans SH winter, SH summer and NH summer seasons have increased

compared to the Heat experiment. Here difference magnitudes between the Heat

Trans and Heat runs are ∼4 K in the SH and NH summer seasons, and ∼8 K in

the SH winter season.

Temperature differences between the Heat and Heat Trans experiments would

suggest that there is a strengthening of the Heat Trans upper mesospheric mean

meridional circulation in the SH winter (increased adiabatic warming) and a

weakening in the SH summer (decreased adiabatic cooling), as confirmed by the

v̄∗ and w̄∗ distributions in Figure 8.3. Here the weakening of the upper meso-
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spheric SH summer circulation in the Heat Trans experiment compared to the

Heat run is most likely associated with the increases (∼10→15 ms−1 day−1) in

resolved eastward forcing, as detailed in Figure 8.3 (a), since for this season

the eastward gravity wave forcing of both seasons is qualitatively similar. The

strengthening of the upper mesospheric SH winter circulation in the Heat Trans

experiment compared to the Heat run is most likely associated with the ∼5→10

ms−1 day−1 increase in westward forcing of this season, as the resolved forcing

has qualitatively similar magnitudes.

The largest differences between the Heat and Heat Trans fields occur in the NH

winter stratosphere, where Heat Trans temperatures undergo a rapid increase of

∼25→30 K from the ∼10th to the ∼14th of July 2008 (not shown) in contrast to the

Heat experiment where temperatures remain approximately constant through-

out this period. Thus it appears that the Heat Trans experiment has prematurely

simulated the SSW of the NH winter, which actually occurs in the later half

of January 2009. Associated with the above stratospheric warming, compared

to the Heat run the Heat Trans experiment has increased (decreased) EP-flux

convergence (divergence) in the NH winter upper stratosphere and lower meso-

sphere, resulting in reduced eastward zonal winds for this region as found when

comparing Figures 8.7 (c) and 8.8 (c). The reduction of eastward winds in the

Heat Trans NH winter upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere compared to

the Heat run is the most likely cause of the∼5→10 ms−1 day−1 decrease in gravity

wave forcing seen in the upper mesosphere.

The results of the Heat Trans experiments highlight the sensitivity of upper

mesospheric temperatures to changes in the meridional circulation, via changes

in both small scale gravity wave and resolved forcing, induced from the addi-

tion of direct gravity wave heating rates. This is demonstrated by the fact that

even though the direct heating rates of the Heat Trans experiment are less than

those of the Heat run, changes in the meridional circulation primarily result
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in an increased non-local temperature response at polar latitudes of the upper

mesosphere. Thus as for the Heat experiment, the application of direct heating

rates in the Heat Trans run has a detrimental impact on the temperature biases

of the β opaque run in the upper mesosphere.

8.5.3 Statistical Significance of Experimental Results

To ascertain the statistical significance of the above experimental results, i.e. to

what extent experimental changes may noticeably have an impact on future op-

erational analyses, it is necessary to compare the experimental responses against

the natural internal variability of the middle atmosphere. Figure 8.9 details the

standard deviation of middle atmospheric temperatures for six years of EOS

MLS temperature data averaged over six years from 2005 to 2010 for the first 15

days of January, April, July and October.

Figure 8.9: The natural inter-annual variability (standard deviation) of middle atmo-

spheric temperatures diagnosed from EOS MLS data over six years from 2005-2010 for

the first 15 days of January, April, July and October. Contour interval is 1 K.

From Figure 8.9 we find that the largest standard deviation of middle atmo-

spheric temperatures occurs in the NH winter polar regions of the middle strato-

sphere and mesosphere. Here the large variability is most likely associated with

the large variability of Rossby wave forcing in the stratosphere during this season
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and it’s subsequent impact on filtering of vertical propagating gravity waves, as

discussed in Section 2.3.5. The standard deviation of temperatures in the NH

polar winter upper mesosphere is ∼6→10 K. Such variability in this region is

comparable in magnitude to the temperature responses seen for all experiments

detailed in Table VIII. Therefore, such results are not very significant, in a sta-

tistical sense, as the magnitude of the experimental responses are naturally seen

in the atmospheric due to it’s inherent variability. Similarly the temperature

responses in the upper mesosphere for all solstice seasons of the β experiment

and the SH winter of the control and β opaque experiments have magnitudes

close to the natural variability, where temperature standard deviations are pri-

marily below ∼2→4 K. The opposite is true for the remainder of the experiment

results, where the temperature responses in the polar regions of the upper meso-

sphere are noticeably larger than the natural variability, placing a higher degree

of statistical significance in these results.

8.5.4 Impact of Turbulent Eddy Diffusion

It is clear from both the Heat and Heat Trans experiments that employing direct

heating rates results in excessive temperatures in the upper mesosphere. It is

plausible that such inaccuracies could partly be caused by such heating rates

being too excessive, where as noted above the direct heating rates of the Heat

and Heat Trans experiments are marginally larger than previous estimates. It

is plausible that such excessive heating rates will result from the theoretical

approach applied, where as noted in Section 6.2.2 all of the energy removed

from the gravity wave field is available for dissipation to heat, while in reality

a proportion of this energy will go into increasing the potential energy of the

atmosphere [McIntyre, 1989]. However it is also plausible, and most likely, that

the excessive temperatures seen in the upper mesosphere are attributed to the

neglect of additional physical processes, i.e the impact of turbulent eddy diffu-

sion.
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As noted in Section 6.2.1, along with the dissipative heating associated with

the turbulence generated from gravity wave breaking, there exists small scale

mixing and transport of heat, mass and momentum commonly known as eddy

diffusion. Eddy diffusion of momentum (Reynolds stress) is related to the eddy

thermal diffusion (heat flux) via the Prandtl number, which is defined as the

momentum eddy diffusion coefficient dived by the thermal eddy diffusion coef-

ficient. Currently the Prandtl number associated with gravity wave breaking is

poorly defined, however previous studies suggest that it is highly variable and

in the mesosphere has a value greater than unity [Huang and Smith, 1991, Strobel

et al., 1985]. The heat flux associated with the turbulence generated from gravity

wave breaking can act to both cool and heat the atmosphere, depending on the

background temperature and the vertical structure of the eddy heat diffusion

coefficient [Huang and Smith, 1991].

The majority of previous modelling studies that have included direct heating

rates form gravity wave breaking generally also include the effects of eddy

diffusion, both thermal and momentum. The study of Fomichev et al. [2002]

included the direct heating rates and eddy diffusion coefficients calculated from

a corrected version of the Hines Doppler spread parameterization (DSP) gravity

wave scheme [Hines, 1999]. The results of this study show that thermal eddy

diffusion acts to heat (under ∼0.5 K day−1) the atmosphere in the extra-tropics of

the lower mesosphere, while cooling (∼1→5 K day−1) occurs in the extra-tropics

of the upper mesosphere. Here the net effect of eddy diffusion and direct heating

results in heating and cooling of ∼0.5→1.0 K day−1 respectively in the summer

and winter seasons approaching 0.01 hPa. However as noted in Fomichev et al.

[2002] a Prandtl number of 3 is required to produce cooling rates from eddy heat

diffusion which result in realistic temperatures in the upper mesosphere.

While the above study of Fomichev et al. [2002] applied direct heating rates

and eddy heat diffusion, the earlier study of Huang and Smith [1991] using the
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Lindzen [1981] gravity wave scheme also included an additional thermal term

involving the wave heat flux convergence, associated with the limitation of the

gravity wave vertical amplitudes when undergoing breaking. The contribution

from this wave heat flux convergence is always negative (cooling) and as shown

by Schoeberl et al. [1983] has magnitudes which are approximately equal to half

the eddy heat diffusion. Under solstice conditions Figure 9 of Huang and Smith

[1991] shows that eddy heat diffusion produces heating of ∼2 K day−1 above the

stratopause and cooling of ∼10→15 K day−1 approaching ∼0.01 hPa. The cooling

from wave heat flux convergence has maximum magnitudes of ∼6→8 K day−1

approaching ∼0.05 hPa. The net thermal flux from combining the eddy heat

diffusion and wave heat flux convergence is always negative (cooling) [Coy and

Fritts, 1988], and here dominates over the direct heating rates from turbulent

dissipation which have magnitudes of ∼2→4 K day−1 approaching ∼0.01 hPa.

However this dominant net cooling reverses to net heating for large Prandtl

numbers, where both the eddy heat diffusion and wave heat flux convergence

terms tend to zero. The study of Huang and Smith [1991] predicts the reversal of

net cooling to net heating occurs at a Prandtl number of 10, while the previous

study of Strobel et al. [1985] predicts a lower value of 6. It should be noted that

the magnitudes of the above heating and cooling rates in both the Fomichev et al.

[2002] and Huang and Smith [1991] studies have large uncertainties, since as in

all gravity wave schemes they involve several free parameters which to some

extent are arbitrarily set.

As for the Heat and Heat Trans experiments described above, including the

direct thermal effects of gravity wave breaking in the study of Huang and Smith

[1991] impacts the strength of the mean meridional circulation in the upper

mesosphere. Here the net thermal cooling acts to increase the meridional veloc-

ities in the upper mesosphere. This result is consistent, however with reversed

sign, with the results of the Heat and Heat Trans experiments where the net

heating primarily acts to reduce the residual circulation. As noted in Huang
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and Smith [1991] the impact on the mean meridional circulation is highly de-

pendent on the structure of radiative and wave induced heating/cooling. Thus

different input values of free parameters in the gravity wave scheme can lead to

a strengthening or weakening of the circulation. Furthermore, they noted that

the direct thermal impact of wave breaking on the circulation is negligible when

Prandtl numbers are larger than 10. The results of Huang and Smith [1991] high-

light the importance of understanding gravity wave processes in understanding

the mesospheric circulation, where depending on the choice of Prandtl number

(which is still open to debate) gravity wave breaking maybe the dominant con-

tribution to the thermal as well as the momentum budget. Thus it is apparent

when employing direct heating associated with gravity wave breaking, to accu-

rately represent the upper mesospheric circulation it is necessary (dependent on

Prandtl number) to include the impacts of eddy diffusion.

8.6 Summary

This chapter has detailed the results from numerous UM experiments designed

to improve the operational L70 analyses, specifically the temperature biases of

the extra-tropical upper mesosphere associated with an insufficient mean merid-

ional circulation, which is primarily driven by small scale gravity wave forcing.

The 85 level configuration of the UM was chosen as the increased vertical resolu-

tion has been shown to reduce stratospheric biases for free running integrations

over ∼10→15 days. The results from all experiments were averaged over a two

week period following one month of spin up integration.

Following the spin up time of one month the control run temperature biases had

evolved from those seen in the initial ECMWF conditions, and for the upper

stratosphere and lower mesosphere were found to be qualitatively similar to

those of the L70 analyses for all seasons. This agreement would place additional

confidence in the hypothesis that biases in these regions are due to the radiative

deficiencies detailed in Chapter 4. However under solstice conditions in the
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Experiment
Gravity Wave Forcing (ms−1 day−1) Temperature Bias (K)

SH (W) SH (S) NH (W) NH (S) SH (W) SH (S) NH (W) NH (S)

Control -60→-65 30→35 -25→-30 30→35 10→14 2→2 6→6 18→22

β -70→-80 35→45 -40→-50 35→45 14→18 2→6 10→2 14→18

Control

Opaque
-70→-80 35→40 -40→-50 35→40 14→18 8→12 10→2 10→14

β Opaque -75→-85 45→55 -30→40 45→50 14→18 16→20 10→2 4→8

Heat -50→-55 25→35 -30→-35 25→35 16→24 24→28 6→10 28→36

Heat Trans -55→-65 25→35 -20→25 25→35 24→28 28→32 10→14 28→36

Table VIII: Summary of all UM experiments, see text for details.

extra-tropical upper mesosphere there were noticeable differences between the

control run and L70 analyses temperature biases. Here temperature biases in

control run NH summer, NH winter, SH summer and SH winter, were respec-

tively ∼40 K colder, ∼6 K colder, ∼50 K colder and ∼25 K warmer than those

seen in the L70 analyses. In the SH winter the differences in temperature biases

are most likely associated with an increase of the seasonal westward gravity

wave forcing due to unconstrained stratospheric fields. In the NH winter the

differences in temperature biases are most likely due to the large inter-annual

variability of this season, due to strong Rossby wave activity. Here it is possible

that the difference in vertical resolutions between the L70 and L85 configurations

may have an impact. For both summer hemispheres the differences in tempera-

ture biases are most likely attributed to the inter-hemispheric coupling between

the upper mesospheric winter and summer hemispheres, where increased forc-
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ing seen in the control run winter hemisphere could possibly result in cooling in

the opposing summer hemisphere, and potential differences in radiative errors

approaching the model lids due to differences in vertical resolution.

Table VIII details the maximum values of gravity wave forcing and temperature

biases seen in the extra-tropical upper mesosphere for all experiments discussed

above. The results are shown for both the winter and summer seasons of each

hemisphere. Here we limit are attention to the solstice months since they show

the largest differences in gravity wave forcing and temperature response.

As expected by the off-line sensitivity studies in Section 7.5, an increase of the

free parameter β in the USSP scheme (β run) results in increased gravity wave

forcing and hence increased (decreased) adiabatic warming (cooling) in the win-

ter (summer) polar upper mesosphere, through a strengthened mean meridional

circulation. For the control opaque experiment the increases in gravity wave

forcing are similar to those of the β run, however larger increases occur closer to

the model lid. This results in an increased temperature response, compared to

the β run, most noticeable in the summer hemisphere. This increased response

highlights the importance and impact of applying the opaque lid condition and

conserving momentum throughout the model domain. The largest increase in

gravity wave forcing is seen in the β opaque experiment, resulting in the largest

temperature response. This response is most prominent in the summer hemi-

spheres where decreases of ∼14→22 K occur in the SH and ∼10→18 K in the NH.

In should be noted that for all experiments using an opaque lid there were no

issues of numerical instability due to depositing the remaining momentum flux

at the model lid. In general the β, control opaque and β opaque experiments

have a positive impact on the warm temperature biases in both summer hemi-

spheres of the control run, thus it is expected a similar response would also be

seen in the summer hemispheres of the operational L70 analyses. In the winter

hemisphere the above experiments have a small negative impact (increase) of the
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warm biases seen in the control, however a positive impact would be expected

in the L70 analyses which unlike the control run show cold biases for this season

in the polar upper mesosphere.

While the above experiments show a positive impact, the results of the Heat

and Heat Trans experiment show a large negative impact. Here the turbulent

dissipation direct heating rates have magnitudes which are comparable to previ-

ous estimates. However their introduction results in excessive temperatures at

polar latitudes of all seasons in the upper mesosphere compared to the β opaque

run. While it is expected that this increase of temperature would have a small

positive effect in both polar winter hemispheres of the L70 analyses, there would

also be a large negative impact in both summer polar mesospheres which as

detailed in Section 4.6.3 already contains significant warm biases. This nega-

tive impact in the polar upper mesosphere is also strengthened by the alteration

in the strength of the mean meridional circulation, seen when the direct heat

rates are applied. Such an alteration is consistent with previous studies and

highlights that cooling in the upper mesosphere from eddy diffusion should be

accounted for to obtain an accurate representation of the mesospheric circulation

and temperature structure.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Conclusions

This thesis has been concerned with the evaluation and improvement of biases

in the daily analyses of the stratospheric assimilated data set. These analyses

are created using the global middle atmospheric configuration of the Met Of-

fice UM. The initial evaluation of temperature biases was performed by direct

validation against independent satellite temperature profiles from the UARS

MLS, EOS MLS and SABER experiments. Due to insufficient independent wind

observations in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere, biases in the analyses

wind fields were evaluated indirectly via comparison with the SPARC climatol-

ogy. Based on the results of the temperature validation, individual systematic

biases were attributed to specific aspects of the operational system. The first

daily temperature and wind analyses from the stratospheric assimilated data set

were produced in October 1991, since then numerous changes have been made

to the operational system. Recently the most significant change was the vertical

extension of the UM from 0.1 hPa to 0.01 hPa, in November 2009, resulting in

an increase of the number of model vertical levels. The temperature validation

results were separated into three distinct groups decided by the importance of

changes to the operational system and satellite data coverage. Each group was

classified via the number of vertical levels used in the UM for the selected peri-
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ods; L42 for analyses from January 1992 to December 1994, L50 for analyses from

January 2005 to October 2009 and L70 for analyses November 2009 to September

2010. The validation results for all periods were presented as monthly zonal

means.

9.1.1 L50 Validation

The validation results for the L50 analyses against EOS MLS and SABER data

showed that above ∼1.0 hPa, the difference between the validation results and

the known biases of each data set are generally smaller than the analyses biases.

Thus we can confidently state that the analyses biases are predominantly due

to inaccuracies of the analyses fields, and not biases in the observational data.

Note that the differences between the EOS MLS and SABER temperatures were

consistent with the previous results of Schwartz et al. [2007]. For the L50 anal-

yses discussion of the temperature biases is further separated into periods pre

and post March 2006. This comparison was made due to the large number of

changes made to the system at this date including an increase of horizontal res-

olution, introduction of 4D-var assimilation and correction to the bugged AIRS

assimilation code.

The largest biases seen in the L50 analyses occur at the upper most levels above

∼0.3 hPa. Here there is a large cold bias of ∼30→40 K seen in the winter polar

regions of both hemispheres for months post March 2006, while slightly larger

magnitudes are seen during winter months pre March 2006. Such large cold

biases are not apparent at polar latitudes of the equinox seasons, where cold bi-

ases have magnitudes of ∼15 K. The seasonal evolution of the above cold biases

would strongly suggest that the mean meridional circulation, primarily driven

by small scale gravity wave forcing for this region, is underestimated in the L50

analyses resulting in insufficient adiabatic warming at the winter pole.

With large cold biases in the polar winter lower mesosphere, one would ex-
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pect by mass conservation to see larger warm biases in the opposing summer

polar regions, however, as detailed in Section 4.3.1 there are small magnitude

cold biases in the polar summer lower mesosphere of the L50 analyses. Thus,

suggesting that the biases in this region result from misrepresenting the mean

meridional circulation combined with an additional source of error. Based on

the previous studies of Jackson et al. [2008], Mathison et al. [2007] this additional

source of error is most likely attributed to the currently operational ozone cli-

matology of Li and Shine [1995]. Here the ozone climatology has been shown to

produce insufficient radiative heating in the lower mesosphere, consistent with

the latitude independent cold bias signal seen above ∼0.3 hPa for all months of

the L50 analyses.

Accounting for the cold biases arising from the ozone climatology would hy-

pothetically result in a warm bias in the summer polar upper mesosphere, thus

is consistent with the evidence presented for insufficient gravity wave forcing

in the L50 analyses. The deficiencies in gravity wave forcing of the L50 model

are likely to be intensified by using the transparent lid condition in the USSP

gravity scheme, where by allowing the remaining momentum flux to propagate

out of the model domain where through the downward control principle the

mean meridional circulation at the model lid has no knowledge of the wave

forcing above. Comparison with the SPARC climatology reveals that the zonal

mean zonal winds of the L50 analyses under solstice conditions are too strong in

the lower mesosphere and have insufficient vertical shear when approaching the

model lid. This result is consistent with the temperature validation results, where

the excessive wind magnitudes would suggest gravity wave forcing, which acts

to reduce the zonal flow at these altitudes, is too weak in the L50 analyses. Simi-

lar arguments and results for the solstice months also apply for temperature and

wind biases seen in the polar latitudes of L50 equinox months above ∼0.3 hPa.

For tropical latitudes of the L50 analyses above ∼0.3 hPa there is also a consistent

cold bias, however magnitudes of ∼22→30 K seen for months pre March 2006
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are considerably larger than magnitudes of ∼14 K seen for months post March

2006. The decrease of this tropical bias has been attributed to the correction of

the bugged AIRS assimilation code.

The cold biases of the L50 analyses are accompanied by a warm bias directly

below from ∼2.0→0.3 hPa over various latitudes. This warm bias signal is

stronger for months post March 2006 with maximum magnitudes of ∼14 K and

a latitude independent bias signal of ∼2→10 K. The latitude independent nature

of this warm bias would strongly suggest that it is associated with inaccuracies

of the radiation scheme, and is most likely associated with the spectral files used

by the operational Edwards-Slingo radiation scheme. Based on previous studies

Jackson et al. [2001], Thelen [2006] it is apparent that the spectral files used in

the operational model produce heating rates between ∼2→0.4 hPa which are

too large by ∼1→2 K day−1. Primarily, reasons for this bias are most likely the

solar irradiance values of the Kurucz and Bell [1995] solar spectrum produc-

ing excessive ozone heating and an underestimation of the radiative cooling by

H2O. With the radiative time scale of the atmosphere between ∼2→0.4 hPa being

∼5→7 days, the above heating rate errors would produce the observed warm

bias in the L50 analyses. Note that approaching ∼0.4 hPa warm biases decrease

in magnitude, most likely due to the impact of the cold bias associated with the

Li and Shine ozone climatology noted above.

Here we have addressed thesis questions (1) and (2) from Chapter 1 for the

L50 analyses, namely, are there are any systematic biases in the temperature

fields of the stratospheric assimilated data set?, and,through their magnitude,

sign, location and seasonal evolution can we attribute these systematic biases

to specific aspects of the operational system?
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9.1.2 L70 Validation

The validation results for the L70 analyses showed, as for the L50 analyses,

the L70 analyses also have a latitude independent warm bias signal in the upper

stratosphere and lower mesosphere accompanied by a latitude independent cold

bias signal directly above. The magnitude and location of these L70 biases are

similar to those seen in the L50 analyses, placing addition confidence that such

biases are caused by the spectral files and ozone climatology which remain the

same for both configurations.

The major difference between the L70 and L50 analyses occurs in the lower

mesosphere polar winter, where they is a large decrease in the cold bias of

this region. Such a reduction is expected by the increased vertical domain of

the L70 model better representing the mean meridional circulation of the lower

mesosphere, through increased knowledge of the wave forcing above under the

downward control argument of Haynes et al. [1991]. The reduction of this lower

mesosphere winter polar bias shows the positive impact of increasing the model

lid. However, the results of Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show that strong biases now ex-

ist in the upper mesosphere approaching the L70 model lid. Here there is a large

warm bias of ∼60→70 K in the upper mesosphere summer polar latitudes. As

for the cold biases of the L50 lower mesosphere winter polar regions, this strong

warm bias shows a clear seasonal cycle which is not as apparent for equinox

months. This seasonal cycle in upper mesospheric summer polar temperature

biases would suggest that the gravity wave forcing in the L70 analyses is under-

estimated.

This insufficient gravity wave forcing is again likely to be compounded by the

choice of a transparent lid for the USSP gravity wave scheme, and the non-

physical boundary condition of w (set to zero) at the L70 model lid. Again

though mass conservation one would expect to see large magnitude cold bi-

ases in the opposing upper mesosphere winter polar regions of the L70 analyses,
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however only cold biases of∼15 K occur. Thus it is likely that biases approaching

the model L70 model lid are due to a combination of insufficient gravity wave

forcing and a latitude independent warm bias, most likely attributed to inaccu-

racies of the radiation scheme (since the impact of ozone heating has a relatively

small contribution to the thermodynamic budget approaching 0.01 hPa). Likely

reasons for this warm bias approaching the L70 lid are the inaccuracy of the

spectral files at this altitude, which were originally optimised for tropospheric

conditions and the fact that the operational radiation scheme does not account

for the breakdown of LTE, which as shown by the modelling results of [Coy,

2010] can lead to a warm bias of ∼15→25 K across all latitudes.

Here we have addressed thesis questions (1) and (2) from Chapter 1 for the

L70 analyses, and also question (3), namely, what is the impact of extending the

model lid on the temperature biases, and what do the similarities/differences

between the two models tell us?

9.1.3 Off-line Studies

As model fields of gravity wave drag are not archived for the stratospheric as-

similated data set, estimates of gravity wave drag in the operational model were

obtained by applying the USSP scheme, full details given in Chapter 6, ”off-line”

to the temperature and wind fields of both the L50 and L70 analyses. The largest

source of error for these off-line fields was expected to arise from the difference

in altitudes of the initial launch spectrum, as detailed in Section 7.1. Here the

magnitude of such error for both the L50 and L70 off-line results was shown

to be generally less than 10%, with the L50 results most likely underestimating

(overestimating) westward (eastward) forcing and the L70 results most likely

overestimating (underestimating) eastward (westward) forcing.

Gravity wave forcing approaching the model lid of the L50 analyses was shown

to have maximum magnitudes of∼12.5→17.5 ms−1 day−1 for both summer hemi-
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sphere seasons. In the NH winter season maximum forcing magnitudes are also

∼12.5→17.5 ms−1 day−1, while the SH winter season has larger magnitudes of

∼17.5→22.5 ms−1 day−1. Such magnitudes of forcing are weaker, or at the lower

limit, of previous estimates discussed in Section 7.3.3.

Gravity wave forcing approaching the model lid of the L70 analyses was shown

to have maximum magnitudes of ∼35→40 ms−1 day−1 for both summer hemi-

sphere seasons. The SH winter season has larger maximum forcing magnitudes

of ∼50→55 ms−1 day−1 approaching the model lid, while the NH winter season

has larger magnitudes of ∼60→65 ms−1 day−1. However, here the forcing mag-

nitudes of the NH winter are likely to be unrealistic of the L70 analyses due to

the uncharacteristic cold polar vortex in the lower mesosphere of this season, as

discussed in Section 4.5. Such magnitudes of forcing are weaker, or at the lower

limit, of previous estimates discussed in Section 7.3.3. Thus the off-line studies

using the L50 and L70 analyses both support the argument that gravity wave

forcing of the mesosphere is insufficient.

Off-line studies were also used to asses the sensitivity of the gravity wave forcing

produced by the USSP when perturbing free parameters of the scheme. Based

on observational and theoretical constraints the parameters β and s were chosen

for such sensitivity studies. It was found, compared to standard values detailed

in Table 6.1.7, that using β=0.14 increased the forcing by ∼12→16 ms−1 day−1

in the winter upper mesosphere and ∼8→12 ms−1 day−1 in the summer upper

mesosphere. The sensitivity to perturbed values of s was smaller than the above

values for β, where using a large perturbation of s=0.6 increased the forcing by

∼6→8 ms−1 day−1 in both the summer and winter seasons.

In addition to the above momentum forcing studies, off-line studies of the direct

heating rates due to gravity wave breaking were also performed using standard

values of the free parameters in the USSP scheme. Full details of the formulation
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and theoretical approach used in calculation of such heating rates was given in

Section 6.2. When applied to the L70 analyses fields for June 2010 maximum di-

rect heating rates of ∼4→4.5 K day−1 occurred in the SH winter and ∼7.5→8.0 K

day−1 in the NH summer approaching the model lid. While these winter season

heating rates are consistent with previous studies and observational estimates

[Fomichev et al., 2002, Huang and Smith, 1991, Becker, 2004], summer value are

noticeably larger by ∼2∼2.5 K day−1. This difference is most likely attributed to

the incorrect vertical wind shear of the summer season zonal mean winds, which

act to increase the heating rate magnitudes through the residual work term of

equation (6.41), thus highlighting the influence that biased wind fields have on

the magnitude of heating rates obtained using the USSP formulation. As for

the momentum forcing, the sensitivity of direct heating rates to perturbed free

parameters in the USSP scheme was also investigated. Here the largest sensitiv-

ity was again found when perturbing the free parameter β, where using β=0.14

results in an increase of ∼1.2 K day−1 in both winter and summer hemispheres.

9.1.4 UM Experiments

The remainder of this thesis concentrated on reducing the temperature biases as-

sociated with the insufficient mean meridional circulation of the mesosphere, via

improvement of the currently operational USSP gravity wave scheme. Improve-

ments to the USSP scheme were investigated via tuning of the free parameters

in the scheme and the inclusion of additional physical processes associated with

gravity wave breaking, i.e. the direct heating due to turbulent dissipation. Also

investigated were the impacts on the gravity wave forcing from conserving mo-

mentum throughout the model domain, via imposing the opaque lid condition

of the USSP scheme. To asses the impact of these three changes to the system,

experimental integrations were performed on a free running 85 level configura-

tion of the UM.

Concerning the USSP tuning experiment (referred to as the β run), based on
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previous modelling studies it was decided that an increase of ∼10 ms−1 day−1

would provide a significant strengthening of the mean meridional circulation,

while providing gravity wave forcing magnitudes which were physically reason-

able. From the results of the sensitivity experiments the parameter βwas chosen

as it demonstrated the required increase in forcing for the smallest perturbation

from the standard USSP values, with a value of β=0.14 well within observational

constraints. The opposite was true of the parameter s which required a larger

perturbation to produce the required forcing, and is the least constrained of the

USSP schemes free parameters. Experimental results for the tuning experiment

were averaged over a two week period, following a spin up time of one month,

for all four seasons and then compared to a control case using the standard pa-

rameter values of the USSP scheme. It was found that the largest increases in

forcing occurred for solstice seasons, as expected since larger drag values are

seen in these months and the parameter β scales the amount of drag produced

by the USSP scheme. For the β run the increased forcing results in increased

temperatures of the winter polar upper mesosphere by ∼2→6 K, and decreased

temperatures of the summer polar upper mesosphere by ∼2→10 K. From these

results it is expected that increasing the value of β will thus have a positive im-

pact on the temperature biases of L70 analyses in the winter and summer polar

upper mesosphere.

Both the control and β experiments were repeated using the opaque, instead

of transparent, lid condition in the USSP scheme (referred to as control opaque

and β opaque). Here we restrict our attention to the solstice seasons. For both

runs applying the opaque lid produced more gravity wave forcing than the

experiment without, as expected by Figure 7.4 which shows that there is signifi-

cant amounts of momentum flux remaining at the L70 model lid. For the control

opaque run the increased forcing is comparable in magnitude to that seen for

the β run, however since the additional forcing is located closer to the model lid

resulting in an increased temperature response at polar latitudes, most notice-
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able in the summer hemisphere. Here the control opaque run has increased the

temperatures of the winter polar upper mesosphere by ∼2→6 K, and decreased

the temperatures of the summer polar upper mesosphere by∼6→14 K. Applying

the opaque lid condition in the β run results in the largest increase in gravity

wave forcing, compared to the control case, and thus the largest temperature

response at polar latitudes. Here the β opaque run has increased temperatures

of the winter polar upper mesosphere by ∼2→6 K, and decreased temperatures

of the summer polar upper mesosphere by ∼10→22 K. The fact the temperature

response of the control opaque run is larger than that seen for the β run highlights

the importance of conserving momentum throughout the model domain. Thus,

it is expected that applying the opaque lid condition in the operational model

will have a positive impact on the temperature biases seen in the upper meso-

sphere of the L70 analyses. It should also be noted that employing the opaque

lid condition in the above experiments did not result in any numerical instability

as noted in the previous study of Scaife et al. [2002] which used a configuration

of the UM with a lower lid of 0.1 hPa.

In addition to the experiments detailed above, the impact of applying direct

heating rates due to turbulent dissipation was also investigated. In the free run-

ning UM experiments two formulations of the direct heating rates were used.

The first (referred to as Heat) used the opaque values of momentum flux in the

heating rate calculations, while the second (referred to as Heat Trans) used the

transparent momentum flux values. For both experiments the value of β=0.14

is used and the opaque lid condition is used for the momentum forcing from

gravity wave breaking. As for the control opaque and β opaque experiments we

restrict our attention to the solstice seasons. Compared to the β opaque experi-

ment, both heating rate experiments show a large increase in upper mesospheric

temperatures. However this increase in temperature is primarily seen at po-

lar latitudes of the upper mesosphere and is noticeably larger for the summer

hemisphere compared to the winter. This difference in increased temperatures
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is larger than would be expected by the difference between summer and winter

heating rates shown in Figure 8.6, and is a direct consequence of the change in

strength of the mean meridional circulation seen when the direct heating rates

are employed. It is therefore expected that applying the direct heating rates in

either of the formulations presented above would have a negative impact on the

L70 analyses, which as stated above already show strong warm biases approach-

ing the model lid. Here the inclusion of the turbulent dissipation rates would

most likely have a negative impact since they imply that gravity wave breaking

always results in heating of the upper mesosphere. However, previous studies

[Fomichev et al., 2002, Huang and Smith, 1991] have shown that the impact of

eddy diffusion primarily results in a cooling of the upper mesosphere which

dominates over the magnitudes of direct heating due to turbulent dissipation.

Thus the neglect of this dominant eddy diffusion term is the most probable rea-

son why applying just the contribution from turbulent dissipation would result

in a negative impact on the upper mesospheric temperature biases of the L70

analyses. The negative impact of applying just the turbulent dissipation heating

rate term, i.e. not including eddy diffusion, is compounded by the resulting

change in the mean meridional circulation. Where as shown by the Heat and

Heat Trans experiments, heating of the upper mesosphere primarily results in a

weakening of the mean meridional circulation, compared to the β opaque exper-

iment, and associated adiabatic warming (cooling) at the winter (summer) poles.

The results of the UM experiments, and those of the off-line studies detailed

above, have addressed thesis questions (4) and (5) from Chapter 1, namely,

through the tuning of operational parameterizations is it possible to alleviate

previously defined systematic temperature biases, and, what is the impact of

applying previously neglected physical processes on the current temperature

biases?
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9.2 Operational Considerations and Further Work

Based on the evidence presented in this thesis we recommend the following

changes, and further work, to improve the representation of the upper strato-

sphere and mesosphere in the operational L70 analyses. Note that we also advise

these improvements should be made sequentially in the order they are presented.

1. The radiative issues should be addressed. In the upper mesosphere this

includes treatment of the breakdown of LTE and improvement of the spec-

tral files used in the Edward-Slingo scheme. In the lower mesosphere

this would again include improvement of the spectral files and replacing

the currently operational Li and Shine ozone climatology, either through a

more updated climatology (preferably one that includes a diurnal cycle) or

through the real time assimilation of ozone data. Based on the relaxational

nature of diabatic heating which acts like a spring to resist against dynam-

ically forced adiabatic heating/cooling [Fels, 1985], it is logical to address

these radiative issues first as by tuning the USSP we could just be compen-

sating for diabatic heating biases. Furthermore addressing radiative biases

in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere would result in reduced

wind biases, through the adjustment of thermal wind balance, resulting in

a more realistic filtering of the USSP gravity wave spectrum which again

could be over compensated by incorrect tuning of the scheme.

2. The opaque lid condition in the USSP should be used, instead of the cur-

rently operational transparent condition. Both opaque lid experiments

showed significant increases in gravity wave forcing and a positive tem-

perature response at polar latitude in the upper mesosphere. Furthermore,

conserving momentum is theoretically preferred [Shepherd and Shaw,

2004] and no issues of numerical instability were found for any of the

experimental integrations.

3. Gravity wave direct heating rates due to turbulent dissipation should be

included into the USSP scheme. However the contributions from eddy
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diffusion should first be added to the scheme. Ideally this include contri-

butions from both heat and momentum eddy diffusion, however the rela-

tive impact of these terms is dependent on the choice of Prandtl number

which is still open to debate. If a relatively low Prandtl number is chosen

then it is recommend that the impacts of eddy heat diffusion should be

implemented first. Since the impacts of applying direct heating due to

gravity wave breaking have been shown to strongly impact the strength of

the mesospheric circulation, again it maybe counter productive to tune the

gravity wave scheme until these operational changes have been made to

the system.

4. Finally, once the above changes have been implement the gravity wave

scheme could be tuned to improve any remaining biases. Ideally the tuning

of the gravity wave scheme should be conducted within the fully opera-

tional system, i.e. with the inclusion of data assimilation, since, as shown

by the free running UM experiments, the values of gravity wave forcing

produced by the USSP scheme are sensitive to the biases in the zonal wind

distribution which occur due to unconstrained stratospheric fields.

Here we have addressed thesis question number (6) from Chapter 1, from what

we have found above, what is the further logical approach to reduce opera-

tional temperature biases?

Recent research involving using the middle atmospheric configuration of the

UM [Shutts, 2010] has shown that the current operational model horizontal res-

olution, zonal and meridional grid spacing of ∼40 km at mid-latitudes, is able

to explicitly resolve a substantial proportion of the gravity wave spectrum in

the middle atmosphere. However the currently operational vertical resolution is

most likely insufficient to resolve gravity waves which have intrinsic frequencies

close to the inertial frequency and vertical wavelengths less than ∼2 km. For the

currently operational time-step of 15 minutes used in the UM resolved gravity

wave motion is strongly damped, via off-centring (time weights) used in the
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semi-implicit time integration. The technique used by Shutts [2010] determines

the characteristics of resolved gravity wave motion in the UM by subtracting

forecasts produced with the operation time-step of 15 minutes from those with a

shorter time-step of 2 minutes, where there is significant resolved gravity wave

motion. Such studies could then be used to isolate gravity wave motions and

determine wave characteristics to improve calibration of the free parameters of

the USSP scheme. Also knowledge of the wavenumber-frequency spectra for

selected regions allow the determination of non-orographic gravity forcing func-

tions, which could be used to incorporate details of gravity wave sources into the

USSP scheme. In addition this development of the USSP scheme, the above tech-

nique could also be used to ensure that the USSP scheme is not ”double counting”

the gravity wave forcing that has already been resolved in the operational model.

Evidence from the UM experiments also highlights the need for further research

and understanding of the mean meridional circulation response to dynamical

forcing of the mesosphere. The control run EP-Flux divergence distributions,

shown in Figure 8.3, have been shown to be sensitive to changes in the grav-

ity wave forcing applied in the β, control opaque and β opaque experiments.

Further understanding of the conditions and mechanisms which generate plane-

tary waves in the upper mesosphere and the large scale wave-wave interactions

which exist between planetary (also tidal) and gravity waves is needed. Such

interactions are highly sensitive to the relative phase speeds of gravity wave

dissipation and large scale wind shear, and advances in this field would lead to

a better understanding of the mean meridional circulation response to changes

(coupled) in gravity and resolved forcing of the upper mesosphere. The response

of the mean meridional circulation seen in the Heat and Heat Trans experiments

also highlights the need to better understand the interplay, and competition,

of the non-linear processes which control gravity wave dissipation (including

turbulent generation) and their sensitivity to the atmospheric background state.

Further advances in the above areas would hopefully result in parameterisa-
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tions involving a more explicit treatment of the mechanism governing gravity

wave propagation, dissipation and turbulent generation, thus improving the

knowledge of the mean meridional circulation response to wave forcing and the

non-local temperature response seen in modern GCM’s such as the Met Office

UM.
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Appendix A

USSP Momentum Flux Profile

A.1 Derivation of momentum flux at zk

Below is a derviation of the momentum flux profile at altitude zk for each of

the chop types detailed in Table VI. Details of how the individual chop types

intersect the launch momentum flux spectrum are also given.

A.1.1 Chop Type 0

Here there are no intersect points and the launch momentum flux spectrum is

conservatively propagated to zk unaffected. Occurs when A/B ≥ 0 and B[1 +

A/B]t−2 ≥ 1.

ρkFpktot = ρk−1Fp(k−1)tot (A.1)

A.1.2 Chop Type I

There is one intersect point mNlY in the high wavenumber part of the spectrum.

Occurs when A/B < 0 and B[1+A/B]t−2 ≥ 1. Using (6.22) the total momentum flux

at zk in each ϕ j direction is expressed as a fraction of the total launch momentum

flux.

ρkFpktot = ρlFpltot

[
1 − A0

(∫ ∞

mlY

mt−1
∗

mt dm −
ρk

ρl

CSk

Cl0

∫ ∞

mkY

mt−1
∗

mt dm
)]
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= ρlFpltot

1 − A0

[ 1
1 − t

(m∗
m

)t−1
]∞

mlY

− B
(Nk

Nl

)t−1 [ 1
1 − t

(m∗
m

)t−1
]∞

mkY


= ρlFpltot

[
1 +

A0

1 − t

(( m∗
mlY

)t−1

− B
( Nk m∗
Nl mkY

)t−1)]
(A.2)

Noticing that,

Nk m∗
Nl mkY

=
Nk mlY

Nl mkY
· m∗

mlY

=
Nl −mlY(Uk −Ul)

Nl
· m∗

mlY

=
(
1 +

mlY

m∗
· A

B

) m∗
mlY

(A.3)

Substitution of (A.3) into (A.2) results in the following expression.

ρkFpktot = ρlFpltot

[
1 +

A0

1 − t

( m∗
mlY

)t−1
(
1 − B

(
1 +

A
B

mNlY

)t−1)]
(A.4)

Rearranging (6.33) we have.

B
[
1 +

A
B

mNlY

]t−2

= 1

[
1 +

A
B

mNlY

]t−1

·
[
1 +

A
B

mNlY

]−1

=
1
B

B
[
1 +

A
B

mNlY

]t−1

=
[
1 +

A
B

mNlY

]

Which after substitution into (A.4) leads to the following expression.

ρkFpktot = ρlFpltot

[
1 +

A0

1 − t
m1−t

NlY

(
1 −

(
1 +

A
B

mNlY

))]

ρkFpktot = ρlFpltot

[
1 +

A0

t − 1
A
B

m2−t
NlY

]
(A.5)
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A.1.3 Chop Type II

There is one intersect mNlX in the low wavenumber part of the spectrum. Occurs

when A/B ≤ 0 and B[1 + A/B]t−2 < 1. Using (6.22) we obtain the following

expression for the total momentum flux at zk in each ϕ j direction.

ρkFpktot = ρlFpltotA0

[∫ mlX

mlmin

ms

ms+1
∗

dm +
ρk

ρl

CSk

Cl0

∫ ∞

mkX

mt−1
∗

mt dm
]

= ρlFpltotA0

[
1

s + 1

((mlX

m∗

)s+1

−
(mlmin

m∗

)s+1
)
−
ρk

ρl

CSk

Cl0

1
1 − t

( m∗
mkX

)t−1
]

= ρlFpltotA0

[
1

s + 1

(
ms+1

NlX −ms+1
Nlmin

)
− B

1 − t

[ Nk m∗
Nl mkX

]t−1]
. (A.6)

Again noticing that,

Nk m∗
Nl mkX

=
(
1 +

mlX

m∗
· A

B

) m∗
mlX
. (A.7)

Substitution of (A.7) into (A.6) we obtain the following expression.

ρkFpktot = ρlFpltotA0

[
1

s + 1

(
ms+1

NlX −ms+1
Nlmin

)
− 1

1 − t
· B

(
1 +

A
B
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)t−1 ( m∗
mlX

)t−1
]

(A.8)

Rearranging (6.33) we have.
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B
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1 +

A
B

mNlX

]−1

=
ms+t

NlX

B

B
[
1 +

A
B

mNlX

]t−1

= ms+t
NlX

[
1 +

A
B

mNlX

]
(A.9)
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Which when substituted into (A.8) leads to the following expression.

ρkFpktot = ρlFpltotA0

[ 1
s + 1

(
ms+1

NlX −ms+1
Nlmin

)
−m1−t

NlX
1

1 − t
ms+t

NlX

(
1 +

A
B

mNlX

)]

= ρlFpltotA0

[ 1
s + 1

(
ms+1

NlX −ms+1
Nlmin

)
− 1

1 − t
ms+1

NlX

(
1 +

A
B

mNlX

)]

= ρlFpltotA0

[( 1
s + 1

− 1
1 − t

− 1
1 − t

A
B

mNlX

)
ms+1

NLX −
1

s + 1
ms+1

Nlmin

]

= ρlFpltotA0

[( 1
s + 1

+
1

t − 1
+

1
t − 1

A
B

mNlX

)
ms+1

NlX −
1

s + 1
ms+1

Nlmin

]

ρkFpktot =
ρlFpltotA0

(s + 1)(t − 1)

[(
s + t + (s + 1)

A
B

mNlX

)
ms+1

NlX − (t − 1)ms+1
Nlmin

]
. (A.10)

There are three different cases of chop type II, where (A.10) is the most common

and is chop type IIa described above. The second case, known as IIb, occurs

when mmin ≥ mlX and chopping is so severe that only the tail from the quasi-

saturated spectrum at zk is left. For case IIb the momentum flux at zk is given

by.

ρkFpktot = ρlFpltotA0

[
ρk

ρl

CSk

Cl0

∫ ∞

mkmin

mt−1
∗

mt dm
]

= ρlFpltotA0

[
1

t − 1
ρk

ρl

CSk

Cl0

( m∗
mkmin

)t−1
]
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= ρlFpltotA0

[
1

t − 1
B
(
1 +

A
B

mNlmin

)t−1 ( m∗
mNlmin

)t−1
]

ρkFpktot =
ρlFpltotA0

(t − 1)
B

mt−1
Nlmin

(
1 +

A
B

mNlmin

)t−1

(A.11)

The third case, known as chop type IIc, occurs when A = 0, which simplifies

(A.10) to the following.

ρkFpktot =
ρlFpltotA0

(s + 1)(t − 1)

[
(s + t)ms+1

NlX − (t − 1)ms+1
Nlmin

]
(A.12)

A.1.4 Chop Type III

There are two intersect points, mNlX and mNlY respectively in the low and high

wavenumber parts of the spectrum. Occurs when A > 0 and B[1 + A/B]t−2 < 1.

Using a combination of the terms in (A.1.2) we obtain the following expression

for the total momentum flux at zk in each ϕ j direction.

ρkFpktot = ρlFpltot A0 ∗ (A.13)

[∫ mlX

mmin

ms

ms+1
∗

dm +
ρk

ρl

CSk

Cl0

(∫ ∞

mkX

mt−1
∗

mt dm −
∫ ∞

mkY

mt−1
∗

mt dm
)
+

∫ ∞

mlY

mt−1
∗

mt dm
]

Using the corresponding terms in (A.5) and (A.10), (A.13) evaluates to.

ρkFpktot =
ρlFpltot

(s + 1)(t − 1)

[
−(t − 1)ms+1

Nlmin +
(
s + t + (s + 1)

A
B

mNlX

)
ms+1

NlX − (s + 1)
A
B

m2−t
NlY

]
(A.14)

There are two cases of chop type III, where (A.14) is the most common and is

known as chop type IIIa. The second, known as chop type IIIb, occurs when
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mmin ≥ mlX. For case IIIb the momentum flux at zk in each ϕ j direction is given

by.

ρkFpktot = ρlFpltot A0

[
ρk

ρl

CSk

Cl0

(∫ ∞

mkX

mt−1
∗

mt dm −
∫ ∞

mkY

mt−1
∗

mt dm
)
+

∫ ∞

mlY

mt−1
∗

mt dm
]

(A.15)

Again using the corresponding terms from (A.5) and (A.10), (A.15) evaluates to.

ρkFpktot =
ρlFpltot A0

(t − 1)

[
B

mt−1
Nlmin

(
1 +

A
B

mNlmin

)t−1

− A
B

m2−t
NlY

]
(A.16)

A.1.5 Chop Type IV

Here the entire launch spectrum has been Doppler shifted to ∞ at zk. Occurs

when A/B < 0 and |B/A| ≤ mNlmin. Therefore no flux can propagate higher

resulting in.
ρkFpktot = 0
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